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Efficient Analysis of Caching Systems

James Gordon Thompson

ABSTRACT

N

This dissertation describes innovative techniques for efficiently analyzing a wide variety of

cache designs, and uses these techniques to study caching in a network file system. The tech-

niques are significant extensions to the stack analysis technique (Mattson et al., 1970) which

computes the read miss ratio for all cache sizes in a single trace-driven simulation. Stack analysis

is extended to allow the one-pass analysis of:

1) writes in a write-back cache, including periodic write-back and deletions, important

factors in file system cache performance.

2) sub-block or sector caches, including load-forward prefetching.

3) multi-processor caches in a shared-memory system, for an entire class of consistency

protocols, including all of the well-known protocols.

4) client caches in a network file system, using a new class of consistency protocols.

The techniques are completely general and apply to all levels of the memory hierarchy,

from processor caches to disk and file system caches. The dissertation also discusses the use of

hash tables and binary trees within the simulator to further improve performance for some types

of traces. Using these techniques, the performance of all cache sizes can be computed in little

more than twice the time required to simulate a single cache size, and often in just 10% more

time.

In addition to presenting techniques, this dissertation also demonstrates their use by study-

-." ing client caching in a network file system. It first reports the extent of file sharing in a UNIX
N

I environment, showing that a few shared files account for two-thirds of all accesses, and nearly

half of these are to files which are both read and written.

It then studies different cache consistency protocols, write policies, and fetch policies,

reporting the miss ratio and file server utilization for each. Four cache consistency protocols are
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considered: a polling protocol that uses the server for all consistency controls; a protocol

designed for single-user files; one designed for read-only files; and one using write-broadcast to

maintain consistency. It finds that the choice of consistency protocol has a substantial effect on

performance; both the read-only and write-broadcast protocols showed half the misses and server

load of the polling protocol. The choice of write or fetch policy made a much smaller difference.
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Chapter 1
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Introduction

The enormous difference between the access times of processor memory and disk, often

called the "access gap", has spawned interest in caching to reduce the time required to respond

to user data requests. By maintaining a file system cache of frequently used blocks, the access

time for file system requests can be significantly reduced. In a distributed system, communica-

tion delays increase the access time, further increasing the benefits of caching.

The research leading to this dissertation began as a study of caching in a distributed file sys-

tem using trace-driven simulation. As problems arose in the efficient simulation of certain cache

parameters, such as the effect of writes, and as the generality of the solutions to those problems

became evident, the thrust of the research changed. This dissertation is therefore primarily a

study of innovative ways to efficiently simulate a variety of cache designs, with applicability

ranging from on-chip processor caches to file system and disk caches.

Chapter 2 reviews the concepts of caching and discusses some metrics used to analyze

cache performance. It then reviews the stack analysis technique, which is the basis for the effi-

cient algorithms to follow. Discovered in 1970 by Mattson, et al. (Matt70], stack analysis per-

mits the miss ratios for all cache sizes to be computed in one pass over a trace file, for certain

"" replacement algorithms. This is possible because these algorithms impose an inclusion property

:- on the cache contents such that if a block is present in a cache of size k then it is present in all

larger caches.

.1 There are a number of situations where stack analysis has not been applied. The first of

these is the consideration of writes and the performance of different write policies. If a cache

uses a write-through policy then every write results in a memory access. This can constrain the

performance of a system which is limited by the bandwidth of the memory path, such as a net-
@

work file system or a multi-processor bus. This gives incentive to using a write-back policy,

5%X61
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which marks the block dirty in the cache but delays the write to memory until later. Write-back

' '- has the advantage that several writes to a block can be combined into one write to memory.

Furthermore, write-back in a file system cache may allow the file to be deleted before the block is

ever written to disk.

Compared to reads, the simulation of write-back for all sizes appears very complex. Simu-

lation of reads is simple because the simulator knows at the time of the reference exactly which

sizes require a memory access. On the other hand, a write-back from cache occurs at an indefin-

ite time after the block becomes dirty, and occurs at different times for each cache size (i.e. when

the block is replaced). This implies that a lot of work is required to count write-back accesses.

Chapter 3 discusses this problem in more detail, and describes a new technique for analyz-

ing writes in one pass. There are two key observations which make this possible. The first is that

the dirty state obeys inclusion, that is, each block has a single dirty level, which is the minimum

- '. cache size in which the block is dirty. The second discovery is a method of counting writes by

observing that each write to a dirty block saves one memory access (compared to write-through)

- since the dirty block needs to be written to memory only once. Therefore, every write results in a

write access for all sizes where the block is clean, but the write-back is avoided for all sizes

where it is dirty. Chapter 3 goes on to show that deletions and periodic write-back, particularly

important to studies of file system caches, can also be efficiently analyzed.

Chapter 3 also discusses the use of a similar technique to analyze sub-block or sector

caches. These are caches having a large block size to reduce the number of blocks which need to

managed for a given cache size, but which access data in terms of smaller sub-blocks to reduce

the bandwidth requirement. Chapter 3 shows that there is a unique valid level for each sub-block,

which is used to compute the cache sizes where a memory access occurs, The chapter also shows

that a useful form of prefetch for such caches, known as load-forward, can be simulated in one

pass.

*The second problem studied was one previously encountered for database traces [Benn75];

even with stack analysis, simulations of file system caches are slow. In fact, they are so slow that

0%
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as many as ten simulations of a single size could be done ij the same :irc, negating the advan-

- ~ tage of stack analysis. The problem is due to the excessive ime required to compute the stack

* distance, or the minimum cache size where the block is valid, when the simplest linked-list

implementation of a stack is used against traces with high mean stack distance. Chapter 4

reviews several possible solutions proposed by others, involving data structures ranging from the

addition of a hash table to the use of static and balanced tree structures. It also describes a new

hybrid combination of a list and tree that is relatively insensitive to the mean stack distance.

The chapter then presents a comparison of the time required for simulations using each of

the data structures against a variety of trace data, including several program address traces, disk

traces, and UNIX file system traces. It shows that for program address traces, the simple linked-

list is adequate. However, for file system and disk traces, a static tree structure, discovered by0

Bennett and Kruskal [Benn75] and refined by Olken [Olke8l], is much more efficient. The

hybrid method performs better than the other implementations in several cases, but the improve-

ment is minor.

A third problem arises when stack analysis is extended to multi-processors each with its

own cache. Efficient simulation is trivial if the reference streams are independent, but the need to

maintain consistency of shared memory introduces dependencies. The question studied is

whether multiple caches can be simulated in one pass for all cache sizes: a) if each cache can be

of any size, or b) if the cache sizes are constrained (e.g. if all caches are the same size, or if some

caches have constant sizes).

Chapter 5 considers these questions for a class of cache consistency protocols for shared-

memory multi-processor systems using a backplane bus. It irtroduces the notion of a one-pass

0 algorithm as a generalization of the term stack algorithm, for efficient cache simulation algo-

rithms where the state depends on more than the stack contents. A cache management algorithm

is called a one-pass algorithm if it can be simulated in time which is O(N*S) and space which is

O(S), where N is the number of trace events, and S is the largest cache size of interest. Both the

-.. original stack algorithm and the write-back analysis technique meet this definition. The chapter

" -,oC,-
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shows that although some consistency protocols are one-pass algorithms for independent cache

sizes, most are one-pass only if the memory sizes are related. The remainder of the chapter con-

siders the special case where all caches are the same size, and shows that all protocols of the class
J,...

, -are one-pass algorithms.

The key to this result is again inclusion. The cache consistency protocols work by taking

actions based on the state of a block in each cache, where the state is a combination of three

characteristics: validity, dirtiness or ownership, and sharing. Chapter 5 shows that, given certain

reasonable restrictions, each of these characteristics obeys inclusion (e.g. if the block is shared for

size k then it is shared for all larger sizes). It shows that the state of a block in all caches and

sizes can actually be maintained using just a stack per cache plus two variables per block - a

dirty level and a sharing level. Chapter 5 goes on to present algorithms for maintaining these

variables and computing misses and bus traffic for several common consistency protocols.

Chapter 6 extends this technique to a class of file system cache consistency protocols. It

begins by describing the differences between the shared-memory multi-processor of Chapter 5

and network file systems. The primary differences are the existence of higher-level operations

and objects in a file system (i.e. open/close of a file), and the lack of an inherent reliable broad-

cast capability similar to that provided by a backplane bus. The chapter defines an expanded

state space to consider these differences, then defines a class of protocols for maintaining con-

sistency between file system caches. The class includes numerous options whi;ln can be selected

independently for any cache and file. The tradeoffs between the options are discussed in the con-

text of four example protocols from the class. One is a very simple protocol that relies

exclusively on the file server to maintain consistency. The second is a protocol which is optim-

" 'ized for files that are only accessed by a single user (private files). The third is optimized for

reaa-only files, whether or not they are shared. The final example is a protocol that uses write

broadcast to keep multiple caches consistent even when the file is read-write shared.

• Finally, Chapter 7 demonstrates the use of all of the techniques by presenting the results of

. an analysis of client caching in a network file system. It begins by describing the composition

0:. -:...
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and general characteristics of the file system trace data. It then reports on file sharing, one of the

measures which most affects the performance of cache consistency protocols. The study shows

that concurrent sharing is very rare (fewer than 3% of all opens are to a file already open by

another user), but that the 5% of files that are ever accessed by multiple users (i.e. potentially

shared) account for two-thirds of all opens. Over half of the shared accesses are read-only, while

80% of writes are to private files, both of which reduce the demand for consistency controls.

Chapter 7 then presents the actual simulation results using the techniques discussed in the

previous chapters to study cache consistency protocols, write policies, and fetch policies. The

efficiency of the techniques is shown in the fact that it takes just 10% longer to simulate all sizes

S'N compared to simulating a single set of cache sizes. The actual simulation results include the miss

ratio and the transfer ratio, which is the ratio of server requests with and without cache, including

copy-back and cache consistency overhead.

The study of consistency protocols compares the four example protocols described in

Chapter 6. It shows that the choice of consistency protocol has a much greater effect on perfor-

mance than the choice of write or fetch policy, varying the transfer ratio by a factor of four for

large caches. The Read-Only protocol produces less than half the misses and server load of the

simple protocol, with similar performance for the Write-Broadcast protocol. Both of these have

nearly double the misses and load of an optimal protocol, indicating a potential for improvement

through research into refined protocols.

* The analysis of write policies shows that delaying writes by 30 seconds avoids 25-30% of

all writes, but that nearly the same savings is possible by using write-back just for temporary

files. The fetch experiments include one-block and full-file prefetch. Chapter 7 shows that an

* optimistic one-block look-ahead reduces misses by 30% compared to demand fetch, with little

increase in server load. Full-file fetch is shown to be a poor policy unless restricted to small files,

because the cost of erroneously fetching a large, randomly-accessed file is so high.

* The dissertation concludes with Chapter 8 which summarizes all the results and presents

some thoughts on future directions for related research.

0++
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1. Cache Memories

Analysis of memory systems has always been an important part of the design of computer

systems. The early concentration on virtual program memory [Bela66] has been recently

replaced by emphasis on high-speed processor caches, and by file system buffering or caching.

In reality, these can all be viewed as parts of a hierarchy of memory types, where the upper levels

of the hierarchy are faster, but generally more costly. Although many of the analysis techniques

'discussed in this dissertation generalize to multi-level hierarchies [Olke8l], we restrict our dis-0

cussions to a two-level hierarchy, and refer to the top level as a cache.

The purpose of caching is to improve the average access time to items in memory by keep-

ing the most frequently used items in a small fast cache memory, leaving the remainder in a

larger slower memory. The contents of cache are checked on each reference; if the referenced

item is present in cache, then the data is available at the speed of the cache. If not then the data is

read into cache from memory, replacing something already cached. The speed of the combined

memory system is a function of the two memory speeds and the probability that the referenced

5.., item is in cache.

* dCaches are effective because of the principle of locality [Denn72]. This principle says that

the items most likely to be referenced next are those "near" the items that have been recently

referenced. The two aspects of locality are "temporal" locality and "spatial" locality. Tem-

* poral locality implies that an item that has been recently referenced has a good chance of been

referenced again in a short time. Spatial locality implies that items close to a referenced item are

also likely to be referenced. This is particularly evident in the sequential reference behavior

observed in instructions and within files.

* 6
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There are a large number of design parameters to any cache, most of which must be con-

sidered in any analysis of that design. We briefly present definitions of a number of these. For

more detail see [Smit82].

Blocking

The cache may be divided into fixed-size blocks, or variable-size segments. Blocks

are also referred to as pages in the context of virtual memory, and lines or sectors in

the context of processor cache. The cache block or line size may be equal to the

amount of data retrievable in one memory cycle, or several memory cycles may be

required to fetch a block. A larger block size reduces per-block overhead and pro-

vides a form of prefetch, discussed below. This dissertation discusses only block

caches, although most of the algorithms presented can be generalized to analyze seg-

ment caches [Olke8 11, for example a virtual memory that manages entire programs as

, a unit, or file system caches that manage whole files.

Replacement Policy

The replacement policy determines which block to remove when the cache is full and

a new block must be fetched. Commonly suggested policies include the Least

Recently Used (LRU) policy, First-In First-Out (FIFO), Least Frequently Used (LFU),

'-, and Random (RAND). An optimal policy, MIN, exists, but is unrealizable in practice
5.

-' because it requires knowledge of the future [Matt70]. The MIN policy does not con-

sider writes or deletes, and is known to be non-optimal if writes are considered

[Yu761.

Write Policy

0 The write policy determines when a modification is presented to the secondary

% storage. Writes may always go directly to the secondary storage using the write-
.%

through or store-through policy. Alternatively, the write may go to the cache to be
,.

written at some later time, usually when the block is about to be replaced, which is

called write-back or copy-back. Write-back is motivated by the expectation that the

5l'
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block will be modified several times before it has to be written. Clearly write-back

can never cause more accesses than write-through, and usually far fewer. On the other

hand, since it deals in blocks rather than words, write-back may increase the number

of bytes written. In addition, dirty blocks may remain in the cache for a long time,

leading to reliability issues in large volatile caches such as file system caches in main

memory. The decrease in memory traffic from write-back makes it very valuable in

systems with limited memory bandwidth, such as shared-bus multi-processor systems.

Write-back is also desirable in file system caches because many files are temporary

4and may never have to be written.

Write-Fetch

If write-back is used in a cache where partial-block modification is allowed, and the
O

block to be written is not in cache (a write miss) then it is usually necessary to fetch

the block prior to modifying it. This write-fetch is needed, for example, if one word

of a multi-word block is being written. The alternative is to keep track of the

portion(s) of the the cache block that are "valid", which becomes difficult when

several disjoint portions of the block are written. However, there are situations where

write-fetch can be avoided. Two examples are when the entire block is being

overwritten, or when the contents of the rest of the block are predictable, such as when

the block is a "new" block in a file system.

Prefetch

Because of spatial locality, a reference to a block often implies that the next physical

block will soon be referenced. It is possible to take advantage of this anticipated refer-

ence and to prefetch the next block in advance. This reduces the delay when the next

block is actually referenced. Prefetch is advantageous when it can be overlapped with

processing of other references, or when two or more blocks can be fetched in much

less time than all of them individually, as is the case with disk secondary storage.

While it reduces the delay, prefetch will increase memory traffic unless all prefetched
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blocks are referenced before they are replaced. It may also result in memory pollution,

where a soon-to-be-referenced block is displaced to make room to prefetch an

unnecessary block [Smit78b]. If a prefetch is only permitted in conjunction with a

fetch then the policy is a demandprefetch policy. Demand prefetch is desirable when

'the overhead of a fault is large; demand prefetch amortizes this over two (or more)

blocks. With modem memory systems and file system caches, it is simple and inex-

pensive to initiate a prefetch even if the referenced block is present.

Cache Consistency

". Whenever a block may be present in several locations there is a potential for a cache

consistency problem and the need to ensure that all caches have the same copy of a

block. There are two general approaches to consistency control: Write-Update or

Broadcast and Invalidation. The broadcast approach keeps all copies current by send-

, ".~ing all changes from the writer to all other cache sites. If the interconnection supports

reliable broadcast (as provided by a backplane bus, for example), then broadcast

requires a single message. If reliable broadcast is not available then the writer needs

to contact the other caches individually, which is usually prohibitively expensive.

Broadcast is typically not used in network file systems for this reason. This is dis-

cussed further in Chapter 6.

Invalidation schemes maintain consistency by ensuring that all other copies become

invalid whenever one cache is written. Invalidation can occur at the time of the write,

or at the time of next access from another cache. "Snooping" caches on a multi-

processor bus usually invalidate on write, since a single bus action can notify all other

caches. An example of invalidation on use is a network file system that "polls" the

file server on each open to verify the version number of a file. Invalidation is most

economical when updates are bursty, that is, when there are several updates from one

processor before any reads from others. Broadcast is advantageous when access is

- .- more uniform, since it saves the refetch in all other caches, at a cost of one (or a few)
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write-throughs.

2.2. Metrics

The performance of a memory system can be measured in several ways. Perhaps the most

widely used is the miss ratio, which is the fraction of references that were not satisfied by the

cache. Conversely, the hit ratio is the fraction that were satisfied by the cache. The miss ratio is

a latency metric since it determines the apparent access time of the memory system. For a multi-

level hierarchy, the effective access time is given by Yt hi, where tj is the access time to the i th

level, and hi is the hit ratio to the i th level. Sometimes overlooked is the fact that the access time

to each level should include any queuing delays. These are usually negligible in a single-

processor system, but may become important when several processors compete for access to a

S.single secondary store [Arch86, Lazo86].

The actual computation of miss ratios during simulation varies with the parameters of the

cache. Let N be the total number of references, and m (C) be the number of misses in a cache of

size C. If all references are assumed to be reads, then the miss ratio for a cache of size C is given

by

MRR (C) = m(C) /N (2.1)

-i. hence the name.

With write-through, where every write is a "miss" (i.e. causes an access to secondary

storage), the miss ratio is

,..." MRwT(C )= (mr,(C)+W )1IN (2.2)

where m,(C) is the number of reads that "miss", and W is the number of write references.

When write-back is used, this becomes

MRwB (C) =(Pml(C)+dp (C)) IN (2.3)

where dp (C) is the number of dirty blocks "pushed" from a cache of size C.

If write-fetch is also considered, a write could result in two accesses to secondary storage,

one to fetch the block and another later to write it. The miss ratio is now given by

0.

" C.A.
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MRwSwF(C) = (m(C)+dp(C))IN (2.4)

f- where we have used the fact that a write-fetch is actually just a read reference and occurs if the

block reference "misses".

All of the expressions so far assume that the processor must wait for the write to secondary

storage to complete before continuing. It is often reasonable to buffer the writes so that the pro-

cessor can continue almost immediately. In this case delay occurs only if there are enough

accesses to ,.reate contention. In [Smit79], it is observed that when memory bandwidth is ade-

quate, four store-through buffers are sufficient to largely eliminate queuing for writes. Under this

assumption, the write-back miss ratio with write-fetch is again simply

MRwF (C) = m (C) /N. (2.5)

* A related metric is the traffic ratio, which is the ratio of traffic between cache and secon-

dary storage compared to the traffic that would be present without a cache [HiU84]. The traffic

ratio is increasingly important for analyzing shared-bus systems such as multi-processor architec-

tures or a network file system. Although buffering may eliminate write-back from consideration

in the miss ratio, the write traffic is not eliminated, so writes must be considered in the traffic

ratio. Also, prefetch may result in increased traffic, since some prefetched blocks may not actu-

ally be referenced.

The traffic ratio is dependent on the same factors as the miss ratio and, in addition, depends

on the size of data blocks transferred. Suppose that the processor accesses BP bytes per average

memory reference. The traffic without a cache is then Bp times the number of references. Fre-

quently the cache block size, B, is larger than B,. We assume that each cache miss causes B,

bytes to be trarsferred. Then a large cache block size may act as a form of prefetch and reduce

* the miss ratio, but it may also increase the amount of traffic.

.N

,-
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,S The general form of the traffic ratio computation is

TR(C.Bc)=[m,(C)+mw(C)*Wf +f(C)+dp(C)]*B/N*BP (2.6)

where Wf is 1 if write-fetch is used, 0 otherwise; ,n,(C) is the number of write misses (i.e. write-

fetches); dp (C) is again the number of write-backs, and f (C) is the number of prefetches. Notice

that the traffic ratio is identical to the miss ratio when there is no prefetching, no write buffering,

and the cache block size is the same as BP.

'A third reasonable metric is the transfer ratio, which is the ratio of secondary storage

accesses with and without cache [Smit78b]. This metric has also been called the transaction
ratio [Gibs86], the I/0 ratio [Thom85, Kent86], and the swapping ratio [Kubo75]. The transfer

ratio is similar to the traffic ratio, but is more appropriate when performance is dominated by the

cost of a memory access, relatively independent of the number of bytes transferred. Thus it is

appropriate for disk caches, and often for networks using small (1K or less) messages. For exam-

ple, the transfer ratio decreases if two blocks are read from disk in a single I/O, while the traffic

ratio is the same regardless of the number of I/O's used to transfer the data. The transfer ratio

also has an indirect effect on the access time if there are enough transfers to create contention,

particularly in multiple processor systems with shared memory. A general expression for the
transfer ratio is

T(C) = [m,(C)+mw(C)*Wf + dp(C)]IN (2.7)

which is almost proportional to the traffic ratio using constant block sizes.

These metrics are ones which have been commonly used. Of course it is possible to rede-

" 'fine he metrics to meet the needs of a specific memory system. For example, in Chapter 7 we

want a metric to measure the file server load. Since the number of bytes transferred has a non-

• negligible effect on the load, we redefine the transfer ratio to include a component which is pro-

portional to the number of bytes transferred, in addition to the fixed cost per transfer.

"S7
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" 2.3. Trace Driven Simulation

-N, One common method to calculate these metrics is to use trace-driven simulation. Memory

refiurences are gathered from a system assumed to be similar to the system being modeled. These

events are then used to drive a simulation of the system under study with varying design parame-

ters. To the extent that the traces apply to the modeled system, simulation is a relatively simple

way to observe the effect of changes to the memory hierarchy. Unfortunately, it could take a

* ilarge number of simulations if only a single combination of memory sizes could be simulated at a

time.

In a classic paper, Mattson, et al. showed that for certain replacement policies, the miss

". ratios for all cache sizes could be calculated in a single pass over the reference trace [Matt70].

These policies are collectively known as stack algorithms. The technique depends on the inclu-

sion property of these policies such that the contents of any size cache includes (i.e. is a superset

of) the contents of any smaller cache. Thus the cache at any time can be represented as a stack,

with the most recently referenced block on top. The upper k elements of the stack are the blocks

present in a cache of size k. The current stack level of any block is therefore the minimum cache

size for which the block is resident. If a block is referenced while at level k, it is a "hit", and

therefore resident, for all sizes k and larger. The level at which the block is found is referred to

,..', as its stack distance. See Figure 2.1. Using stack analysis, it is possible to compute the miss

5 ratio of equation (2.1) for all sizes by recording the hits to each level. The miss ratio for a cache

size C is:

c
MR(C) =(N-X hits (i))/N (2.8)

where N is again the total number of references. Notice that, since hits (i) is never negative, this

is a non-increasing function of cache size. All stack algorithms possess this characteristic,

whereas non-stack algorithms may show points at which performance declines with increased

cache [Bela69].

v . 6 L
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Figure 2.1: Examples of stack maintenance using LRU replacement. The referenced block is always
"pulled" to the top of the cache stack. All blocks with smaller stack distance are pushed one lev-
el.

The simplest example of a stack algorithm is the Least Recently Used (LRU) policy. The

stack always contains the blocks in order of last reference, with the most recently referenced

block on the top. For any cache size C, the LRU block for that cache size is the block at level C

in the stack. When a block at level k is referenced, it is not in any cache smaller than k, and

therefore it must be fetched. The block that must be removed from any cache of size j, j smaller

than k, is the block at level j. The stack is updated by simply "pulling" the referenced block out

of the stack and placing it on top. All blocks down to level k are effectively "pushed" down one

level. Since the referenced block was in all caches k or larger, all blocks below level k remain

unchanged. Figure 2.1 illustrates these operations for the case where the referenced block is at

stack level 4, and the case where the block is not currently in the stack.

More generally, Mattson, et al. [Matt70] showed that any stack algorithm possesses a

"priority function" which imposes a total ordering on all blocks at any given time, independent

,p. of cache size. Notice that LRU imposes such an ordering based on the time of last reference.
, ,
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However, in the more general case the relative priority of two blocks may change without either

of them being referenced. (See, for example, Figure 2.3 where the relative positions of blocks B

and C reverse between times 7 and 8). It is no longer the case that the block at level j is neces-

sarily the one to be pushed from that size cache. This complicates the stack update procedure,

but only slightly. The stack can still be updated in a single pass that is similar to one pass of a

bubble-sort. A single comparison at each level determines the new block at the level and the

block pushed from the level. Figure 2.2 illustrates the process, which is described in the follow-

ing paragraph.

S-1 S, S,-1  S,

Sx

N
,- - sO) s,_le) stac )s i() Y,(1),

,P s ,_-1(2) - X st(2) st._I (2) Xst (2)

s,i(3) x st ) s(3) s,(3)
',"Iy, (3) y 3

* s,1(4) cmaios,(4) s(t c (4) s,(4)

SI.15 s, S(5) s,1 (5) st y4 S(5)
,.v, s,5)(5

th x o in the stack at level 4 x not in the stack

0 Figure 2.2: Examples ofck itill ued t stack replacement algorithm. For each level. C, a
•single comparison (indicated by a circled cross) between the prior block at the level (s,_1 (C)) and; .the block pushed from above (y ,(C- 1)) determines the new block at the level and the block

?'a-" pushed from the level. Update continues down to the current level of the referenced block, or to
.-'..the bottom of the stack if x, is not in the stack.

• First, the referenced block is still pulled to the top of the stack since it must become resident

,..,in all cache sizes. Using the terminology from Mattson, et al., let yt(C) be the block pushed

("yanked?") from a cache of size C. To make room for the referenced block, the top block in

., the stack, s,_ (1), must be pushed from a one-block cache, becoming y(l). Some block must also

be pushed from a two-block cache - the one with the lowest priority. A single comparison

N, z. _ "5z '. * ::i:(!i::!: ' "" ,
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between y,(1)=s~l (1) and s,1 (2) determines which becomes y,( 2). (Ties are broken by some arbi-

trary rule.) Similarly, the block pushed from a three-block cache should be thz lowest priority of

the three blocks previously present. However, the lowest priority block can be determined in a

single comparison of y,(2) and s, 1 (3), since the third block, now s,( 2), has already "won" a

comparison against y,(2), and thus can not have the lowest priority. Similar logic applies for all

levels down to level k, the original level of the referenced block; only the block currently at the

level and the one pushed from above need to be compared to find the block to be pushed. The

contents of all sizes larger than k are again unchanged.

The stack analysis algorithm is formally presented below. This algorithm will be used as

the basis for the extensions in Chapter 3. Let:

X = XIX2...xN be a trace, where x, is the reference at time t.

S, = the cache stack just after reference to x,, with s,(C)= the block at stack level C.

so(C) = ¢ for all C.

A = the stack distance of x,, that is, s, 1 (,A)=x,

y, (C) = the block pushed ("yanked") from cache of size C by reference x,.

rh (C) = a count of the number of hits to level C by time t.

Algorithm 2.1: General Stack Analysis Algorithm

1. For lt_N do For all events
2. If x, 4 S, 1 then A=- If not referenced before.

* 3. else do
4. Find A such that s,1 (A)=x, Find the stack distance
5. rh(A)=rh(A)+l Update the read hits
6. If A#l If the stack needs updating

A 7. Y, ()=s,- (1) Calculate push from each level
* for 2_<i <A do Down to referenced block

y, (i)=pmin [y: (i -1),s 9._ (i)] Push is the minimum of the
block at level and push from above

for i m_ do y, (i)-=O No pushes beow reference

8. s,(1)=x, Establish new stack.
• for i>1 do s,(i)=s_. (i) +y,(i-l) -y,(i)

0

~P
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Notes:

1. In step 5, all counts that are not incremented are aqsumed to remain unchanged at the

next time interval.

* 2. In step 7, pmin returns the block with the lowest priority, as defined by the replacement

algorithm. Pmin is the comparison function in the circles of Figure 2.2.

3. In step 8, plus and minus have the intuitive meaning of adding a member to a set, or remov-

ing a member. In this context, adding a member that is already present, or subtracting a

member that is not present, have no effect. The same is true of adding or subtracting 0.

Thus, the block kept at level i, s,(i), is either s,_ (i) or the block pushed from above,

y, (i -1), whichever is not pushed from level i.

Note that, in practice, it is possible to search the stack for the referenced block and update
.
•

the stack simultaneously, since the priority function can not depend on where (or even if) the

referenced block is in the stack. The update stops when the referenced block is found. The block

being pushed takes the place of the referenced block, which is inserted on top of the stack.

As an example, consider the application of the Least Frequently Used policy to the refer-

ence string {AAABBCCDB}. Using this policy, the block pushed from any cache is the one that

has been used the fewest times since it was loaded into cache. Figure 2.3 shows the contents of

the stack after each reference, where the number beside each block is the priority, (i.e. the number

of uses of the block). Notice that a block may be pushed several levels because of a reference, as

seen at time 8. Note too that blocks below the level where the referenced block is found are

punchanged, even though they may have higher priorities, as seen after the last reference.

,p

i-

-'p <:i
..p.

'p.
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Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Reference String A A A a B _C _C D

Al A2 A3 BI B2 C1 C2 DI B3
Cache A3 A3 A3 A3 A3 A3
Stack B2 B2 B2 Dl

C2 C2

Figure 2.3: Cache contents using Least Frequently Used policy. The number beside the block is the

Apriority, i.e. the number of references.

* ' 2.4. Non-Stack Algorithms

The prohibition against a priority function that depends on cache size prevents some

*otherwise-simple policies from being stack algorithms, such as the First-In First-Out (FIFO) rule

*. [Matt70]. Another common technique that is not a stack algorithm is the use of demandprefetch

* "or prefetch-on-miss [Smit78b]. Suppose that the prefetch policy is to fetch the following block

along with any fetched block, but not to prefetch if the referenced block is already present. This

is typical of a demand prefetch policy, where no fetch should take place unless the referenced

block is missing. Assume an arbitrary stack algorithm for replacement. It is easy to construct

counter-examples that violate inclusion, because the priority of a prefetched block depends on

-. ' when it is fetched, which varies with cache size. For example, consider the examples of Figure

"' 2.4, where the contents of a larger cache is clearly not a superset of a smaller cache after the final

* •reference.

It is possible to construct prefetch policies that are stack algorithms. For example, the non-

demand policy that always prefetches the next block, regardless of whether the referenced block

is resident, is a stack algorithm. This policy is a form of One Block Lookahead, or OBL
.4-

[Smit78b]. From the point of view of the stack this is equivalent to the insertion of a reference to

the next block after each reference. Non-demand prefetch is not practical if the cost of a fault is

. high, as it is in virtual memory systems for example, because the penalty for faulting to prefetch a

.". .block that may not be needed is greater than the potential gain. Non-demand prefetch is practical
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Time 1 2 3
Reference A C A

Size
I A C A

Cache 2 AB CD AB
Contents 3 AB CDA ACD

(a)

Time 1 2 3 4 5
". Reference A B C A D

Size
I A B C A D

Cache 2 AB BA CD AB DE
* Contents 3 AB BA CDB ABC DEA
%Y. 4 AB BA CDBA ACDB DACB

(b)

Figure 2.4: Cache contents using one-block prefetch. Since this is not a stack algorithm, the contents of
each cache size are listed separately. In both examples the next block is prefetched only if the

referenced block is not present. In all cases the referenced block becomes the highest priority, fol-

lowed by the prefetched block, if any. The inclusion property is violated after the last reference in

both cases.

when it is possible to look for the next block in the cache and prefetch it if necessary without sig-

nificantly slowing down processing the current reference. This is the case for many processor

caches and file system caches.

As an aside, a demand prefetch policy that obeys inclusion has been described by Horspool

and Huberman [Hors83]. Their algorithm adds the condition that the following block (x,+l) is

V. only prefetched if its stack distance is less than that of the referenced block (x,). This prevents

W1. the loss of inclusion seen in Figure 2.4(a) above. It has the added benefit of reducing memory

'a.' 'pollution, since it ensures that x,+l was referenced after the prior reference to x,, increasing the

chances that it will be referenced after the current reference to x,. In addition, their algorithm

% pulls x,+l to stack level one whether or not x, is fetched, preventing the anomaly seen in Figure

2.4(b). Their algorithm also allows prefetched blocks to "age" down the stack at a rate k times
.' aa

'a" ,,
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,. faster than referenced blocks, where k is some small constant. They refer to their class of pre-

fetch policies as OBL/k policies, and also discuss variable-space counterparts, VOBL/K. The

combination of factors decreases the miss ratio by 10-30% compared to LRU, with far fewer pre-

fetches than OBL.

2.5. Extensions to Stack Analysis

There have been several important extensions to the stack analysis technique. Mattson, et.

al. [Matt70] showed how the hit ratio can be computed for an arbitrary number of levels, assum-

ing a common block size and replacement policy. Gecsei [Gecs74] showed how it could be gen-

eralized to multiple levels with different block sizes for LRU and certain related policies. Traiger

and Slutz [Trai7l] showed that it is possible to compute miss ratios for variable block sizes, and

variable associativity, in a single pass. See also [Shed76] and [Slut72].

Coffman and Randell [Coff7l] investigated the "extension problem", that is, to predict the

performance of cache sizes greater than C, given only the misses from cache size C instead of a

WA full trace. For LRU, a trace of "pushes" and "pulls" was sufficient; for other stack algorithms,

the priority ranking for the block pushed and all blocks not in the cache of size C was also

required. A trace of misses only was shown to be sufficient to provide good approximations to

the performance of larger caches in [Smit77].

A more recent extension by Silberman [Silb83] showed that stack analysis can be applied to

a "delayed-staging hierarchy" in which the processor directly accesses several levels of the

memory hierarchy. When a referenced block is not in a higher-level cache, it is supplied to the

processor (at the speed of the highest level cache to contain the block) and begins "migrating"

into the higher caches. The time elapsed until it becomes "staged" (resident) in a higher cache is

equal to the sum of the access times of the caches below it. Further, the displacement of a block

in the higher level cache is also delayed, creating a situation where the stack level of a block may

be a function of the size of several lower level caches, and the time since last reference of one or

more other blocks. Silberman showed that stack analysis can be applied to this class of hierarchy

V' 'by maintaining the time and cache depth of last "migration" for each block. This information is

'7,'
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~used 
at the time of each reference to compute the stack distance of the block for different sizes of

i each level, considering the delayed staging times. This idea of maintaining additional informa-

-f 

tion about each block will be seen again in our write-back algorithm presented in the next

• 
chapter.

,ft

0



Chapter 3

Efficient (Stack) Algorithms for Analysis of Write-Back

and Sector Memories

3.1. Summary

For the class of replacement algorithms known as stack algorithms, existing analysis tech-

niques permit the computation of memory miss ratios for all memory sizes simultaneously, in one

pass over a memory reference string. We extend the class of computations possible by this

methodology in two ways. First, we show how to compute the effects of copy-backs in write-

back caches. (The key observation here is that a given block is clean for all memory sizes less

than or equal to C blocks and is dirty for all larger memory sizes.) Our technique permits effi-

cient computations for algorithms or systems using periodic write-back and/or block deletion.

The second extension permits stack analysis simulation for sector (or sub-block) caches, in which

a sector (associated with an address tag) consists of sub-sectors (or sub-blocks) which can be

loaded independently. (The key observation here is that a sub-sector is present only in caches of

size C or greater.) Load forward prefetching in a sector cache is shown to be a stack algorithm

and is easily simulated using our technique. Running times for our methods are only slightly

higher than for a simulation of a single memory size using non-stack techniques.

6 3.2. Introduction
-..

Until now, stack analysis has not been applied to some important situations, forcing the

designer to fall back on the one-size-at-a-time method. One example of this is the write-back

policy, also called copy-back, where a write to a block causes the block to be marked "dirty" in

the cache, but the write to secondary storage is delayed until some later time. Write-back is par-

ticularly desirable where memory bandwidth may be a limiting resource, such as in a shared-bus

multiprocessor or network file system. The altemative policy, write-through or store-through,

""~ "where all modifications go directly to secondary storage, severely restricts the performance

* 22
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improvement due to caching. Even with write-back, in many cases a write can cause twice the

memory accesses of a read; one to fetch the block prior to modification and another to rewrite the

block (copy-back). However, discussions of stack analysis have either ignored writes altogether,

or considered only write-through.

The problem with stack analysis of write-back is that it appears to violate the inclusion pro-

perty. For example, suppose that a dirty block at level k in the stack is read. It must come to the

top of the stack, but it is now clean for some sizes and dirty for others. We will show that by

maintaining a "dirty level" for each block, the stack analysis technique can be extended to

analyze write-back. This dirty level is the smallest cache in which the block is dirty. This is the

lowest level in the stack to which the block has been pushed since its last write, or infinity if the

block has never been written. The dirty level is used to count the number of write-backs for each
0

cache size by assuming that each write results in a write-back, then waiting to see where the write

is avoided. If a dirty block is rewritten, then the previous write has been avoided in all dirty

sizes, since both the previous and current write can be written-back with one memory access.

Stack analysis can be similarly extended to analyze sector or sub-block caches [Hi1184,

Lipt68]. In a microprocessor cache, access time, on-chip data path widths, and pin-counts favor

small blocks, whereas the size of associative lookup circuitry and tags favor fewer, larger blocks.

A possible compromise is to break each block into independent sub-blocks, any or all of which

may be present. Again, we will show that stack analysis can be applied by maintaining additional

data with each block.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into five sections. Section 3.3 develops the stack

5-: algorithm for write-back, followed in Section 3.4 by several simple extensions to handle dele-

S tions, periodic write-back, and cache flush. Section 3.5 similarly presents the algorithm for sector

caches, including an extension for a useful form of prefetch. Section 3.6 presents a comparison

of the time required to perform analysis using the stack technique. This section also shows how

* stack analysis makes possible other useful measurements, exemplified by a computation of the

probability of a write-back as a function of memory size.

.1
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3.3. Write-Back Stack Algorithm

We begin by discussing the problems with write-back stack analysis, then present a general

non-stack algorithm for computing the write-back ratios. We then prove that the algorithm obeys

a form of inclusion, and derive a corresponding stack algorithm.

3.3.1. The Write-Back Problem

In write-back, a write access to the secondary storage occurs whenever a dirty block is

"pushed". The main problem with write-back is maintaining the "state" (clean or dirty) of each

block in the stack. A single dirty bit is sufficient in the real cache, however it clearly is not for

the simulation stack. Consider a read to a dirty block at level k. For sizes k and larger the block

is still dirty, since it has not been written; for sizes I to k-I it is clean. The inclusion property is

violated since the contents of the larger cache is "different" in the sense that the block has dif-

ferent attributes in some larger sizes. A second problem is accounting for the "dirty pushes".

Each miss from a memory of size C causes a push from each smaller memory; that pushed block

may be dirty. On first inspection, this suggests that counts need to be maintained and updated for

every memory size from which a dirty block is pushed. We will show that a surprisingly simple

technique solves both of these problems.

3.3.2. A Non-stack Algorithm

We begin by assuming that write-back is not a stack algorithm, and imagining a general

* algorithm for computing write-back miss or transfer ratios. The algorithm is based on the stack

k''. analysis algorithm from Section 2.3, but maintains a separate set of dirty blocks for each cache

.-.. -size in order to solve the problem of the non-inclusion of dirty bits. In addition to the symbols

0 defined in Section 2.3, let:

r¢'

!"
a.

0 , . ".. .- - ,
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w = W1,W2 ... WN where w,=Jx ixsait
L otherwise

D, ()= the set of dirty blocks in a memory of size C after the reference to x,.

p, (C) = the dirty block "pushed" from a memory of size C by reference x,

= y,(C) if y,(C)eD. 1 C

{ otherwise

dp (C)= the number of blocks written back from a memory of size C by time t.

Algiorithm 3.1. General Non-stack Write-Back Algorithm

1. For lst: W For all events
02. If x,q~S, 1 then A=-o If not referenced before.

3. else
4. Find A such that s,j (A)=x, Find the stack distance
5. rh (A)=-rh (A)+4 I Update the read hits
6. If A~i If stack needs updating
7. y, (0--S ' (1) Calculate push set.

for 2<i <A do y, (i )-pmin [y, (i -1),s j (i)]
for i.2A do y(i)=O

7a. for 2 <i! A do Calculate dirty push set
IffY,(i) ED,,i(i) then If block is dirty

P, (i)=-y,(i) Include in dirty push set
dp (i )=dp (i )+ I Count dirty pushe

else p,(i)--o
8. s,(lM=X, Establish new stack.

for i>l do s,(i)=-s,. (i) + y,(i-l) - y,(i)
*8a. fo r i 2!l do D, (i)--D j. (i) + w, - p,(i) Establish new dirty set.

We define Algorithm 3.1 by adding steps 7A and 8A to Algorithm 2.1. When a block is

* written it must be added to each dirty set (line 8A). A block is removed from a set if and only if a

dirty block is pushed from memory (line 7A). Note that if write fetch is not used then lne 5 of

- Algorithm 3.1 must be conditioned on a read, i.e. If w,=o then rh (A)=rh (A)+1.

10 I d 11 1 1 ' , 1 1 1 ' , 1 '
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3-3.3. Dirty Set iclusion Property
The inclusion property of stack algorithms states that if a block is present in memory of size

C then it is present in size C+l, and therefore in all larger sizes. This can be formally stated as

M,(C)QM,(C+1), for all tand C. We now show that a similar condition applies to dirty sets, that

is, if a block is dirty in a memory of size C then it is dirty in all larger sizes.

An intuitive argument of this fact is the following. In order to become dirty a block must be

written, which makes the block dirty in all sizes. A block becomes clean only when it is replaced

(ignoring deletions for now). Because the replacement algorithm is a stack algorithm, the block

is always pushed from a smaller cache before it is pushed from a larger one. The dirty level is

therefore the maximum level to which the block has been pushed since it was written. A read

* may pull the block to the top of the stack, but will leave it dirty in an inclusive set of sizes. There

-, is no way to make it dirty in some sizes without making it dirty in all sizes, therefore inclusion

holds. A more formal proof follows.

THEOREM 3.1: D,(C)5D,(C+1), for all t and C.

PROOF: Choose an arbitrary C. The condition certainly applies at the start of the simula-

tion when no blocks are in cache, therefore the dirty sets are empty. Assume it to be true at time

t-1. Beginning with this induction hypothesis, the proof adds and subtracts blocks from each

side, preserving the subset relation, and finally arrives at an expression for the dirty sets at time t.

. D (C) 5D,_ (C+I)

* Adding the possibly null block w, to both sets does not affect the subset relation.

D,_1 (C )+w tgD _j (C+l1)+w,

Similarly, the relation holds if the block p, is removed from the smaller set.

,D D,_ (C)+w ,-p, (C) a D,_1 (C+l1)+w,

.4 Finally, removing the same block from both sets preserves the subset relation.

• D,-1 (C)+w,-p,(C)-p,(C+l) cD, (C+l)+w,-p, (C+l)

$ Note that the right-hand side is exactly D,(C+I) as computed by line 8A, while the left-hand side

differs from D,(C) only by the term p,(C+1). There are three possible values for p,(C+I) none
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of which affect the set on the left-hand side:

a) ify,(C+l) is not dirty then p,(C+l)=O;

b) ify,(C+l) is dirty, and y,(C+l)=y,(C) then p,(C+l)=p,(C). Subtracting this block twice can

not affect the contents of the left-hand set.

c) if y,(C+l) is dirty, and y,(C+l)*y,(C) then p,(C+l)#p,(C). However, it must be true that

y, (C+l)=s, (C+1), that is, the block pushed from size C+l was the block at level C+I. But

* s,_ (C+l)EI M,._ (C), and therefore p,(C+I) 4 D,-1 (C), so again it has no effect.

Removing this term gives

,, D _1(C)+w,-p,(C) D ,_j (C +l)+w,-p,(C +l)

'W which is exactly equal to

D, (C) gD, (C +1)

as set by Algorithm 3.1 line 8A. E

With these facts we can simplify the algorithm considerably. First, D,(C)gD,(C+l)

implies that there is a minimum size at which a block is dirty (if it is dirty at all). Intuitively, this

,', is the smallest memory from which the block has not been pushed since its last write reference,

and therefore the smallest memory size in which it is still dirty. This is also the largest stack dis-

tance the block has attained since it was last written. Therefore the separate D,(C) can be

replaced by a single array. Let dl(x) be the dirty level of block x; infinity if the block has never

* been written. A block at level k (i.e. s(k)=x) is dirty if and only if dl(x)<_k. We can set the dirty

level to I when a block is written and update it as the block is pushed.

3.3.4. Writes Avoided

Before defining the new algorithm, let us also reconsider the way dirty pushes are counted.
V..'

In Algorithm 3.1, dp is updated as each block is pushed. Also, recall that the purpose of write-

back is to avoid the write-back to secondary storage for each write reference which is required

when using write-through. We can count the number of write-backs required in two ways. One

0°
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is to count them directly. The other is to count the total number of writes, and then to subtract the

number of times that no additional write-back is required, since the block was already dirty or is

being deleted. When a write does not require a write back, we increment the count of writes

avoided. This is analogous to the way reads are computed in the basic stack analysis algorithm,

where a read is avoided for all sizes larger that the current stack distance.

Ignoring deletes for now, a write is avoided only when a dirty block is overwritten, since

both the previous and current modification can be written by the next write-back. Therefore we

can say that the previous write has been avoided for all sizes equal to or greater than the current

dirty level. Notice that we now only care about the dirty level for the block being referenced and

therefore we only need to adjust dl for the referenced block. If it is found at level A which is

below its dirty level (i.e. A>dl(x,)), we can reason that the block has been pushed (while dirty)

from all levels between dl(x,) and A, therefore the proper value for dl(x,) is A. (See line 6 of

Algorithm 3.2)

We now define wa (C) to be the writes avoided at level C, that is, the number of writes for

which the referenced block was still dirty in memory sizes C and larger. The write-back stack

algorithm, Algorithm 3.2, is shown below. The differences between this algorithm and Algo-

rithm 2.1 are line 6 which adjusts the dirty level as described above, and lines 10-13 which count
14

the writes avoided and write references, and reset the dirty level to one on a write.

For the special case of LRU, this algorithm is particularly simple. As in the standard stack

* analysis algorithm for LRU, updating the stack is a matter of removing the referenced block and

,.4 inserting it at the top of the stack. The fact that only the referenced block affects the statistics is
'',p

particularly useful for this case, since no work needs to be done while searching for the refer-

* enced block.

.4.

6t
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Alaorithm 3.2: Write-Back Stack Algorithm

1. For lt<_N do For all events

2. If x, d S j then A--. f not referenced before.
,r 3. else

4. Find A such that s,_1 (A)=x, Find the stack distance
5. rh (A))=rh (A)+ I Update the read hits
6. If dl(x,)<A then dl(x)=A Set the "real" dirty level.

5, . 7. If A*I If stack needs updating

8. y, ()=s,. (1) Calculate push set.
for 2<i<A do y,(i)=pmin [y,(i-1),s,_1 (i)]
for i>_A do y,(i)=

9. s, ()=x, Establish new stack.
for i>1 do s,(i)=sl (i) + y,(i-1) -y,(i)

10. If w,5 then If this is a write.
11. If dl(x,);6. then

wa (dl (x ))=wa (dl (x,))+ 1 Count writes avoided.
* 12. dl(x,)=l Block is dirty.

13. W,=WI +1 Count of write references.

3.3.5. Dirty Push Computation

Using Algorithm 3.2, the number of dirty pushes which have occurred by time t for a

memory of size C is given by

dp (C)=W,-, wa (i) - ID ,(C)/ (3.1)

i=1

where the count of write references by time t is

w, = (1: w,=x,)

* and the count of dirty blocks resident in the cache of size C is the size of the set

.D, (C) = (x : x=s,(A), AC, dl (x)_C}

The first two terms of (3.1) are obvious, but we should elaborate on the need for the third

term. It should be clear that each block which is still dirty has avoided the most recent write for

all sizes in which it is still dirty and should therefore be subtracted from the count of writes. This

S.' argument applies at any point during the trace, and at the end of the simulation. Since the

relevant metrics are those gathered during the trace period, regardless of any activity which

occurs after the trace ends, we should consider each dirty block remaining at the end of

S..
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simulation as having avoided a write. To simplify the computations, we make a final scan of the

memory stack and update wa (dI (x)) for each dirty block x. We can then eliminate the third term

of (3.1). Of course, the effect of this should be small if the total number of trace events is large.

,i. Using this expression for the number of dirty pushes leads to a simple recurrence for corn-
A.. puting the transfer ratio. Recall that equation (2.7) for computing the transfer ratio from Section

2.2 is

,N' T(C) = [r(C)+mw(C)*Wf + dp (C)]IN

Assuming write-fetch, the first two terms can be replaced by the stack analysis computation of

the miss ratio given by (2.8), giving

V. 
C

T(C) = [[N - Irh(i)] + dp(C) IN~i=1

Substituting (3.1) for dp(C), assuming that the final scan has updated wa, this simplifies to

C C

T(C)= [N - Yrh(i)] + [W, - wa(i)]IN

C

T(C) = [(N +W,) - Y(rh (i)+wa (i))] / N (3.2)

P or

4 
T(0) = (N+W,)/N (3.3)

T(C) = T(C-1)-[(rh(C)+wa(C))/N]

Notice that since rh (i) and wa (i) are both non-negative, this function also decreases as memory

size increases, just as the miss ratio does.

.. 3.3.6. Warm Start

If the simulation results are gathered starting from an empty stack, the results can be biased

by the fact that many of the early references will be misses in all cache sizes. In fact, until the

* memory contains k blocks there is no chance of a hit at level k, producing a higher than expected

miss ratio. In some situations this cold-start miss ratio is appropriate, for example when a single-

program address trace is used to derive multi-programming metrics [East78]. In other situations,

, .the desired metrics are those for a system in steady-state. In these cases it is common to warm

- start the simulation to reduce startup effects. A warm start consists of allowing the simulation to

A..
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run until it is assumed to be in steady-state, often either for a fixed number of events or until the

- memory contains a fixed number of blocks, then stopping. Without changing the state of the

simulation, all statistics are cleared. The simulation then resumes from its current state. Th.-

final metrics are those gathered after the warm start.

Warm start using the write-back algorithm car, produce an anomaly in the transfer ratio.

This is caused by the final scan of memory which considers all dirty blocks as having avoided a

write - a write which may have occurred before the warm start. Suppose, for example, that the

write-back simulation is warm started, and suppose that W, and wa are zeroed. Then immedi-

ately after warm start, the value of dp (C) calculated using (3.1) may be negative for some values

of C, as shown in Figure 3.1, where the number in parentheses is the dirty level of the block. Of

course, a "negative push" is meaningless. We can keep the numbers positive by setting W, to

the number of dirty blocks in the cache at warm start, but then dp is immediately non-zero for

some cache sizes. Another alternative would be to zero both wa and dl, but then it will be a long

',time before any dirty block could be pushed from large sizes - in conflict with the reason to

warm start in the first place.

I A(l) 0 -1
2 B(4) 0 -1
3 C(,) 0 -1
4 D(4) 0 -3

* 5 E(5) 0 -4

Figure 3.1: The count of dirty pushes may be negative after warm start if W, and wa are zeroed.

Since the third term of (3.1) increases with C, the second term of (3.1), the sum of wa, must

decrease for larger C if we want the computed value of dp to be zero immediately after warm

start. This can only happen if some wa are negative. The solution we use is to zero wa at warm

- start, then decrement wa [dl(x)J for all dirty blocks x. With this solution dp(C) is zero immedi-

ately after warm start for all C, as it intuitively should be. See Figure 3.2a. Now suppose that a

, a'!L
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total miss causes all blocks to be nushed (Figure 3.2b). The result is that dp(C) is zero except for

"' those sizes from which a dirty block is pushed - which is exactly the result obtained from a

simulation of a single cache size, or a real cache.

-,.

Level Sack wa Level Stak wa d
1 A(l) -1 0 1 F(o.) - 1
2 B(4) 0 0 2 A(1) 0 0
3 C(,o) 0 0 3 B(4) 0 0
4 D(4) -2 0 4 C( ) -2 1
5 E(5) -1 0 5 D(4) -1 1

6 E(5) 0 0

(a) (b)

'- ' Figure 3.2: Revised count of dirty pushes after warm start. Figure (a) is immediately after warm start
with D t=4, while (b) is after all blocks are pushed one level. The count of dirty pushes from each

,size, dp (C), agrees with the results from a real cache.

Note, however, the unexpected result that the transfer ratio due to dirty pushes is no longer

a monotone decreasing function of size. In fact, if the warm start of Figure 3.2(a) were followed

by the unlikely event of five total misses, the resulting transfer ratio would be increasing with

cache size. It seems that the rate of dirty pushes may be exaggerated for larger cache sizes by the

fact that there are more dirty blocks in the larger cache. (There may also be a higher probability

that blocks pushed from larger caches are dirty. See Section 3.5) This "error" for large sizes is

bounded by the number of dirty blocks in the stack divided by the number of references after

warm start. It can therefore be made arbitrarily small by increasing the number of references

0 after warm start (which also reduces the need for warm start). In most cases, locality will cause

* i-.. the write-back traffic ratio to assume its normal decreasing form.

3.4. Extensions

In addition to write-back, several intermediate and related policies can be analyzed using

our technique.

'..
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3.4.1. Write-Through

This policy is trivially included in the algorithm by setting dl(x,) to infinity instead of one

after a write. If fact, since the total number of write requests is known, both the write-back and

write-through transfer and traffic ratios are available simultaneously. It is also possible to simu-

"- late a combination of policies, provided the choice of policy is not a function of memory size.

,. For example, some blocks could be write-through and others write-back, a scheme used in some

real caches, for example the Fairchild CLIPPER processor [Cho86] and the NEC disk cache

[Toku80].

Algorithm 3.3: Mixed Write-Back/Write-Through Stack Algorithm

1. For l_<t_N do For all events
2. If x, € S,_1 then A-- If not referenced before.
3. else
4. Find A such that si (A)=x, Find the stack distance
5. If w,=4 or block is write-back If this is not write-thru
6. rh (A)=rh (A)+ l Update the read hits
7. If dl(x,)<A then dl(x,)=A Set the "real" dirty level.
8. If A#I If stack needs updating

and not ( A=-- and block is write-thru) and not a write-thru miss
C.. 9. Y, (M)=S- (1) Calculate push set.

for 2- <A do y, (i)=pmin [y, (i-),s,_ (i)]
"" " for i>__A do y,(i)=O

10. s, (I)=x Establish new stack.
for i l do s,(i)=s,-_ (i) + y,(i-1) - y,(i)

11. If w,*4 then If a write.
12. If dl(x,)*-o then Update dirty pushes.

wa (dl (x, ))=wa (dl (x, ))+ 1 Count writes avoided.
e 13. If block is write-back then Write to write-back block.

dl (x,)=l Block is dirty.
14. W(=W +1

An example of an algorithm for such a cache is given as Algorithm 3.3. The differences

-' between this and Algorithm 3.2 are very superficial. First, line 5 checks for a read or write-back

'N' before counting fetches; it assumes there is no fetch-on-write for write-through blocks. Line 11-.5,.:

treats all blocks the same, but in reality only write-back blocks will ever be dirty, so writes are

... "only avoidable for write-back blocks. Line 13 checks that only write-back blocks become dirty.

'i. . .:.1'
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All writes are included in W,. As a simplification, both write-back and write-through are counted

the same. In reality, a write-through may involve less data and therefore is less costly.

3.4.2. Periodic Write-Back

With large caches, there may be a very long delay before a block is removed by replace-

ment. We have mentioned that reliability considerations may dictate that a dirty block be written

before this time. Suppose that all dirty blocks are written every n seconds instead. An example

of this is the UNIX file system policy of witing all dirty file system buffers to disk every 30

seconds. Alternatively, suppose only certain blocks are written, for example by a policy to write

a block after it has been unreferenced for n seconds. These policies are all stack algorithms, pro-

vided that the write happens for all memory sizes where the block is dirty, in order to maintain

inclusion in the dirty set.

A forced write-back is implemented in the algorithm by setting dl(x) to infinity for each

written block. It has no effect on writes avoided, except that the write which made the block dirty

can not subsequently be avoided. The effect of this is to increase the calculated number of dirty

pushes. Consider the third term in (3.1) for any C where the block is dirty: the block was dirty

" and included in D,(C); it is now clean and not in the term; the net increase to dp(C) is 1.

3.4.3. Deletions

A important consideration in file system studies is the existence of deletions in the refer-

ence string. If a file is deleted, the blocks of that file should be removed from the cache without

write. With a write-back cache and short file lifetimes, it is likely that file blocks will be created

and deleted without ever being written to the next level [Oust85]. Deletions also occur in proces-

sor caches when blocks are invalidated, but generally not without writing the block first if it is

dirty. This case is discussed in Section 3.4.4.

Deletion of blocks from the cache was discussed by Mattson et al. [Matt70] in the context

aof a "call back" hierarchy, where cache blocks may be invalidated by a write directed to a lower

level. The example used by Mattson is a virtual memory system in which all I/O occurs to blocks

•a" %.r -°N'"
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,,. residing in an "I/O Subsystem", not the CPU memory. If an I/O is addressed to a block which is

in CPU memory, that block must be invalidated. Greenburg [Gree74] also discusses deletions,

Kand implemented an algorithm to approximate the effect of deletion. Olken [Olke81j proposes an

exact algorithm, and discusses implementation using various data structures. None of these con-

sider the effect of write back.

If a deleted block were simply deleted from the stack, the stack level for all lower blocks

would be reduced. This would have the undesirable effect of calling these blocks back into a

memory from which they had been pushed. Instead, what Mattson called a "marker" block is

inserted in the stack replacing the deleted block.

Delete Reference Reference
Stack Initial D B F
Leve StaCk (above ap) (below gap)

' 1 A A B F
2 B B A B
3 C C C A
4 D Y 'Y C
5 E E E E
6 F F F y

Figure 3.3: A gap "jumps" down the stack. The gap (y is unaffected by references above it, while a

reference below it causes it to "jump" to the level of the referenced block.

We refer to the marker blocks as gaps in the stack, corresponding to a vacant block in all

larger caches. The next push from above the gap will replace the gap with the pushed block,

since no block needs to be replaced in a cache containing a vacant block. Thus a gap will stop:'S

the sequence of stack updates, just as finding the referenced block stops the pushes in the normal

-" case. However, since the referenced block must still be pulled to the top and blocks below the

referenced block do not change stack level, the referenced block must be replaced in the stack by

another gap. Thus, a reference to a block below the first gap will seem to make the gap "jump"

. down the stack. As an example, consider the sequence of Figure 3.3. After block D is deleted, a

V.
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gap is left at level 4. A reference to block B above level 4 will not affect the gap. However, the

reference to block F below level 4 will "jump" the gap to the stack level of F. From the point of

view of the "real" cache, the gap represents the same vacant block, which was in all memory

sizes 4 or larger. Since block F is already resident in memories of size 6 or larger, the reference

to F has not fetched any block to fidl the gap. Therefore the gap still exists in these sizes.

The effect of deletions on the transfer ratio is to introduce another way in which a write can

be avoided, particularly evident in large cache sizes. If a block is written then deleted before it is

pushed, the copy-back is avoided for all sizes greater than the current dirty level It is therefore a

,r simple matter to increment the appropriate wa [dl (x,)] on deletion. In addition, the count of read

hits must exclude deletes, since a deleted block is never fetched. This is seen in lines 6 and 7

below.

Algorithm 3.4: Write-Back Stack Algorithm with Deletes

1 For lt<_N do For all events

2. If x, d S, 1 then A= If not referenced before.
3. else
4. Find A such that s,-i (A)=x, Find the stack distance
5. If dl(xg)<A then dl(x,)=A Set the "real" dirty level.
6. If x, is a delete then

wa (dl (xt))=wa (dl (x,))+l Count writes avoided.
sI(A)--y Store a gap in the stack.
break Process next reference

' 7. else rh (A)=rh (A)+I Update the read hits

8. r=min(i : s, -(i)=y) Level ofthefirst gap.
9. A'=min(AF) Level where pushes stop.

* 10. If A' I If stack needs updating
-T- 11. y, (l)=-s -1 (1) Calculate push set.

for 2-_/<A' do y, (i)=pmin [y, (i - 1),s -. (i)]

for iA' do y,(i)=4
12. for i>1 do s,(i)=s _1(i) +y,(i-1)-y,(i) Establish new stack.
13. s,(1)=x, Pull reference to top.

14. if A'=r then s,(A)=y Jump the gap
15. If w,-4 then If this is a write.

r.16. If dl (x,)*- then

,. wa (dl (x, ))=wa (dl, ))+ 1 Count writes avoided.

- 17. dl (x, )=1 Block is dirty.
18. W,=Wl +1 Count of write references

-a* &I
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The complete, though somewhat complicated, algorithm for write-back with deletions is

given as Algorithm 3.4. Let:

= a gap marker in the stack.

r = the level of the first gap in the stack.

A' = min(A,F), the level at which pushes stop.

a> There are actually only a few changes between Algorithm 3.2 and Algorithm 3.4. First, line

6 handles a deletion by updating the count of writes avoided and replacing the block by a gap in

the stack. Line 8 computes r, the level of the top-most gap, while line 9 determines whether the

referenced block or r stops the sequence of updates. Line 10 uses this value instead of A. A sub-

tie change in line 13 inserts x, on top of the stack even if A'=I; this handles the case where there

* is a gap at the top of the stack. Finally, line 14 replaces the referenced block with a gap if it was

below the first gap, implementing the "jump" of a gap described above.

3.4.4. Flush Back

I. In some situations a block should be written and removed from the cache before it is a can-

didate for replacement. An example is the wholesale flush of a local processor cache in a mul-

tiprocessor system. A more selective example is where an individual block is flushed from a

private cache on a multi-processor bus so that another processor can acquire the block [Katz85].

Flushing the cache periodically is also used in some processor simulations to approximate mul-

* tiprogramming effects (Smit82]. It should be clear that this can be simply implemented as a

periodic write-back followed by a delete. The contents of wa is unchanged.

3.5. Sector Cache Simulation

We now consider the study of sub-block or sector caches, and show that they too can be

simulated using stack analysis by a technique similar to that used for write-back. Although sector

caches are typically not appropriate for file system caches, this discussion is included to demon-

strate the generality of the proposed techniques.

0..7 --
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3.5.1. Background

A typical cache consists of blocks or sectors of data, each with associated tags identifying

the virtual addresses contained in the block. See Figure 3.4(a). If smaller blocks are used the

total space for tags increases (Figure 3.4(b)), since each of the blocks requires its own tags.

Regardless of size, each block also requires a valid bit indicating whether the block contains valid

data.

An alternative arrangement is the sub-block or sector cache. In a sector cache each cache

block/sector is divided into a fixed number of sub-blocks/sub-sectors. (Throughout this section

we will use IEEE-proposed terminology for such caches, referring to sectors and sub-sectors.)

,I Goodman also uses the terms address block and transfer block for sectors and subsectors respec-

. tively [Good83]. Tags are associated with the sector as a whole. See Figure 3.4(c). Transfers

between the cache and secondary storage are done in units of sub-sectors. In addition, there must

be a valid bit for each sub-sector to indicate whether or not the sub-sector data is present.

" I

I Tags V Long Sector

(a)

Tags V Short Sector Tags V Short Sector

0 Tags V ShortSector Tags V Short Sector

, . (b)

*Tags VV 2 VV 4  Sub-Sector I Sub-Sector 2 Sub-Sector 3 Sub-Sector 4

(c)

Figure 3.4: Alternative layouts for a block/sector in a cache. Long sectors reduce the ratio of tags to

data, while short sectors reduce the fetch delay. Sub-sector caches combine the advantages of

both.
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4 Sector caches are motivated by two factors. The first is a need to reduce the number of tags

to be searched. This was the motivation when it was first used in the IBM 360/85 cache [Lipt68].

The reduced number of tags also reduces the chip area needed for tags in a VLSI cache. A

second reason for sub-sectors is to reduce the size of each data transfer. On a cache chip with

limited pins for parallel data transfer, a large sector size would require multiple cycles, where a

-smaller sub-sector could be transferred in one parallel access. Similarly, on-chip data path widths

favor a small sector. The smaller sub-sectors may also be used to reduce memory bus traffic

when the bus is a potential constraint [Good83].

A sector cache tends to have a higher miss ratio than the same size cache with sub-sector-

sized blocks because the of the rigidity in the assignment of sub-sectors. It may also have a

* higher miss ratio than the same size cache using sector-sized blocks because each sub-sector can

cause a fault. However, misses that fetch smaller sectors may "cost" less than larger sectors, ismx-.

some cases. At the same time, the sector cache reduces the traffic ratio compared to the non-

sector cache with large blocks by not loading sub-sectors which are not needed, as would be the

, case if the entire sector were loaded. The performance of sub-sector processor cache was studied

by Hill and Smith [Hi1184].

The disk cache in the IBM 3880 Control Unit is also a form of sector cache [Gros85]. The

sector size is a full track, with a variable number of sub-sectors - one for each disk record. This

organization was chosen so that the cache could be a physical and logical copy of the disk con-

* tents, while offering the advantages of caching. To avoid holding up the processor waiting for a

* full track to be transferred, the disk is positioned to the requested record which is then transferred

,- to both the processor and controller cache. After signaling completion of the requested I/O, the

* controller continues to read to the end of the track into cache, anticipating further sequential

"... requests. This form of prefetch is called load forward, and is discussed in Section 3.5.3.2.

,- 3.5.2. The Stack Simulation Problem
.

The problem with stack simulation of a sector cache is that the valid bits do not obey inclu-

sion. For example, suppose sub-sector I of a sector is referenced and becomes valid. Now

°.S
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suppose that the sector is pushed to level k in the stack, then sub-sector 2 is referenced. The

entire sector must be pulled to the top of the stack in order for sub-sector 2 to become valid in all

cache sizes, but sub-sector 1 is valid for some sizes (k and larger), and invalid for others.

Our solution is to replace the valid bit with a valid level for each sub-sector. The valid level

is the minimum memory size for which the sub-sector is still valid; infinity if the sub-sector has

never been referenced. A reference to any sub-sector will pull the entire sector to the top of the

N stack. As in the case of write-back, there is no need to adjust the valid levels as a sector is

pushed; if a sub-sector has a valid level less than the current stack level of the sector, the valid

level is set to the current level, since no sub-sector can be valid in smaller cache sizes. Finally,

the referenced sub-sector is assigned a valid level of one, since it must be present.
41

-- Algorithm 3.5: Sub-sector Stack Algorithm

1. For l!t_N do For all events
2. If (x,,*) E S,i then A=. If sector not in stack
3. else
4. Find A such that s, 1 (A)=(x,,*) Find the stack distance
5. for 15j<_. do

vl,(x,,j)=max(vl ,I (x,J),A) Fix valid levels

6. Ao=vl,(x, ,a,) Stack distance for (x,a)
7. rh (Aa )=rh (Aa)+ 1 Update the read hits

8. If A*l If the stack needs updating
9. y, (l)=s .1 (1) Calculate push set.

for 2<i <A do y,(i)=pmin [y,(i-l),s. (i)]
for i>_.A do y,(i)=

4_., 10. s,(1)=(x,,a,) Establish new stack.

* for i>l do s,(i)=s, _.(i) + y,(i-1) - y,(i)
11. vl,(x a)=l (x ,a) valid in all sizes.

The formal algorithm is similar to the one for write-back, and is presented as Algorithm 3.5.

The terms are somewhat different from those used previously.

%0-,
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Let:

X = (xj,a1 ),(x,a2)...(xNvaN) be a series of rmferences, where (x,,a,) is a reference to

sector x, sub-sector y at time t.

(x ,*) = any sub-sector of sector x.

B = number of sub-sectors per sector.

vl,(x ,a) = the valid level of sub-sector (xa).

Line 5 adjusts the valid level of all sub-sectors to ensure that they are smaller than the level

of the sector. Then notice that the count of hits in line 7 is based on Aa, the valid level of the

referenced sub-sector - not the stack level of the sector as a whole. For example, in Figure 3.5,

a reference to sub-sector Al is a hit at level 4, since the sub-sector is not present in sizes smaller
6

than 4. On the other hand, a reference to sub-sector B2 is a hit only at level 2, since the sector as

a whole is absent from size 1. However, the stack is updated to the level of the sector as a whole,

A, since :he entire sector is pulled to the top of the stack.

Stack Sector Sub-sector
-- Level 1 2 3

1 A 4 1c
2 B 2 1c

N 3 C 1 1 1
4 D 1 c0 c0

Figure 3.5: Valid levels in a sector cache. Each sub-sector can be valid for different cache sizes, or in-
* valid in all sizes (cc).

3.5.3. Extensions

3.5.3.1. Write Back

The first obvious extension is to consider write back with a sector cache. Since these are

*l independent they can be combined by maintaining a dirty level in addition to the valid level. The

dirty level could be associated with the entire sector if the cache writes-back entire sectors.

,7
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However since part of the motivation for the sub-sector cache is to reduce bus traffic, the dirty
.5,

W "." level is more logically associated with each sub-sector. The algorithm is similar to those already

•. presented.

3.5.3.2. Load Forward

Load forward is a form of prefetch associated with sector caches [Hi1184]. After loading a

requested sub-sector, successive sub-sectors are loaded until the end of the sector. As with any

prefetch, this reduces the miss ratio because of the strong probability of sequential references.

However, unlike normal prefetch, there is no chance that load forward can cause memory pollu-

tion [Smit78b] by displacing a soon-to-be-referenced sector.

Load forward may be implemented as either a demand or non-demand prefetch policy.

O However, we will show that even with demand prefetch, load forward is a stack algorithm. The

key that distinguishes load forward from other forms of prefetch is that load forward always pre-

., fetches to the end of a sector and no farther, rather than prefetching a fixed number of blocks or

sub-sectors. To show that it is a stack algorithm, we again imagine a general algorithm for load

forward which does not assume that inclusion holds. The algorithm uses a stack to determine

which sector is replaced at each reference, but keeps a separate memory set M,(C) for all sub-

blocks present in size C. For simplicity we ignore writes. In addition to symbols previously

defined, let:

_"Sm* (x a )= (x a) plus the set of all sectors/sub-sectors prefetched with sub-sector (x,a).

M,(C)= the set of valid sub-sectors in memory of size C.

. [(xa):(xa) in memory of size C at time t}

• sI(C) = the set of valid sub-sectors of the sector that is at stack level C. Note that there can

be sub-sectors which are valid at larger levels but not at C.

= {(xa):(x,a)e M,(C), (xij) M,(j), ISi<_B ,forallj<C)

y, (C) = the sector pushed from size C.

o?
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Alqorithm 3.6: General Load-Forward Algorithm

1. For 1_t_N do For all events

2. If (x,,*) S,-1 then A = If sector not in stack
3. else
4. Find A such that (x, ,*) E s,_1 (A) Find the sector distance
5. Find Aa=min(C:(xa) E M, (C)) Find "he sub-sector distance
6. rh (A. )=rh (A.)+ I Update the read hits
7. If A*I If the stack needs updating
8. y, (1)=s'-1 (1) Calculate push set.

for 2<i<A do y,(i)=pmin Ly, (i-1),s_l (i)]
a, for iA do y,(i)=4

9. for 1<i<A. do M,(i)=M j (i) + (xa)+ - Y'(i) Establish new memory.

To prove that load forward is a stack algorithm we want to show that inclusion still applies,

that is, M (C) M,(C+1) for all t and C. We can immediately think of a situation where this will

* be violated. For example, suppose (x,a) prefetches (x,b), and these sub-sectors are valid at the

levels shown in Figure 3.6(a). Now let (x a) be referenced. For all sizes less than k, (x a) is

fetched, prefetching (x ,b). For sizes greater than k, neither sub-sector is fetched. The valid lev-

els, which are shown in Figure 3.6(b), violate inclusion since (x,b) is not present for sizes

between k and I.

However, suppose the initial configuration is reversed, as shown in Figure 3.7(a). The

result of a reference to (x,a) is that (x,b) is prefetched for all sizes less than I (although it only

needs to be accessed from secondary storage for sizes less than k), resulting in both sub-sectors

becoming valid in all sizes. See Figure 3.7(b). Therefore a necessary condition for inclusion is

*' that the first configuration can never occur using load forward.

An intuitive argument that this is the case is the following. The first time that sub-sector

(x,a) is referenced, both (xa) and (x,b) will be fetched and become valid in all sizes. As sector x

* is pushed, both simultaneously become invalid in the same sizes. To reach the configuration of

Figure 3.6, either (x,a) must be fetched without prefetching (x,), or (xb) must be pushed f,:

sizes where (x a) is still valid. Both of these are impossible. To formally prove this, we state the

* following theorem.

'4 .
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Memory Size

(x,a) lvs
valid levels

(x,b)

(a) Before reference to (x,a)

_I Memory Size

(x,a)
valid levels(x,b) H-AI

(b) After reference to (x,a)

.'  Figure 3.6: A situation where load-forward can violate inclusion. Initially subsector (x,a) is valid in sizes
* larger than k, while subsector (x,b) is valid above 1. Subsector (x,b) is prefetched along with (xa)

in sizes less than k, but not in larger sizes where there is no fetch of (xa). Validity of (xb) is not
inclusive.

Memory Size

(x,a)
valid levels

(x,b)

(a) Before reference to (x,a)

Memory Size

(x,a) I
(xbIvalid levels"+v'." (x,b) t "

%, (b) After reference to (x,a)

Figure 3.7: A situation where load-forward preserves inclusion. If (x,a) is only valid in sizes where (x,b)

is also valid then load forward preserves inclusion.
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THEOREM 3.2: Using Algorithm 3.6, if (x,b)e(x,a)+ and (xa)eM,(C), then

PROOF: Choose an arbitrary size C. The condition is certainly true at the start when the

cache is empty. Assume the induction hypothesis that the condition holds at time t-1. We will

show that it holds after the reference at time t. Consider the possible configurations of (x,a) and

(x ,b) which could lead to (x ,a) present at time t.

Case 1:

Neither (x,a) nor (x,b) present at time t-1, and (x,a) is referenced. Both sub-sectors are

fetched, and the condition holds.

Case 2:

• Sub-Sector (x,b) present, but not (xa), and (xa) referenced. Both are again fetched, and

the condition holds.

N . Case 3:

Both present, and (x,a) referenced. As shown earlier, both become valid in all sizes, and

the condition holds.

Case 4:

Both present, and (x,b) referenced. Sub-sector (x,b) will become valid in all sizes.

Although (x,a) is unchanged, the condition still holds.

Case 5:

Both present and another sector referenced. If sector x is not pushed from size C, then the

K, . condition still holds. If the sector is pushed from size C, then neither (x ,a) not (x ,b) will be

present, and the condition holds.

Case 6:

A more subtle case, where both are present and sub-sector (x,c) is referenced. If neither

(xa) nor (x,b) E (x,c) then neither is affected, and the condition holds. If (x,b) E (x,c) , or

if both are, then the condition holds. However, if(Xa)E (x,c)+, but not (xb), then the new

.4
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configuration violates the condition. Similarly, if neither is present, or (xb) alone is

" -ll " ""present, there is no problem unless (x ,a) E (x ,c )+ and (x ,b) is not.

The condition is therefore true if the prefetch sets obey the uansitive condition that if

(x,b)E (x,a) and (x,a)E (x,c)" then (x,b)E (x,c) . This condition is satisfied by load forward
N

4

since it loads the entire rest of the sector (but would not be if it loads just the n-xt sub-sector,

say).

We can now show formally that Algorithm 3.6 satisfies inclusion.

THEOREM 3.3: If Algorithm 3.6 is used then M,(C) M,(C+l) for all t and C.

PROOF: It is certainly true at the start. Assume it is true at time t-1 for an arbitrary size C.

Again we add and subtract blocks from both sides, which preserves the subset relation, arriving at

an expression which shows that it is true at time t.

M,1 (C) cm~i (C+l)

M, I (C)-y, (C)C M,_ (C+l)
M _ (C)-y,(C)-y,(C+I) g;M, (C+I)-y,(C+I)

By an argument similar to the one used to prove Theorem 3.1, y,(C+l) can have three possible

values, none of which affect the subset the left-hand side of the relation:

a) y,(C+l)=o

Sb) y,(C+l)=-y,(C)

c) y,(C+l) y,(C), in which case y,(C+l)=s,- (C+I), which is not in M,_1 (C). Therefore

ML "'. .M_ (C )-y, (C) CM;_M (C +I)-y, (C +1)

-.- ."M,_1 (C)+(x,a )+-y, (C) M .M (C +l)+(x,a )+-y, (C +l1)

For any C<(A-, these are exactly the computations of M,(C) and M,(C+I) from line 9 of Algo-

* rithm 3.6. For C>Aa-1, the theorem is true by the induction hypothesis, since the contents of

memory are unchanged. This leaves only the case where C=Aa-I, in which Algorithm 3.6 com-

putes M,(C) usi.ig line 9, but M,(C+I) is unchanged. Thus the above relation reduces to

"M, (C) c;M,_1 (C + l)+(xa )+-y, (C +1)

.'.' Now, because C=Aa-l, there is no push from size C+I, and y,(C+l)=d-, so the relation becomes
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... "M, (C) gM,_1 (C +l)+(xa)+

But (xa)+gM,(C+l) by Theorem 3.2, therefore the right-hand side is M,(C+]), giving

M,(C) M,(C +1)

as was to be shown. 0

Because of inclusion, we can convert Algorithm 3.5 to a load forward algorithm using valid

levels, as follows.

Algorithm 3.7: Stack A qorithm for Load Forward

1. For l t<N do For all events
2. If (x,,*) i S, then A=- If sector not in stack

3. else
4. Find A such that s,_1 (A)=(x, ,*) Find the sector distance

% 5. for I_<j<_B do vl,(x,,j)=max(vl,_1 (x,,j),A) Fix valid levels
* 6. Aa=Vl, (X ,al) Find sub-sector distance

7. rh (Aa )=rh (A,,)+ 1 Update the read hits
8. If A*I If the stack needs updating
9. y, (1)=si(1) Calculate push set.

for 25i<A do y,(i)=pmin [y,(i-l),s~l (i)]
for i>_A do y,(i)=4

10. s,(l)=(x,a)+ Establish new stack.
for i>1 do s,(i)=s,_l (i) + y(i-1) -y,(i)

11. for y i oB do vl,(x,i)=l (x ,a) valid in all sizes.

3.6. Experimental Results

In this section we demonstrate two advantages of write-back analysis by reporting the

results of simulations using the technique. The first result shows that stack analysis can be much

faster than approximating the miss or transfer ratio using several single-size simulations. The

second shows that other useful statistics can be produced as a by-product of write-back stack

analysis. In this case we analyze the probability that the pushed block is dirty as a function of

cache size.

3.6.1. The Trace Data

* The traces used in these comparisons consist of instruction and data addresses from the exe-

" "& cution of programs on one of several machines. They represent a variety of different applications

U. 4*,
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in three different languages. The traces are: FGOI (IBM 370, Fortran execution, factor analysis),

FGO2 (IBM 370, Fortran execution, analysis of satellite data), MVS (standard MVS operating

system workload at Amdalii Corp.), LISPCOMP (VAX, LISP compiler, written in LISP), SPICE

(VAX, Spice circuit simulator, written in Fortran), VAXIMA (VAX symbolic algebraic manipu-

lation program derived from Macsyma, written in LISP), and RISC (simulated execution of a C

compiler for a RISC-architecture processor). All traces except MVS represent the execution of a

single program. Most have been used in previous studies [Patt83, Smit85a]. We used a 16-byte

block size for all traces, as used in [Smit85a]. The simulations using these traces considered only

data caching; instruction fetches were ignored because they are never writes, and to compare the

write back results to those of Smith [Smit85a].

Two sets of simulation were done with each program address trace. First, each was simu-

lated as if it were a stand-alone program. This provides a characterization of each program, but

generally gives an optimistic prediction of the actual performance of the program in a multi-

programming environment [East78]. In the second experiment we used the technique proposed

by Smith [Smit82] to approximate the effects of multiprogramming by writing all dirty blocks

and flushing the cache after a fixed time quantum, in our case every 20,000 memory references.

The simulations without flushing were warm started; the others were not, producing some varia-

tion in the number of read/write events shown in Table 3.1 for the same trace file.
,4'

By way of comparison, we also ran simulations using UNIX 4.2 BSD file system traces

generated on three university research computers. The traces are identified by machine: ARPA is

a VAX 11/780 used for operating system research and development and text processing; ERNIE

is a VAX 11/780 used by staff and graduate students for program development and text process-

ing; CAD is a VAX 11/750 used for computer aided design research. All three machines are also

used extensively for electronic mail. These traces were analyzed in detail by Ousterhout et al.

"Oust85]. The trace events show logical file creation, deletion, opens, closes, and seeks. Actual

reads and writes are not recorded, however each close or seek event includes the range of bytes
0

read or written since the last positioning event for the file. The simulator recreates reads and
.'
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writes in block-size units based on this information. These traces tend to overestimate the miss

ratio, since some of the simulated reads/writes were actually several small requests. For these

. simulations we used a block size of 4096 bytes, consistent with common UNIX 4.2BSD usage.

,. ... There is no information on program paging, or file system overhead activity such as directories.

All files are identified by a logical identifier, there is no data on physical location [Oust85].

Table 3.1: General Trace File Characteristics

File Number of Types of Events Unique Mean Stack Dirty Mean
Events Read Write Blocks Size Blocks Dirty

Program Address Traces
FGO1N 233727 66.5% 33.5% 2675 970.03 1341 (50.1%) 501.21 (51.7%)
FGO2N 182290 79.4% 20.6% 1049 614.51 660 (62.9%) 403.03 (65.6%)
MVSN 244292 63.4% 36.6% 4972 2672.71 3499 (70.4%) 1688.25 (63.2%)
LISPCOMPN 224856 62.1% 37.9% 1764 1370.19 660 (37.4%) 423.03 (30.9%)
RISCRN 45975 81.3% 18.7% 902 675.92 500(55.4%) 310.02 (45.9%)
SPICEN 190460 63.2% 36.8% 602 555.75 347 (57.6%) 322.11 (58.0%)

* VAXIMAN 238237 65.1% 34.9% 4326 3035.69 1263 (29.2%) 717.78 (23.6%)

Average 194262 68.7% 31.3% 2327 1413.54 1181 (50.8%) 623.63 (44.1%)
Program Address Traces with Flushing

FGO1 234696 65.8% 34.2% 5293 154.91 3018 (57.0%) 88.56 (57.2%)
FGO2 182839 79.3% 20.7% 4530 133.45 2106 (46.5%) 60.90 (45.6%)
MVS 244168 63.4% 36.6% 17174 424.75 8921 (51.9%) 221.79 (52.2%)
LISPCOMP 237867 62.1% 37.9% 11875 317.33 2889 (24.3%) 78.67 (24.8%)
RISCR 50336 81.2% 18.8% 4357 107.46 1186 (27.2%) 29.60 (27.5%)
SPICE 194174 63.3% 36.7% 5642 164.37 2253 (39.9%) 66.67 (40.6%)
VAXIMA 238211 65.4% 34.6% 14011 353.99 3556 (25.4%) 91.79 (25.9%)

. Average 197470 68.6% 31.4% 8983 236.61 3418 (38.0%) 91.14 (38.5%)

- 'UNIX File System Traces

ERNIE 475471 74.7% 25.3% 85119 8879.06 69024 (81.1%) 4021.80 (45.3%)
ARPA 492040 72.0% 28.0% 93930 7254.39 81002 (86.2%) 3471.87 (47.9%)
CAD 489962 56.8% 43.2% 103488 11370.72 87180 (84.2%) 4554.18 (40.1%)

Average 485824 67.8% 32.2% 94179 9168.06 79068 (84.0%) 4015.95 (43.8%)

Table 3.1: General Trace File Characteristics This table shows the number of events considered from
* each trace file, and the percentage of these events which were reads or writes. The fifth column

shows the number of unique blocks in the trace, while the next column gives the mean stack size.

Flushing reduces the mean stack size, as do deletions from the file system traces. The final two
co!unns show the number of blocks that are written at some time during the trace (dirty blocks),

',-,-. and the mean number of dirty blocks in the stack. These are also shown as percentages of the

unique blocks and mean stack size, respectively.

3.6.1.1. General Characteristics

Table 3.1 shows the general characteristics of the traces. We processed approximately

* 500,000 events from each file after warm start, but the count of events in the second column only

includes the data references, ignoring instruction fetches for the program address traces. The

%
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.4 third and fourth columns show the percentage of these events that are reads or writes. We ini-

tially speculated that writes would be a more significant percentage of the file system traces.

However when instruction fetches are excluded from the traces to simulate a data-only cache the

fraction of writes are comparable. We conclude that writes are a factor which should not be over-

looked in any cache design.

', The fifth column shows the number of unique blocks seen in each trace file. This number is

exaggerated by cache flushing because a block reloaded after a flush is considered a new block.

It is clear, however, that the file system traces come from a much larger population of blocks.

The next column shows the mean stack size, that is, the stack distance of the least recently used

.'. block averaged over all trace references. These two columns together indicate the range of

interesting cache sizes for study. For example, program address traces with flushing seldom use

more than a few hundred blocks, whereas 10,000 blocks may be too few for a file system simula-

tion. Notice that the mean stack size for the program address traces without flushing is generally

about half the number of blocks for the same trace, whereas the mean stack size for file system
traces is less than 10% of the number of blocks. This is because nearly 90% of the file system

blocks are deleted. Deletions do not decrease the stack size, but they do leave gaps which allow

other blocks to be added without increasing the stack size.

The final two columns indicate the impact of write activity. The column labeled dirty

blocks shows the number of blocks which are ever written. This figure is also shown as a percen-

-• tage of the number of unique blocks. The fraction of the blocks in the cache which are dirty will

obviously affec' the chances that a block must be written when it is pushed. The file system

traces have far more dirty blocks (84% compared to 50%). The final column shows the mean

number of dirty blocks in the cache, shown also as a percentage of the mean stack size. Although

there is a wide variation between the individual program address traces, we find that on the aver-
".9,

age, the fraction of the cache which is dirty is about the same, near 44%, for both programs and

files. The reason for the relatively low value for the file system traces, compared to the fraction

of written blocks, is that most blocks are deleted before they are pushed very far down the stack,

I•P
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,a.

and most of the deleted blocks have been written. The blocks that "survive" seem to be equally

likely to have been written.

.\. 3.6.2. Run-Time Comparison

As we stated earlier, the chief advantage of stack analysis is that it allows the desired

metrics to be calculated for all cache sizes in a single pass of the trace data. Although the over-

head of maintaining the memory stack usually makes stack analysis take longer than the simula-

tion of a single cache size, it should take only a fraction of the time required to produce a reason-

able curve using several single-size simulations. We have used our write-back stack algorithm in
.-,

a,. the analysis of a variety of trace data, and find that this time savings does not always occur. For

example, file system traces typically exhibit much poorer locality than single program address

traces. This results in excessive run times using the straight-forward implementation of the stack

simulator. In the next chapter we present several techniques to reduce the execution time of stack

I -'.'' analysis by using a tree-based representation of the stack.

Table 3.2 shows the execution times for simulations using several traces of various types.

The trace files are described in more detail in Chapter 4. All simulations use LRU replacement.

a-. The first column shows the time required to compute a point on the miss or transfer ratio curve

using a simple simulation of a single cache size. The simple simulation maintains an LRU list to

determine the block to be removed from cache if necessary, but uses a hash table to find the refer-
,a-.

. ,enced block in the list. Therefore the running time is independent of cache size.

The second column is the time for stack analysis to compute the entire curve using a naive

implementation which searches the simulation stack from the top to find the stack distance of the

, referenced block. This time is also expressed as a fraction of the time for simple simulation of a

single size. We can see that stack analysis of file system traces is not efficient using this imple-

mentation. The third column shows the time required using the best stack implementation

presented in Chapter 4. All times are in seconds for simulations of approximately 500,000 events

running on a VAX 11750. We see that the stack algorithm takes on the average 22% more time

for memory address traces and twice as long for the file system traces, as compared to the single-

-7-
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size simulation. However, it reduces the execution time by as much as 90% for the program

•Naddress traces, and at least 80% for the file system traces, when compared to the time required to

approximate the miss/transfer ratio curves using ten non-stack simulations.

Table 3.2: Comparison of Execution Times (CPU seconds)

Trace Single Size Simple Stack Best Stack
Simulation Simulation Simulation

Program Address Traces
FGOI 351 487 (138%) 429(122%)
FGO2 309 357(115%) 357(115%)
MVS 369 878 (237%) 460 (124%)
LISPCOMP 328 512 (156%) 428 (130%)
RISCR 225 248(110%) 225(100%)
SPICE 277 342(123%) 342(123%)
VAXIMA 359 737 (205%) 475 (132%)

AVERAGE 316 508(160%) 388 (122%)
UNIX File System Traces

* ERNIE 598 20,787 (3,476%) 1,317 (220%)
ARPA 612 19,416 (3,172%) 1,246 (203%)
CAD 622 31,375 (5,044%) 1,111 (178%)
AVERAGE 610 23,859 (3,907%) 1,224 (200%)

Table 3.2: Comparison of simulations run-time using non-stack and stack techniques. The non-stack
simulation computes the miss ratio for a single cache size, while the stack simulations compute all
sizes in one run. The simple stack simulation uses a linked-list implementation of the stack. The

-V best stack simulation uses one of the alternative implementations discussed in Chapter 4.

3.6.3. Write-Back Probability

Before the discovery of our write back stack algorithm, an attempt was made to estimate

write-back traffic in the following way. Each time a miss occurs (ignoring gaps) a block is

pushed from all cache sizes. The write-back traffic should be approximately equal to the miss

ratio times the probability that the block pushed from cache is dirty [Smit85a]. Smith estimated

for data blocks that half of all pushes are dirty, but with wide variations between programs. He

also reasoned that the probability that a push was dirty increases with cache size, since the pushed

block will have been resident longer and hence have a higher probability of having been written.

4 ",Write-back stack analysis allows us to compute the probability of a dirty push directly and

• to validate the previous approximation. Although the probability of a dirty push is not needed

directly in the computation of transfer ratios using equation (3.2), it is useful in its own right, for

0.
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example as a parameter of a queuing model of a memory system. For example, see [Arch86].

0.8 0.8
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Figure 3.8: Probability of a dirty push. This figure and Tables 3.3-3.6 show the probability that the block
pushed from cache is dirty, as a function of cache size. The probability is generally increasing

with cache size, but two LISP program traces, LISPCOMP and VAXIMA show an unexpected de-I.
creasing trend. The tables also show the percentage of references which were writes and the per-

*] centage of blocks ever written.

In Figure 3.8 we show the probability that a pushed block is dirty as a function of size. We

see that on the average the projected increasing trend holds, although the probability for our

traces was closer to 40%. However, the trend for individual traces is not consistent, and some

*- show a distinct downward trend. Tables 3.3-3.5 show the same data, as well as the percent of

references which are writes and the percent of blocks which are ever written. Notice that the two

traces which show the strongest downward trend : ,re the two LISP traces, LISPCOMP and VAX-

IMA. These are also the only two which have a higher percent write than percent dirty. We

believe there is a relation between these observations, as explained below.

40

, ,First, notice that the probability of a dirty push from a single-blcck cache is close to the
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c7 Table 3.3: Probability of Dirty Push - Program Address Traces With Flushing
File Name FGO1 FGO2 USPCOMP MVS RISC SPICE VAXIMA Avg

Percent Writes 34.19 20.75 37.94 36.59 18.79 36.75 34.63 31.38
Percent Dirty 57.02 46.49 24.33 51.94 27.22 39.93 25.38 38.90

Cache Size
1 33.83 23.57 36.10 38.73 18.93 39.55 33.36 32.01
2 36.88 28.98 34.86 39.50 19.81 38.06 31.18 32.75
4 40.71 36.40 35.41 41.14 20.80 44.40 33.80 36.09
8 45.31 38.77 37.77 44.35 22.29 48.77 33.09 38.62

16 50.99 39.76 35.44 46.34 22.75 45.87 29.83 38.71
-e 32 58.58 36.02 30.33 48.95 24.16 39.78 28.62 ;8.06
l  64 55.09 33.99 25.80 49.99 24.29 38.39 26.55 36.30

128 53.67 46.68 23.03 48.96 26.53 38.57 25.42 37.55
256 57.26 45.86 23.06 48.65 26.84 39.77 23.99 37.92
512 57.76 46.03 24.37 51.33 26.84 39.80 25.09 38.75

1024 57.76 46.03 24.37 50.07 26.84 39.80 25.06 38.56
2048 57.76 46.03 24.37 49.07 26.84 39.80 25.06 38.42

Table 3.4: Probability of Dirty Push - Program Address Traces Without Flushing
File Name FGO1 FGO2 LISPCOMP MVS RISC SPICE VAXIMA Avg

Percent Writes 33.55 20.63 37.94 36.62 18.74 36.80 34.86 31.31
Percent Dirty 50.13 62.92 37.42 70.37 55.43 57.64 29.20 51.87

Cache Size
1 33.44 23.50 36.15 38.77 18.87 39.59 33.64 31.99
2 36.46 28.88 34.91 39.52 19.65 38.12 31.46 32.71
4 40.57 36.25 35.51 41.16 20.66 44.45 34.08 36.10

1% 8 45.29 38.61 37.81 44.39 22.24 48.77 33.44 38.65
16 50.77 39.53 35.43 46.38 22.35 45.83 30.13 38.63
32 58.48 35.36 30.22 48.98 23.65 39.26 28.94 37.84
64 53.79 32.54 25.29 50.13 22.51 36.72 26.90 35.41

128 51.06 54.33 21.83 48.52 23.49 36.09 24.63 37.14
256 51.93 56.27 20.82 47.85 32.90 36.40 22.66 38.40
512 49.40 65.61" 22.80 53.07 55.60* 35.10* 22.25 43.40

1024 49.67 80.00* 31.15* 61.28 0.00 0.00 20.25 48.47
S. 2048 44.50* 0.00 0.00 62.24 0.00 0.00 18.88* 41.87

4096 0.00 0.00 0.00 74.54 0.00 0.00 24.78* 49.66
* Based on fewer than 500 pushes.

probability of a write, for all traces. This is certainly reasonable since most blocks are pushed

from the single-block cache shortly after they are referenced. For other small cache sizes (in the

range 2-15), the chance that a block has been written does increase as predicted, and most of the-0

traces exhibit an upward trend. However, some blocks are never written, and the chance that a

clean block will ever be written decreases as it is pushed down the stack.

At the other extreme, notice that without flushing (Table 3.4) the number of pushes eventu-

ally reaches zero for cache sizes which hold all the blocks of the program. Therefore, when

_r'40€
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Table 3.5: Probability of Dirty Push - UNIX File System Traces

File Name ARPA CAD ERNIE Avg

Percent Writes 26.79 39.14 24.05 29.99
* Percent Dirty 86.24 84.24 81.09 83.86

Cache Size
1 27.42 33.52 24.42 28.45
2 27.88 33.97 24.93 28.93

4 28.14 34.44 25.06 29.21
8 28.37 35.06 25.21 29.55

16 28.83 34.68 25.36 29.62
32 30.02 34.32 25.76 30.03
64 31.24 34.69 27.00 30.98

128 31.47 33.57 29.79 31.61
256 28.56 30.74 30.55 29.95
512 30.22 30.11 34.14 31.49

1024 32.47 29.92 34.62 32.34
2048 37.19 33.52 36.52 35.74
4096 48.52 36.19 40.42 41.71

8192 50.70 44.39 42.32 45.80
16384 0.00 28.36 0.00 28.36

flushing is used (Table 3.3), all of the pushes from large cache sizes are due to flushing. The pro-

bability that a block flushed from a large cache is dirty should be very close to the fraction of

blocks which are dirty, as it is.

Since we can predict the probability of a dirty push from both small and large caches, we

naturally expect that the trend should be from the percentage of writes to the percentage of dirty

blocks. This explains the observed results, but suggests that they may be an artifact of the flush-

ing methodology. We believe this is not the case and offer another explanation.

In Table 3.6 we classify all blocks into one of four classes: read-only, read/write (in no par-

A ticular order), write-only, and write-once/read (e.g. a variable which is initialized and subse-

-% quently only read). The latter class we expect to be small in program address traces and larger in

the file system traces. The table also classifies all events as to the class of block they reference.

Both of the LISP traces show a surprisingly large fraction of read-only blocks. At the same time

these blocks receive a relatively low fraction of references. Therefore a few "dirty" blocks are

receiving most of the references, and therefore are more likely to stay near the top of the stack.

Thus the blocks being pushed from larger caches are more likely to be from the large class of

clean, read-only blocks. This generally explains the decline in the probability of a dirty push,

% .%*
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Table 3.6: Percentage of Blocks and Reference By Class

- Blocks References

File Read Read/ Write Once/ Write Read Read/ Write Once/ Write
Onlv Write Read Only Only Write Read Only

Program Address Traces

FGO1 49.87 5.27 0.07 44.78 15.14 82.40 0.15 2.31

FGO2 37.08 53.77 0.76 8.38 47.49 51.76 0.02 0.74
MVS 29.63 28.30 0.24 41.84 16.69 78.90 0.03 4.38
LISPCOMP 62.59 37.14 0.11 0.17 19.51 80.42 0.00 0.06

RISCR 44.57 53.55 0.00 1.88 34.02 64.20 0.00 1.78

SPICE 42.36 51.33 0.17 5.65 12.93 85.96 0.00 1.11

VAXIMA 70.80 28.18 0.16 0.85 24.05 75.89 0.01 0.05

Average 48.13 36.86 0.22 14.79 24.26 74.22 0.03 1.49

Program Address Traces (With Flushing)

FGO1 42.98 21.31 0.11 35.59 16.85 80.91 0.03 2.21

FG02 53.51 30.50 0.71 15.27 48.89 48.70 0.09 2.32
MVS 48.06 34.00 0.52 17.42 19.76 75.05 0.12 5.06

LISPCOMP 75.67 23.36 0.27 0.70 21.46 78.32 0.04 0.18

RISCR 72.78 23.97 0.41 2.84 37.22 60.49 0.22 2.07
SPICE 60.07 25.90 1.13 12.91 14.63 83.10 0.10 2.17

* VAXIMA 74.62 23.45 0.23 1.71 26.00 73.72 0.05 0.22

Average 61.10 26.07 0.48 12.35 26.40 71.47 0.09 2.03

UNIX File System Traces

ERNIE3 18.91 7.89 32.66 40.54 48.77 21.42 20.56 9.25
ARPA5 13.76 6.06 40.24 39.94 33.09 28.25 28.33 10.32

CAD4 15.76 6.56 36.73 40.95 28.36 36.61 22.62 12.41

Average 16.14 6.84 36.54 40.48 36.74 28.76 23.84 10.66

Table 3.6: Percentage of blocks and references by read/write class. All blocks are classified into read-

only. read/write, write-once/read (initialized, then read-only), and write-only classes. The table

shows the percentage of blocks of each class, and the percentage of references which accessed

each class of block.

independent of whether we use flushing. We can not say whether this phenomena is characteris-

tic of LISP programs in general.

In passing we note that the UNIX file system traces also show an increasing trend in the

probability that a pushed block is dirty, although not nearly as much as might be predicted based

on the fact that 85% of all blocks are eventually written. The difference again is caused by dele-

tions, leaving about half of the remaining blocks dirty. We also note that the class of write

once/read is very common for file system blocks, as predicted.

I % Another interesting observation from Table 3.6 is the high percentage of write-only blocks

in the file system and some program address traces. Because of the low percentage of references

to these blocks it is likely that most were only written once. For the program traces these can be

* 'I . X,
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explained by the initialization of a large data area (or perhaps a program area in the MVS trace)

that is not used again during the observed portion of the trace. There are several possible expla-

nations for the file system traces. The first are files that are created or written during the trace

'-- and simply not read before the trace ended (just over two days). The second possibility are files

*which are written then deleted without being read. A file which is entirely overwritten is also

considered to have been deleted. Common examples of this second type are editor recovery files,

object files containing errors, and rwho status files which are written every three minutes (and

rarely read during the evening hours). A third possibility are files which are truely write-only,

such as accounting or log files. However our analysis shows these to account for less than 5% of

the blocks.
A,'

" 3.7. Conclusions

In this chapter we have shown how stack analysis can be extended to two important new

areas. The ability to collect transfer ratios for all memory sizes in a single pass reduces simula-

tion time by as much as 90% compared to running 8-10 individual simulations, making this

metric much more reasonable to collect. The transfer ratio is increasingly important in the study

of shared-memory systems, particularly for file systems. Equally important, the ability to easily

simulate sector caches, including writes and a form of prefetch, opens up a variety of new cache
,'V'

designs to efficient analysis.

0
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Chapter 4

Improving the Efficiency of Stack Simulation

4.1. Summary

We saw in the previous chapter that stack analysis can perform much worse than conven-

tional single-size simulation on traces that show relatively poor locality, such as file system and

database traces. In this chapter we build on the work of several others who have suggested effi-

cient techniques to reduce the running time of stack simulation from O(N*L) to O(N*log(S)),

where N is the number of trace events, L is the mean stack distance, and S is the maximum

4interesting cache size. The key to these techniques is replacing the linked-list implementation of

the simulation stack with a tree structure. First we review these techniques and present a number

of practical optimizations. We also present a new !.hybrid structure which performs well against
S..

all types of traces. Finally we compare the performance of each of the techniques against a

*.". variety of real trace data, including program address traces, logical file system traces, and disk

address traces. We find that the alternative data structures can reduce the stack analysis time by

over 90% for file system traces, but that a simple linked list is adequate for most program address

traces. Our hybrid technique performs better than all others for many of the traces, but the

improvement is minor.

* 4.2. Introduction

A problem with stack analysis is that it is frequently slow when applied to file system, data-

base, and certain program address traces. In fact, we saw in the previous chapter that stack

analysis may be 1-2 orders of magnitude slower than single-size simulations for the same trace

data. These data have poorer locality than seen in most program address traces. This lower local-

ity shows up in a high mean "stack distance", that is, the depth in the stack where the referenced

0 .block is found. In addition, file system traces may have 15-20% of references that are not in the

- .stack at all. This is a natural consequence of the fact that new files are continually being created
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and deleted.

The original stack analysis technique determines the stack distance by searching for the

block from the top of the stack, giving execution times that are O(N*L), where N is the number of

Sevents and L is the mean stack distance. Thus high mean distances can lead to large simulation

times using the stack technique.

". Bennett and Kruskal [Benn75] observed this problem in database traces, and presented a:4

technique, for the special case of LRU replacement, which greatly improved performance. By

constructing a tree on top of the reference string they were able to determine the stack distance in

time that is O(log (inter-reference time)). However, the tree required a leaf for every event in the

" trace -- usually in the millions. Olken extended this technique by periodically compressing the

* tree, to create an algorithm that ran in bounded space, and time that is O(N*log (S)), where S is

the maximum cache size [Olke81]. He also presented a dynamically balanced (AVL) tree struc-

- ture for maintaining the simulation memory stack with similar bounds. He evaluated the tech-

niques against artificial traces and found that the AVL tree performed best.

Our interest is in the performance of these techniques against real data in order to discover

which technique is appropriate to different types of data. We therefore extend the existing results

in two ways. First, we notice that even the file system traces show frequent accesses near the top

of the stack. However the tree methods are designed to work best for accesses deep in the stack

*."'' and may in fact perform worse for the frequent accesses near the top. We propose a hybrid of the

* linked list and Bennett & Kruskal's (B&K) tree to exploit the locality that is present.

Second, we compare the techniques against real trace data of several types. We find that

the tree-based structures reduce simulation time by as much as 90% in some cases. However, this

*t improvement is not consistent across trace files. We suggest situations where the various tech-

niques are most applicable. For example, we find that the simple linked list performs best for

most instruction address traces we tried.

0- In Section 4.3 we review the various data structures that have been suggested for maintain-

.- .-, ing the simulation memory stack. In Section 4.4 we present our hybrid technique whose

4MI
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performance is relatively insensitive to the stack distance. Section 4.5 summarizes all the tech-

niques. Finally, Section 4.6 presents results of the application of each technique to a wide variety

of trace data, including program address traces, file system traces, and disk address traces.

4.3. Review of Stack Implementations

This section reviews and compares several alternative implementations of the simulation

-memory stack. The discussion of each implementation includes a fairly detailed table of the fac-

tors that determine the run time of the technique. We do this to emphasize the fact that constant

factors and terms that appear insignificant "in the limit", may actually be the dominant factor in

real simulations. Thus, although we may characterize some technique as "O(N*!og(S))", for

example, we know it is not necessarily better than a technique which is O(N*S).

In analyzing the implementations, we use the abstract description of a simulator shown in
,p . .,

Figure 4.1. The actions taken for each event are independent of whether the reference is a read or

a write, and deletions are ignored for now. LRU replacement is assumed because of its simpli-

city, and because most of the implementations are only applicable to LRU replacement. The

actions taken for each event are the following:

get event Read a trace event. Returns the identity of the block referenced and the type of

action. This routine is the same for all implementations, so it is n-. discussed

further.

find Locate the referenced block in the memory stack. Returns a pointer to the

block.

- . distance Determines the stack distance of the block. If the block is not in the stack, it

0o returns MAXINT.

stats Updates statistics, including miss counts. Also assumed to be the same for all

implementations.

* remove Removes the block from the stack .. preparation for a pull to the te'.

- 4.'
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insert Place the block in the stack at level 1.

while not EOF do begin
V getevent (block, action);

ptr = find(block);
k = distance(block);
stats(block, action, k, ptr);

%b if (k * MAXINT) then remove(ptr);
insert (ptr);

end;

Figure 4.1: Abstract Stack Analysis Algorithm

4.3.1. Linked List

The "obvious" implementation of the stack is a linked list with the top of the stack at the

front. Finding a block requires a linear search of the list, however the stack distance is determined

as a side effect of the find. The referenced block can be pulled to the front in constant time by

simply changing pointers.

The average time required to process an event using this implementation is shown in Table

4.1. This analysis, as well as the others in this section, makes use of the definitions in Table 4.2.

The mean distance L includes only those references found in the stack. An average reference

examines L blocks in the list before finding the block, or a maximum of S blocks if the block is

* not in the stack. The stack distance is determined in the process. If the block is in the stack, it is

deleted. In all cases the block is inserted on top of the stack.

Table 4.1: Time complexity of Linked List implementation

Routine Time

find PALCL+Pm.SCL

level

delete Ph CDL

insert CIL

0%
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Table 4.2: Definitions of terms used in Time Analyses

N = the number of trace events
L = the mean stack distance

S = the mean stack size

I = the mean inter-reference time, where each event takes one time unit
Ph = the probability that a block is in the stack
Pm= the probability of a miss from the stack = (1 -Ph)

CL = the cost of traversing a node in the linked list

CIL = the cost of inserting a node into the linked list
CDL = the cost of deleting a node from the linked list
CH = the cost to look up a block in the hash table

CIH = the cost of inserting a block in the hash table
CBK = the cost to traverse one level in Bennett & Kruskal's (B&K) tree

CIBK = the cost to insert a node in the B&K tree

CDBK = the cost of deleting a node from the B&K tree
CCOMPACT = the amortized cost to compact the B&K tree

CAVL = the cost to traverse one level in the AVL tree
CIAVL = the cost to insert a node in the AVL tree, which includes the

possible cost of a rotation

* CDAVL = the cost of deleting a node from the AVL tree, which includes the
; -, cost of possibly doing log(S) rotations

Taken as a whole, the algorithm appears to be O(N), that is, linear in the number of trace

events. However, S and Ph can easily be related to N. For example, in any stack simulation S is

initially a function of N, since the stack starts out empty and grows while previously-

unreferenced blocks are added. In most program address traces the number of unique blocks in

the trace is small compared to N (see Table 4.10) and the stack quickly approaches this bound.

At the same time, the probability that the entire stack is searched unsuccessfully, Pm approaches

zero. In the long-run, the time to process the trace is O(N*L).

* On the other hand, P, never vanishes in many file system traces since files are constantly

being created and deleted. We have found as many as 20% of the events refer to a new block,

and therefore will be a miss. Consequently, the PSCL term may dominate the time complexity.

While S is certainly bounded (by the size of the backing store), this size is rarely approached

* . even for long traces. Also, we have observed that more files tend to be created than deleted, mak-

ing S a slowly-growing function of N. The long-run simulation time is thus O(N2).

* One way to reduce this is to place a bound on the size of the stack. This is often done in

any case as a practical matter, since it is more convenient to keep statistics in fixed-size tables.

% W.
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% Although this makes the running time linear again, the time to search the stack on a miss may

still be considerable.

4.3.2. Hash Table

The futile search for missing blocks can easily be avoided by maintaining a hash table of all

blocks currently in the stack. This technique was proposed and evaluated by Bennett and Kruskal

for database traces [Benn75]. With it, we can find a block in nearly constant time regardless of

whether it is present, assuming we keep the hash table less than 80% full [Knut68]. Of course, the

hash table requires additional space. For our implementation we define the hash table to have

one and a half times the number of elements in the maximum stack.

Table 4.3: Time complexity of Linked List with Hash Table

V Routine Time
,. "find CH

U,.level PhLCL

delete Ph CDL

insert CIL +- CH

Table 4.3 presents an analysis of the time for this technique. Although finds can now be

done in constant time, the stack distance is not determined in the process. The easiest way to

,..- .determine the distance is to search from the top of the stack after using the hash table to verify

,, that the block is present. An equivalent method, if the list is double-linked, is to locate the block

using the hash table, then walk the list to the top of the stack. In either case, the net effect is to

trade the hash table search and possible insertion for the P. SCL term.

The time to perform the simulation is now O(NL) for any type of trace. For traces with very

* low mean stack distance this may be quite adequate, and it is certainly easy to implement. On the

other hand, it is easy to see how even this implementation of stack simulation could be slow for

file system and database traces; in Table 4.10 we found stack distances of 400 or more for these

traces.

.. " -- One way to further reduce this time is to implement a set associative cache. If the addresses

-.% %.- . ..5 . .~ .4 .* .
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are well distributed across sets, the mean stack distance within each set will decrease in propor-

', _ tion to the number of sets. At the same time, the miss ratio tends to increase [Smit78a,Smit82.

However, for small numbers of sets, the miss ratios will be very close to the miss ratio of a fully

associative cache.

Another method, proposed by Franta [Fran77], is to divide the linked list into F V/-] lists of

approximately S_ nodes each. The first list forms an index into the others, sorted on time of last

reference. After finding the last reference time of a block using the hash table, the block can be

located in the lists by examining no more than O(4S-) nodes. The stack distance is determined in

.. the process. Franta shows that the stack can be updated by moving no more than '" nodes. Thus

the time complexity for this method is O(N'Lf). Since later methods are much more efficient we

do not consider this method further.

4.3.3. Bennett and Kruskal's Algorithm

Bennett and Kruskal observed the fact that database traces had a high mean stack distance,

and stack analysis of these traces took a long time (Benn75]. They also noticed that, for LRU

replacement, the stack distance of a referenced block is identical to the number of other unique
,,'. .?

blocks referenced since the prior reference to the block. They used this as the basis for a different

representation of the stack.

First, they allocate an array with one bit for each event in the trace, all initially set to zero.*.'"

As the trace is processed, the bit corresponding to the current event, b, is turned on, and the bit
0

corresponding to the prior reference to the current block, bp, is turned off. At any point in time a

bit is on if the corresponding reference is the most recent reference to some block. Therefore the

stack distance for a reference is the number of 1-bits between b, and bp. To efficiently determine
0

this count, Bennett and Kruskal construct a fixed-structure tree over the reference bits, which we
- .

shall refer to as a B&K tree. Each node in the tree contains the number of 1-bits in leaves of the

'a- subtree rooted at that node. See Figure 4.2. They use a hash table with an entry for each block to

- locate the prior reference, bp. The stack distance for a reference is found by ascending the tree

from b.. For each node that contains bp in its left subtree, add the count of bits in the right

N0...NN
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subtree. This determines the number of blocks above it in the stack; add one to give the distance.

To update the tree, bp must be reset, b, set, and the counts adjusted up the tree. The tree ascen-

sion for both distance determination and count adjustment can be done simultaneously and need

only go as far as the lowest common ancestor of the prior and current bits, since the number of

1-bits is unchanged above this level, and all right-hand subtrees above this level are zero (b,

being the right-most 1-bit). As an example, see Figure 4.2. This example, as well as our imple-

mentation, uses a binary tree, although an m-ary tree would work. Block D is seen to give a stack

distance of 6 (1+0+1+3+1), while A has distance 4 (0+0+3+1). Figure 4.3 shows the resulting

tree after a reference to block A.

-'. The time to determine the stack distance and update the tree is O(E(Flog(I)l )), where I is

the inter-reference time, assuming one clock tick per reference, and E (.) is the expected value.

We will write this as O(log(I)), with the expected value implied. Unfortunately the space

required can be enormous, and is unbounded for arbitrary length traces.

4.3.3.1. Bounded Space Bennett and Kruskal's Algorithm

If we are only interested in cache sizes less than some bound, say S, then Olken showed that

Bennett and Kruskal's technique can be modified to run in bounded space [Olke81]. Since the

number of 0-bits is irrelevant to the distance computation, the leaves of the B&K tree can be

compressed at any time without affecting the algorithm, as shown in Figure 4.4, which is a

compressed version of Figure 4.3. The compression requires either an LRU list of the blocks or a

reverse pointer in the tree leaves in order to update both the tree and the hash table. The

compression takes time which is O(S), but if it can be done no more frequently than every S

events then compression only increases the time per event by a constant factor, independent of N

or S. Olken made this guarantee by constructing a tree with 2S leaves and keeping only the most
- recent S unique blocks when compressing. In addition, as suggested by Bennett and Kruskal, if a

reference is made to the same block several times in succession the tree is not updated, further

increasing the number of events between compressions. The time to find the stack distance and

4' update the tree is bounded by O(log(S)), regardless of the inter-reference time. However, the
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Memory Stack
Stack Time of

Distance Block Last Reference
I F 15
2 E 12
3 B 9
4 A 5
5 C 2
6 D 1

Fixed Binary Tree

S6

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

D C A B E F

Figure 4.2: Bennett and Kruskal's (B&K) tree representation. The corresponding memory stack is
vp.

* '.p'shown above.
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S -Fixed Binary Tree

9,.

5,

20 2

1 1 0 L0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

D C B E F A

After reference to A

-- S*

* ..* Figure 4.3: Example of update to B&K tree. The figure shows the changes to Figure 4.2 after a reference
to block A.

'p.i mean inter-reference time, I, is generally smaller than the bound on cache size, S, so we consider

the update time to be O(log(I)).

The time to process an event is analyzed in Table 4.4, with several terms proportional to

* log (I). Thus the time to process a trace is generally O(Nlog(I)), as in Bennett and Kruskal's algo-

rithm. Space is O(S). In our implementation, the hash table and tree require about 8S words,

although the size of the internal nodes of the tree could be reduced if the algorithm were made

more complicated. The algorithm is moderately easy to implement.

::''p
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Fixed Binary Tree

..- CE BE E F

hi ..

~After compression

. Figure 4A4 B&K tree of Figure 4.3 after compaction. The right-hand subtree is now available to hold fu-
A] ture references.

].. Table 4A4 Time complexity of bounded Bennett & Kruskar's tree

•Routine Time

!ilevel PA. Iog(/)CBK

delete PI, 1og(I)CDBK

• insert +P,.(CIH+log(2S )CIK)
";{';+CCoMP,,
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4.3.4. AVL Tree

Bennett and Kruskal's technique achieves efficiency using a tree to reduce the number of

nodes that must be traversed for a reference, particularly ones deep in the stack. The B&K tree is

a sparse, fixed-structure tree with blocks at the leaves. Olken showed that we can make the same

improvement in the order of the algorithm by representing the memory stack as a binary search

tree of blocks [Olke81], with the time of last reference as the key. All blocks in the left subtree of

any node have lower last-reference times, and all blocks in the right subtree have greater time of

last reference. The binary tree requires at most S nodes, one for each block in the maximum-size

stack, which is fewer than the 4*S nodes required for a B&K tree with 2*S leaves. Figure 4.5

shows an example of the binary tree representation, where block D is at the top of the stack. The

memory stack order is a reverse inorder traversal of the tree, i.e. DECAGHFB. As with the

B&K tree, this structure is only usable with LRU replacement. Any other policy requires a

*1* traversal of all nodes down to the referenced block, eliminating the advantage of the tree struc-

ture.

AVL Tree

0A

4', .top of stack

4

Hi D
5 time of last reference

Figure 4.5: Binary tree representation of memory stack. The number in the circle is the time of the last
reference to the block, which is used as the sort key for the tree. The number beside each branch is
the size of the corresponding subtree. This is used in the computation of stack distance.

%
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Notice that a block is lower in the memory stack than one of its tree ancestors if it is in the

ancestor's left subtree. When this is the case, it is also lowe.- than all blocks in the ancestor's

right subtree. Therefore the stack distance of a block can again be determined by examining the

blocks on the path from the block to the root. In this case we must store the total number of

nodes in right subtrees in each node rather than just the number of leaves.

. Using Figure 4.5 as an example, we can determine the stack distance of node F as follows:

it is below nodes G and H since they are in its right sub-tree; it is above B; it is below A and the

three nodes to its right. Since it is below a total of 6 nodes it is at level 7 in the stack. In the

worst case, the number of nodes examined is the height of the tree.

'p Unfortunately, the way the keys of the tree are chosen, as the last reference time, all inser-

tions in the tree are at the extreme right, so the tree will quickly degenerate to a linked list. Olken

proposes to use a generalization of the AVL tree [Adls66] to ensure that the tree remains bal-

anced and the height is close to minimum.

In an AVL tree each node contains a "balance indicator", which is the difference in height

between the right and left subtrees. The heights are allowed to differ by at most one. If an inser-
K tion or deletion causes them to differ by more than one, the node is unbalanced. This is corrected

by a "rotation" of nodes. See [Knut73] for a more complete description. It can be shown that

only a single rotation is necessary to restore balance after an insertion, whereas log(S) rotations

may be needed after a deletion [Knut73]. The height is generally very close to log(S), where S is

* the number of nodes in the tree.

An AVL tree can be generalized to a k-balanced tree, where the balance indicator is allowed

to range between ±k [Fost73]. Small values of k (up to about 4) are effective in reducing rota-

• tions with modest ,ffect on tree height. This is desirable because rotations are relatively expen-

sive compared to the cost of other tree operations. As suggested by Olken, we use k =2 in our

simulations, which reduces rotations by 17%. See Table 4.5.

We made one improvement to Olken's algorithm to further reduce the frequency of rota-

tions caused by the fixed insertion point. Luccio and Pagli described the use of 2-rotations, and

p .
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V-. showed that they reduced the number of rotations due to random insertions and deletions
Lh% , • .

[Lucc76]. A 2-rotation is a rotation around the grandchild of an unbalanced node instead of

around a child, and is illustrated in Figure 4.6. We found that they have an even greater effect

when the tree insertion point is always at the far right. First, we noticed that often the node above

the unbalanced node is within one of being unbalanced itself, as seen in Figure 4.6 (a). Although

the normal rotation around node C will restore balance, the A node immediately becomes unbal-

'4. anced again at the next insertion. Instead of doing the normal single rotation in these cases, we

do a 2-rotation around F. See Figure 4.6 (b). This corrects both unbalanced nodes, and leaves

the tree "heavy" to the left. This has two advantages. First, more insertions may be made before
another rotation is needed. In addition, it keeps nodes near the top of the stack on a shorter path

to the root, since we expect these to be the most frequently referenced. Figure 4.7 shows the

.- sequence of tree configurations while processing the reference sequence {ABCDEFADBG} start-

ing with an empty stack.

Table 4.5: Effect of AVL Balance Schemes
Method Balance Rotations Mean Depth

-____ (k) per event of Reference
AVL 1 0.607 10.88
2-Balance 2 0.507 11.61
w/2-rotate 2* 0.323 11.22

:.. Even with these changes, rotations are fairly frequent. Table 4.5 shows the frequency of

rotations we observed for the AVL tree, 2-balance tree, and 2-balance tree with double rotations,
.-

for a typical trace. Also included is the mean stack depth for a tree with 4096 nodes. This is the

tree depth at which a referenced block is found, which is more important than the actual height of

"-", the tree. The mean tree height can not be determined analytically for the common AVL tree, nor

for this variant. Notice however that the mean reference depth is less than 12, which is log(S), in

all cases, showing that our efforts to reduce rotations have not significantly increased the refer-

ence depth. Note too that the 2-rotations actually decrease the mean reference depth compared to

the 2-balance tree, as predicted.

IV
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% K .. ... '

(a) Standard Single Rotation

+

A balance indicatorA

0 ++

D BD.

++

C C

C G.

B

(b) 2-Rotation

Figure 4.6: Single and 2-rotations in AVL tree. In (a), block B rotates around C. which becomes the
right child of A. The tree remains right-heavy and will be unbalainced after the next insertion.

K With 2-rotations (b) both B and C rotate around F. The tree is left-heavy, permitting several inser-
tions before rebalancing.
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AC

BB BD B F

A A
...

ABCD.....EF..

C CA

B F XFF D
E AE A B

D D

"," ..D .. .. B.... G

Figure 4.7: AVL tree changes due to reference suing {ABCDEFADBG). The first reference to D and

the second reference to A cause a 2-rotation on insertion. The last reference to B results in a rota-

tion when the block is -zleted (indicated by the X through block B).

The time per event using the AVL tree algorithm is shown in Table 4.6. We assume that

the upper bound on reference depth is log(S), giving a time to process a trace of O(Nlog(S)). This

is generally worse than the modified Bennett and Kruskal's algorithm. However the storage is

somewhat less, since the tree contains only as many nodes as there are unique blocks in the trace.

The implementation is much more complicated than either the linked list or Bennett and

Kruskal's algorithm.

0 "Table 4.6: Time complexity of AVL tree implementation

Routine Time

find C,

level Ph log(S)CAvt

delete Ph CDAVL

J* insert CIA VL+P , CIH

-. b 4
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We have not done any experiments with other types of balanced trees. In particular, the self

adjusting "splay" data structure [Slea85] may be a promising alternative. It has an advantage

that it does not require a "subnodes" or "balance" field for each block. The subnodes field in

• .the AVL tree needs to be updated on the path to the root for each insertion/deletion, so there is a

potential savings of two log(S) operations per trace event. However, our results reported in Sec-

tion 4.6 imply that the complexity of balanced trees may be unnecessary.

4.3.5. Deletions

A important consideration in file system studies is the existence of deletions in the refer-

ence string. If a file is deleted, the blocks of that file should be removed from the cache without

write. With a write-back cache and short file lifetimes, it is likely that file blocks will be created

* and deleted without ever being written to the next level [Oust85].

,,-, If a deleted block were simply deleted from the stack, the stack level for all lower blocks

would be reduced. This would have the unrealistic effect of calling these blocks back into a

memory from which they had been pushed. Instead, what Mattson called a "marker" block is

inserted in the stack replacing the deleted block. We refer to the marker blocks as "gaps" in the

stack, corresponding to a vacant block in all larger caches. The next push from above the gap

will fill it with the pushed block. Thus a gap will stop the sequence of pushes, just as finding the

referenced block stops the pushes in the normal case. However, since the referenced block must

still be pulled to the top, it may have to be replaced in the stack by another gap. Thus, a reference

to a block below the first gap will seem to make the gap "jump" down the stack to the point of

the reference. This has been previously discussed in Chapter 3.

The occurrence of deletions introduces two problems in the implementation. The first is the

representation of the "gaps" in the memory data structure so that all other blocks maintain their

proper stack distance. The simplest approach is that proposed by Mattson et al. [Matt7O] -- to

leave a gap block in the stack. This is equally applicable to the linked list or tree structures. A

SN. more complicated approach is to maintain a count of the gaps adjacent to each node and include

this count in the computation of stack distance [Olke8 I]. For example, when searching the linked

Avi.-
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list, instead of adding one for each node traversed, add one plus the number of adjacent gaps.

This technique can save many traversal operations when the expected number of gaps is large. It

also saves storage when the number of gaps is large and the maximum stack size is not bounded.

We have implemented the simple approach, since the stack size is bounded.

The second problem is to locate the first ("highest") gap, which determines the range of

pushes. As seen previously in Figure 3.3, a gap above the referenced block will jump, while a

gap below the block remains. When using a linked list, one possibility is simply to watch for a

gap while searching for the referenced block. In the case of a hash-table miss it is still necessary

to locate the highest gap by searching the stack. For the AVL or B&K tree this requires a tree

traversal. This operation is O(log(S)) for either tree, thus the B&K tree is slowed down to within a

constant factor of the AVL tree. Regardless of the structure a search may be inefficient if the first

gap is deep in the stack. Instead, we maintain a list of gaps, sorted by last reference time (and

.C. therefore in stack sequence) as suggested by Olken [Olke8l]. Locating the first gap is a

constant-time operation. When a block is deleted, or a gap jumps, we must search the list to

locate the proper position for the new gap. We believe that this is acceptable because we expect

deletions to be relatively few, and tend to be toward the top of the stack. If this is not the case, a

heap can be used to locate the first gap, which would have performance which is

O(log(number of gaps)).

Since deletions often cluster, for example when sequential pages of a file are deleted, it is

often advantageous to check prior stack blocks. If they are gaps, then the deleted block can be

.-, inserted in the deletion list at that point. This works as long as blocks are deleted in the order

they were referenced, for example block number sequence within a file.

* A final optimization is used in the case of the AVL tree implementation. As discussed ear-

lier, when the first gap is above the referenced block, the gap appears to jump to the location

vacated by the referenced block. If we delete and insert both the block and the gap from the tree,

* there would be a possibility of rebalancing the tree four times. However, since none of the blocks

below the first gap have changed position (except the referenced block), much of this manipula-

05o
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tion is unnecessary. Instead, we delete the gap from its location in the tree, replace the block

*with the gap, and insert the block at the top of the stack. A similar technique is used when adjust-

ing the counts in the B&K tree.

4.4. Hybrid Method

The tree methods achieve their efficiency by reducing the search time for references deep in

the stack. However, as we shall see in the next section, all real traces are characterized by a com-

bination of many references near the top of the stack and occasional reaches deep in the stack -- if

this were not the case then caching would not be as effective as it is. In this section we propose a

hybrid data structure that performs well for both types of references.

We have already seen a form of hybrid technique in the suggestion that the B&K tree not be

updated on a hit to the top of the stack. In fact, since a re-reference to the top of the stack is a

common special case, it may be worthwhile to check for this case before accessing the hash table,

and certainly before ascending the tree to determine the stack distance. This applies equally well

to the AVL tree technique.

Now consider the work involved in other references near the top of the stack, say the block

at stack level two. This block is near the bottom of the AVL tree; determining the stack distance

requires examining nearly log(S) nodes, even with 2-rotations. The bounded space B&K tree

does somewhat better, a reference to stack level two may look at only two nodes, since exactly

one leaf separates the prior reference from the next bit (See Figure 4.3). On the other hand, the

algorithm may have to look at up to log (2*S) nodes if the two are in opposite subtrees of the root.

The average over all possible positions is 3 nodes (half look at 2 nodes, one-fourth look at 3

nodes, one-eighth look at 4 nodes, etc). This is three times the single node examined in the sim-

pie linked list, after subtracting the test for the top of the stack in both cases. In addition, consid-

ering the addition, subtraction, and array indexing involved in the tree search and update, it is cer-

tainly more costly to use the tree compared to the linked list. We therefore consider a hybrid of

the list and tree, using each where they are most beneficial.
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Since the linked list is presumably quicker for short searches, we keep the upper B elements

'1' of the stack in a linked list and the remainder of the stack in a tree. Because of its relative simpli-

city, we use the B&K tree. A single bit per block indicates whether the block is in the list or the

tree. The referenced block is located using a hash table, and the stack distance determined by the

appropriate method for the structure in which the block resides. To update the stack after a refer-

ence to a block in the list only requires that it be moved to the front of the list. If the block is in

the tree, it is removed and added to the list, while the least recently used block on the list is added

to the tree. The tree is updated to the common ancestor of the new bit and the referenced block

4.:, just as in the previous B&K tree method. The tree is compressed as needed, but since the tree is

.k not updated for every reference this is very infrequent.

As B varies from zero to S the algorithm varies from pure B&K to pure linked list. We
@

would like to know if there is an optimal value for B, or at least a reasonable bound. A simple

approach would seem to be to run both tree and list techniques for traces with varying stack dis-

tance, and choose the value for B where the expected time to walk the list is the same as the

expected time to walk and update the tree, i.e. the point where the stack distance vs time lines

cross. This overlooks several factors. First, for every "hit" in the list, the frequency of tree com-

"-". paction is reduced, effectively making the tree operations slightly less costly. Thus B should be

, ~somewhat less than the crossover point. Second however, this assumes that the expected height,

in the tree is the same when the list is present. This is may or may not be the case. For example,

suppose that the stack distance distribution was uniform over (1,100). A iS of two entries would

.. have little effect on the expected height in the tree since the references in the tree would still be

uniform over (3,100). Now suppose that the stack distance is either 2 or 98, with equal probabil-

ity. Again the mean stack distance is 50, but a two-node list will substantially vary the height in

the tree; all references in the tree have a stack distance of 98 and require climbing at least 1og 2(98)

levels in the tree.

This illustrates that the performance depend on the full stack distance distribution, not just
O

; ';:the mean, S. In general, the stack distance distributions have declining hazard rate (i.e. the longer

,,'-. . .
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it has been since a reference, the longer it is likely to be), which implies that the height in the tree

will increase with an increase in the length of the list.

In addition to the two factors mentioned, the optimal value of B is certainly implementation

dependent. Before attempting to analytically determine the optimal value, we ran simulations

with varying stack distances and values of B to determine the effect of the value of B on simula-

tion run-time. We used synthetic traces instead of real traces as input to the simulations in order

to control both the mean and form of the stack distance distribution. We chose an exponential

*distribution as a model for the distance distribution because it is simple to generate and easy to

control with a single parameter.

Figure 4.8 shows the time to perform simulations as a function of the value of B, for several

mean stack distances. Note that the linked list does improve performance in all cases, as shown
-p

by the decreased time going from B=l to B=10. We also see that the curves are relatively flat

over a large range of values. Based on these simulations we chose a value of B=80 for use in the

comparisons which follow. Because real traces tend to be hyperexponential (see Section 4.6.5),

with higher weight toward the top of the stack, we would expect the optimal value for real traces

to be less than this. However, these results do support our belief that the performance of the

*i hybrid technique is relatively insensitive to the value of B over a wide range, and that the effort

involved in finding the tre optimal value is disproportionate to the expected gain.

"j ~Implementation of the method is only slightly more complicated than the B&K tree tech-
1/ ',.?

* nique. Space required is less than the B&K tree since it does not require tree nodes for the blocks

in the linked list. This savings is usually small compared to the bound on the stack size. Time is

proportional to the mean distance in the list and the interarrival time in the tree, both of which are

a function of the number of blocks in the linked list. The time complexity is presented in Table

4.7, which makes use of the following new terms:

*, B = the number of blocks in the linked list

* P -,ttsT(B) = probability of a hit in the list of size B.

4-.
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* Figure 4.8: Simulation time for varying values of B. This figure shows the time to process 1000 events
as a function of B for varying stack distance. The flatness of the curves indicates that the perfor-
mance is relatively insensitive to B.

PhBK(B) = probability of a hit in the B&K tree, when the list is of size B.

L (B) = the mean stack distance in the list of size B.

I (B) = the interarrival time of events to the B&K tree.

Also the cost of compaction is a function of B. We believe that the dominant terms are

O(Iog (I (B))), but this certainly depends on the stack distance distribution.

.

,* Table 4.7: Time complexity of Hybrid implementation

Routine Time
find CH
level [Phusr(B)Ct s- L (B)]+[PhB (B)log(J (B))CBK]
delete PhtJST(B )CDL+PhBK(B )[CDL+CDlKlOg(J (B ))]
insert CIL +PkBK (B )[CL +C 5x log( (B ))]

+P [CIL +CDL +CBK log(2S)+CIH]
+CcoMPAC(B)

0
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4.5. Summary of Implementations

Table 4.8 summarizes the methods discussed in this chapter. The linked list is the simplest

to implement, but theoretically the most time consuming. The tree algorithms have a lower

expectea complexity, but are also more difficult to code. This additional code results in a higher

constant factor, which affects the running time in practice. In the next section we will compare

the performance of these algorithms against actual traces.

Table 4.8: A comparison of simulation stack implementations

Method Time Complexity Space Complexity Coding Difficulty

,P Linked List O(NS) 0(S) simple
with Hash Table O(NL) 0(S) moderately simple

'. B&K Tree O(N log(/))) 0(S) moderately simple
AVL Tree O(N log(S)) 0(S) hard
Hybrid Listflree O(N log (B)) 0(S) medium

4.6. Experimental Performance

Having reviewed the known techniques, and proposed a new hybrid technique, we now seek

to compare the methods. Our interest is not simply finding the "best" algorithm, but rather to

determine which method is best suited to a given situation. To do this we compared the methods

against a wide variety of real trace data.

An alternative would have been to compare the methods using artificial traces with known

distance distributions. This is the method used by Olken, who concluded that the AVL tree was

best. It is possible with this approach to estimate the constant factors for very simplified equa-

tions for predicting execution time based on the dominant factors from Table 4.8. The equations

depend on three different characteristics (stack size, stack distance, inter-arrival time) which are

controllable. However it is not certain that these dominate in all cases, or even in most cases.

_'. For example, the fraction of hits to level one affects the number of times the B&K tree is

compressed. Similarly, the fraction of hits to levels less than B affects the Hybrid method. Also,

the fraction of total misses (references which are not counted in the mean stack distance) affects

.' i ".-" performance; misses are very expensive in B&K trees but very cheap in the linked list with hash.

LT . d '
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It would be difficult to design experiments to test all factors, and having done so we would still

not know what method to use for a given problem.

We therefore conducted simulation experiments using the previously-described techniques

and data structures against a variety of real trace data. This section presents the results of those

simulations. After summarizing the simulator and the trace data we compare the performance of

each of the data structures described earlier using each of the trace files. Finally, we characterize

the types of trace data and show where the various techniques may be applicable.

4.6.1. The Simulator

All of the simulation experiments were done using a common simulator with "plug in"

modules for each of the data structures. For comparison we also implemented a non-stack ver-

sion that simulates a single cache size. This simulator maintains an LRU list of blocks to deter-

mine the block to replace if necessary. However, it uses a hash table to locate the referenced

block in the (doubly-linked) list, so its performance is independent of stack distance or stack size.

All of the programs were coded in C with little tuning specific to a technique. All simulations

were done on a lightly-loaded VAX 11/750.

The simulator gathered a number of statistics that are not shown, increasing the overhead

time of the simulation. All times were measured from a warm-start point when the stack con-

tained a trace-dependent number of blocks. That number was calculated to be the 99.9% point on

the cumulative stack distance distribution of references that would be found in an infinite cache.

In other words, 99.9% of references that would ever be found were in the stack someplace. The

time spent reading trace events varied by type of trace and was not counted in the timing.

* 4.6.2. The Trace Data

Three different types of traces were used in these simulations: program address traces, disk

address traces, and file system traces. The program address and file system traces were described

• in Chapter 3. An additional two sets of program address experiments simulated a multi-

-• ," programming reference stream. The reference streams were created by multiplexing four trace

=a-
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files in a round-robin fashion, flushing the cache and switching every 20,000 references. The

_ trace labeled MULTI consists of the files FGOI, FGO2, SPICE, and MVS; MULT2 consists of

the files RISC, LISPCOMP, VAXIMA, and MVS.

The disk address traces are physical disk address traces from two IBM systems: SLAC is an

IBM 370/168 at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center used primarily for text editing, timeshar-

ing and remote job entry; CROC is an IBM 370/168 at Crocker Bank running TSO and small

batch jobs. The CROC trace is from a system using the OS/MVS operating system, while SLAC

used SVS. These traces were used by Smith to investigate disk caching [Smit85b]. They consist

of physical seek addresses (device/cylinder/track) for all disk 1/0. The record within a track is

also identified, but neither the size of the record nor of the data transferred is recorded. We have

therefore assumed a full-track transfer in all cases (usually around 16K) and defined the block

size to be one track. Since all results are presented in terms of blocks rather than bytes, the pre-

cise block size is immaterial. The trace does not distinguish reads from writes so no analysis of

write-back is possible. Also file creation or deletion is not observable at the physical level. Table

4.10 presents the general characteristics of these traces. For convenience, the characteristics of

the other traces are repeated here as well. The number of unique blocks in the disk traces is less

*- than the number present in the file system Uaccs because there are no deletions of physical disk

addresses. The stack sizes are large, for the same reason.

4.6.3. Trace File Characteristics

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 summarize the traces used in this study. Several interesting comparis-

ons can be made between the types of traces, which will be important in Section 4.6.5. Table 4.9

'.s'- shows the number of events processed from each trace file and the frequency of events of each

type. We processed approximately 500,000 events from each file after warm start, but ran out of

events in some cases. The event types include instruction fetches for the program address traces,

,- which were ignored. Table 4.10 presents the same data, but counting only read and write events.

We initially speculated that writes would be a more significant percentage of the file system

" "traces. In Table 4.9, considering all event types, this is in fact the case. However when

0 li'
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instruction fetches are excluded from the traces to simulate a data-only cache the fraction of

writes are comparable. We conclude that writes are a factor that should not be overlooked in any

cache design.

Table 4.9: Types of Trace Events

File Number of Types of Events
Events Read Write Instruction
Program Address Traces

FGOln 500000 31.1% 15.7% 53.3%
FGO2n 500000 28.9% 7.5% 63.5%
mvsn 500000 31.0% 17.9% 51.1%
lispcompn 472998 29.5% 18.0% 52.5%
riscrn 458205 8.2% 1.9% 90.0%
spicen 401235 30.0% 17.5% 52.5%
vaximan 500000 31.0% 16.6% 52.4%

Program Address Traces with Flushing
FGO1 500000 30.9% 16.0% 53.1%
FGO2 500000 29.0% 7.6% 63.4%

* mvs 500000 31.0% 17.9% 51.2%
lispcomp 500000 29.5% 18.0% 52.4%
riscr 500000 8.2% 1.9% 89.9%
spice 409600 30.0% 17.4% 52.6%
vaxima 500000 31.1% 16.5% 52.4%

Multi-Program Address Traces with Flushing
mul 500000 30.7% 14.6% 54.7%
mult2 500000 25.2% 13.8% 61.0%

File Number of Types of Events
Events Read Write Deletions
UNIX File System Traces

arpa5 500000 58.9% 22.8% 16.7%
cad4 499206 46.6% 35.3% 16.2%
emie3 492583 61.3% 20.8% 14.4%

*" IBM Disk Address Traces
croc 500000 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
slac 500000 100.0% 0,0% 0.0%

*I Table 4.9: Types of trace events. This table shows the total number of events taken from each trace file,
and the percentage of each type. Only reads, writes and deletions were considered by the simula-
tor; instruction fetches in the program address traces were ignored in order to simulate a data-only

J cache.

The number of unique blocks and average stack size, shown in Table 4.10, give an indica-I

tion of the potential cost for linked-list stack processing. It is clear that the file traces come from

a much larger population of blocks. Hushing exaggerates the number of blocks for the program

address traces with flushing since a block that is reloaded after a flush is counted as a new block.
I

< .--. The number of unique blocks is certainly also a function of the block size. We have chosen

I
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Table 4.10: General Trace File Characteristics

File Number of Types of Events Unique Mean Stack Dirty Mean
Events Read Write Blocks Size Blocks Dirty

Program Address Traces

FGO1N 233727 66.5% 33.5% 2675 970.03 1341 (50.1%) 501.21 (51.7%)
FGO2N 182290 79.4% 20.6% 1049 614.51 660(62.9%) 403.03 (65.6%)
MVSN 244292 63.4% 36.6% 4972 2672.71 3499 (70.4%) 1688.25 (63.2%)
LISPCOMPN 224856 62.1% 37.9% 1764 1370.19 660 (37.4%) 423.03 (30.9%)
RISCRN 45975 81.3% 18.7% 902 675.92 500(55.4%) 310.02 (45.9%)
SPICEN 190460 63.2% 36.8% 602 555.75 347 (57.6%) 322.11 (58.0%)
VAXIMAN 238237 65.1% 34.9% 4326 3035.69 1263 (29.2%) 717.78 (23.6%)

Average 194262 68.7% 31.3% 2327 1413.54 1181 (50.8%) 623.63 (44.1%)
Program Address Traces with Flushing

FGO1 234696 65.8% 34.2% 5293 154.91 3018 (57.0%) 88.56 (57.2%)
FGO2 182839 79.3% 20.7% 4530 133.45 2106 (46.5%) 60.90 (45.6%)
MVS 244168 63.4% 36.6% 17174 424.75 8921 (51.9%) 221.79 (52.2%)

.' ", LISPCOMP 237867 62.1% 37.9% 11875 317.33 2889 (24.3%) 78.67 (24.8%)
RISCR 50336 81.2% 18.8% 4357 107.46 1186 (27.2%) 29.60 (27.5%)

O SPICE 194174 63.3% 36.7% 5642 164.37 2253 (39.9%) 66.67 (40.6%)
VAXIMA 238211 65.4% 34.6% 14011 353.99 3556 (25.4%) 91.79 (25.9%)
Average 197470 68.6% 31.4% 8983 236.61 3418 (38.0%) 91.14 (38.5%)

Simulated Multiprogramming Address Traces

MULTI 226737 67.8% 32.2% 8138 222.40 3928 (48.3%) 109.48 (49.2%)
MULT2 194957 64.7% 35.3% 12666 314.05 3976 (31.4%) 98.67 (31.4%)
Average 210847 66.3% 33.8% 10402 268.23 3952( 38.0%) 104.08 (38.8%)

UNIX File System Traces
'. ERNIE 475471 74.7% 25.3% 85119 8879.06 69024 (81.1%) 4021.80 (45.3%)

ARPA 492040 72.0% 28.0% 93930 7254.39 81002 (86.2%) 3471.87 (47.9%)
CAD 489962 56.8% 43.2% 103488 11370.72 87180 (84.2%) 4554.18 (40.1%)

Average 485824 67.8% 32.2% 94179 9168.06 79068 (84.0%) 4015.95 (43.8%)
IBM Disk Address Traces

CROC 500000 100.0% 0.0% 22366 11048.99 0(0.0%) 0.00 (0.0%)
,S SLAC 500000 100.0% 0.0% 19656 12554.24 0 (0.0%) 0.00 (0.0%)
-, Average 500000 100.0% 0.0% 21011 11801.62 0(0.0%) 0.00(0.0%)

-- Table 4.10: General Trace File Characteristics This table shows the number of events considered from
0. each trace file, and the percentage of these events which were reads or writes. The fifth column

shows the number of unique blocks in the trace, while the next column gives the mean stack size.
Flushing reduces the mean stack size, as do deletions from the file system traces. The final two
columns show the number of blocks that are written at some time during the trace (dirty blocks),
and the mean number of dirty blocks in the stack. These are also shown as percentages of the

N unique blocks and mean stack size, respectively.

--
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block sizes appropriate to the type of trace data; had we used the same size for all traces the

.- y.r. difference would have been much greater. The miss ratio is also a function of block size. Studies

have shown that the miss ratio decreases with increasing block size over a moderate range for

both processor and disk caching, although performance may not improve due to the increased

time necessary to transfer larger blocks [Smit82,Oust85].

'-. 4.6.4. Distance Distributions

The mean stack distance is an important component of the timing estimates from Section

4.3. The mean of the distance distribution is theoretically undefined, since some references are

",, misses with an infinite distance. In Table 4.11 we snow the mean distance of those references

that were found in the stack, along with the coefficient of variation (i.e. the standard deviation

* divided by the mean). We also show the fraction of total misses, and the mean distance if misses

are assigned the value of the largest allowable cache. The latter gives an upper bound on the

work required in a linked list without hashing.

In Table 4.11 we can see that the mean stack distance is an order of magnitude lower for the

program address traces, with or without flushing, when compared to the file system traces.

Because of the high sequentiality of instruction references we would expect the difference to have

been even greater if we had simulated a mixed instruction/data cache. The coefficient of varia-

tion is greater than 1 for all of the traces. Incidentally, this wide variation and a generally

decreasing hazard rate (not shown) suggests that a mixture of exponentials (hyperexponential)

0 might be a reasonable candidate for the stack distance distribution [Ferr78].

The fraction of misses, shown in the fourth column, affects the improvement possible with
A-.
Ahashing. While slightly higher for the disk traces, it is much higher for the UNIX file system

traces. This is to be expected, since the UNIX traces are of logical activity and new files are con-

stantly being created. File creation and deletion was certainly also present on the IBM system

%, where the disk address traces were created, but was not visible at the physical device level.

Periodically flushing the cache reduces the mean distance for the "hits", since blocks do

0 . J J J . -,. - .. . . . . . ' . . -% .- - , - , '%, ? , -
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Table 4.11: Stack Distance Distribution Summary
File Stack Distance Misses Mean

Mean Cf. Var. with misses
Program Address Traces

FGO1N 16.93 2.35 2403 (1.02%) 100.99
FGO2N 11.96 3.07 889 (0.48%) 51.86
MVSN 70.54 3.51 4460 (1.82%) 218.83
LISPCOMPN 39.42 3.07 1252 (0.56%) 84.82
RISCRN 27.15 2.88 710 (1.54%) 153.26
SPICEN 14.50 3.48 538 (0.28%) 37.60
VAXIMAN 51.20 3.35 3814 (1.60%) 181.54
Average 33.10 3.22 2009 (1.02%) 118.41

Program Address Traces with Flushing
FGO1 15.05 2.22 5293 (2.26%) 60.92
FGO2 8.78 2.26 4530 (2.48%) 59.33

% MVS 26.73 2.65 17174 (7.03%) 168.97
LISPCOMP 18.89 2.60 11875 (4.99%) 120.24

* RISCR 9.71 1.95 4357 (8.65%) 186.23
SPICE 7.57 2.19 5642 (2.90%) 66.89
VAXIMA 23.35 2.36 14011 (5.88%) 142.50

'' Average 15.73 2.40 8983 (4.55%) 115.01
Simulated Multiprogramming Address Traces

MULTI 15.30 2.64 8138 (3.61%) 308.81
MULT2 21.48 2.63 12666 (6.50%) 552.36

*,. Average 18.39 2.63 10402 (4.93%) 430.58
IBM Disk Address Traces

CROC 295.41 3.50 20318 (4.06%) 949.23
SLAC 498.70 3.08 17608 (3.52%) 1058.15

I Average 397.06 3.24 18963 (3.79%) 1003.69
-2 UNIX File System Traces
% ERNIE3 312.21 3.21 80672 (16.97%) 2680.98

ARPA5 241.13 3.30 91878 (18.67%) 2881.43
CAD4 414.14 3.13 101440 (20.70%) 3221.77
Average 322.49 3.20 91330 (18.79%) 2928.06

Table 4.11: Stack distance distributions. This table reports the mean and coefficient of variation of the
1. stack distance distribution for each trace, ignoring all first references to blocks (which have an in-

* finite distance). It also reports the number and percent of these fist references (misses), and the
mean distance if these missts were assigned a distance of the largest allowable stack size. The
high mean distance and very high percent of misses explains the slow stack simulation times for

disk and file system traces.

not have a chance to be pushed very far before being flushed. At the same time, the fraction of

misses, of course, increases. The net result is that the mean with misses sometimes increases and

<.. sometimes decreases.

*h4
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Although the performance of a linked-list depends only on the mean stack distance, the

other techniques are sensitive to the full stack distance distribution. Figure 4.9 shows the cumu-

lative stack distance distributions for all of the traces. Note that all of the distance distributions

are highly skewed; only 15-30% of all references have stack distances above the mean of the

"hits" which is plotted on each curve. We would expect instruction/data cache to be even more

localized. It is obvious from these graphs (particularly Figure 4.9 (d)) that the different types of

traces have very different distributions. For example, an average of 40% of program addresses

refer to the top of the memory stack, whereas the disk and file system traces have only about 10%

consecutive references. This is partially due to the fact that both of the latter types are buffered

-'" I/O streams; repeated references were handled from a buffer and were not reflected in the trace.

"Altogether 80% of the program addresses have a stack distance less than 10, leaving few oppor-

tunities for improvement using the tree techniques. Similarly, although they have few references

to the top block, the disk traces show strong locality with nearly 50% of stack distances less than

-A-. 10. Conversely, over 80% of the file system references have a stack distance greater than 10;

nearly 50% are over 100. We would expect the tree techniques to favor the file system traces.

. .These graphs also show the range of interesting cache sizes for the trace types. If this

number is small then there is little advantage to the tree techniques since the worst-case earch of

.1 A a list will still be small. The distribution of stack distances for the program address tracc i grows

very little above 200; although the curve with flushing continues to climb until 3000, th 'e are

"U'. fewer than 5% of hits above 200. At the same time, the file system traces have 25% of theii dis-

tances above 200, and the curve is still climbing above 5000! Clearly the file system traces

A" demand larger simulation stacks, again favoring the tree structures.

Finally, figure 4.9 illustrates an advantage of stack analysis. Notice that all of the curves,

created as a by-product of stack analysis, are continuous curves, not approximations using just a

few points. This permits the observation of interesting anomalies such as the jump in the FGOI

curves at 256 blocks which would not otherwise be obvious. Stack analysis is not only efficient,

it produces more precise curves than are reasonably possible using non-stack methods.

%'1
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Figure 4.9: Stack distance distributions for various traces. For example, about 65% of references in the

MVS trace of frame (a) have stack distances less than 10, while 7% (100-93%) missed in all sizes.
Notice that the y-axis is an inverted log scale with most of the weight at the bottom. The symbols
in frame (d) represent the means of the distributions.
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Figure 4.9: (Cont.)

4.6.5. Comparison of Methods

We finally compare the proposed data structures under a wide range of conditions that are

typical of actual use. In Section 4.5 we predicted that the tree methods would perform best for

"high" mean stack distances. We would like to determine the range of distances for which this

is the case.

The comparisons involved all of the traces and each of the data structures. Table 4.12

shows the mean time in seconds per 1000 read or write events averaged over all the events in the

trace. (The RISC times seem out of line with the others because it had so few data references

compared to instruction fetches that the overhead dominates.) The best time in each row is noted

with an asterisk. Several entries are marked as "N/A" because times for these simulations are

not available. Table 4.13 shows the mean number of "fundamental operations" per event for

each trace and method. The fundamental operation varies with the method: examining a node in

0 - the linked list is the operation for both linked-list methods; ascending the tree one level toward

the root for the AVL tree; ascending the tree toward the common ancestor for the fixed tree.

0
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--Table 4.12: Time in seconds per 1000 Read/Write Events
Type File Single Linked List Tree Hybrid

, Size No Hash w/ Hash B&K AVL List/Tree
V FGOln 1.50 2.09 1.88 2.11 2.49 1.84*

FGO2n 1.70 1.96* 1.97 2.18 2.56 1.98
Program lispcomn 1.46 2.28 2.04 2.05 2.44 1.90*
Address mvsn 1.51 3.60 2.46 2.03 2.38 1.88*
Traces riscm 4.91 5.40 5.21 5.08 5.62 4.94*

spicen 1.46 1.80* 1.84 2.01 2.45 1.92
vaximan 1.51 3.09 2.25 2.07 2.58 1.99*
Average 2.01 2.89 2.52 2.50 2.93 2.34*
FGO1 1.43 1.88* 1.92 2.11 2.45 2.03

Program FGO2 1.86 2.02* 2.06 2.25 2.54 2.19
Address lispcomp 1.53 2.10 1.91* 2.10 2.40 2.01
Traces mvs 1.56 2.48 1.99* 2.i,2 2.46 2.03
with riscr 5.03 5.02* 5.16 5.59 5.69 5.48
Flushing spice 1.53 1.80* 1.81 2.10 2.43 1.93

vaxima 1.51 2.31 2.00* 2.20 2.59 2.03
Average 2.06 2.52 2.41 * 2.64 2.94 2.53

* Multi- multi 1.59 2.18 2.04* 2.29 2.58 N/A
Program mult2 1.75 2.69 2.35* 2.48 2.77 N/A

Average 1.67 2.44 2.19* 2.38 2.67 N/A
Disk croc 1.15 21.92 5.65 N/A 2.66* N/A
Address slac 1.20 17.19 8.20 N/A 2.80* N/A

Average 1.18 19.56 6.93 N/A 2.73* N/A
UNIX arpa5 1.24 39.46 5.28 2.63 3.27 2.53*
File cad4 1.27 64.04 7.58 2.33 2.97 2.27*

- System emie3 1.26 43.72 6.46 2.76* 3.44 2.77
Averaize 1.26 49.07 6.44 2.57 3.23 2.52*

Table 4.12: Comparison of simulation time for all techniques. The table shows the time required to pro-
cess 1000 read or write events for each data structure and trace file. The best time for each trace is
flagged with an asterisk. The linked-list implementations give acceptable performance for pro-

gram address traces. The addition of a hash table gives the greatest improvement in performance
for the disk and file system traces, but the use of a tree structure provides another 2-3 fold im-
provement. The Hybrid technique performs the best for both program address traces (without
flushing) and file system traces, but the improvement is minimal.

First we examine the effectiveness of hashing, comparing the two linked-list implementa-

tions. Hashing makes the largest difference in the file system traces, cutting the time by better

than 80%. The disk traces show nearly as good an improvement. Hashing does improve perfor-

mance for program address traces, but never by more than 35%, for MVS without flushing.

Although flushing introduces many more misses, hashing does not do as well with flushing as

without. The reason for this is that flushing also decreases the penalty for a miss. As seen in

B,.- , Table 4.13, the average search distance without the hash table is only 26 with flushing. Hashing

.. .
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Table 4.13: Fundamental Operations per Event
Type File Linked List Tree Hybrid

No Hash w/ Hash B&K AVL List/free
FGOIN 31.91 16.93 3.91 6.06 10.23

" FGO2N 14.85 11.96 3.25 5.30 7.43
Program LISPCOMN 44.92 38.80 4.29 6.37 8.91
Address MVSN 116.70 67.87 4.18 6.26 7.45
Traces RISCRN 35.19 27.15 4.27 6.68 8.57

SPICEN 15.40 14.50 3.64 5.69 6.74
VAXIMAN 86.86 48.91 4.56 7.50 8.61
Average 49.40 32.30 4.01 6.27 8.28
FGO1 17.84 15.05 3.77 4.09 10.29

Program FGO2 11.41 8.78 3.05 3.74 7.10
Address LISPCOMP 30.13 18.89 3.85 4.62 8.90
Traces MVS 51.80 26.73 3.64 4.46 7.91
with RISCR 17.32 9.71 3.62 4.21 7.93
Flushing SPICE 11.71 7.57 3.38 4.17 6.54

VAXIMA 39.83 23.35 4.15 5.11 9.21
Average 25.72 15.73 3.64 4.34 8.27

Multi- MULTI 22.61 15.30 4.17 4.12 N/A
Program MULT2 39.77 21.48 4.41 4.65 N/A

Average 31.19 18.39 4.29 4.39 N/A
Disk CROC 725.95 289.61 N/A 13.28 N/A
Address SLAC 912.51 493.68 N/A 13.61 N/A

Average 819.23 391.64 N/A 13.44 N/A
UNIX ARPA5 1477.78 241.12 7.77 11.44 13.23
File CAD4 2417.57 414.13 7.01 10.72 10.52
System ERNIE3 1602.50 312.20 8.12 11.83 13.72

Average 1832.62 322.48 7.63 11.33 12.49

Table 4.13: Fundamental operations per event. The table shows the number of -fundamental opera-
tions" per event for each technique and trace file. The fundamental operations are: walking one
list element (linked list with or without hash), walking one level in the tree (B&K or AVL tree), or
both (hybrid).

only reduces it to 16, at a cost of maintaining and searching the hash table. Looking at the differ-

ence between the first two columns of Tables 4.12 and 4.13, we find that hashing only seems to

be effective if it saves examining at least 8-10 nodes, on the average.

Comparing the tree methods, the bounded-space Bennett and Kruskal tree is consistently

faster that the AVL tree in our implementation. This is opposite from the result obtained by

Olken [Olke81], who used recursive implementations of both methods. Our result is consistent

with the operations required by the two tree methods, seen in Table 4.13. The number of opera-

. tions is consistently higher with the AVL tree, as was predicted. The number reported for the

AVL tree is the mean depth of a reference. This number is well below log(S), where S is the
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maximum stack size, found in Table 4.10, indicating that our rotations tend to leave the tree lean-

m ing to the left with the top of the stack closer to the root, as intended.

Comparing the linked list methods to the B&K tree, we see in Table 4.12 that the B&K tree

is invariably better for the fie system traces, reducing time by an average of 60%. The tree

method is rarely better than the best linked list method for program address traces, happening

only for MVS and VAXIMA with no flushing which have mean distances of 48-67, and RISC.

This is true in spite of the fact that the number of fundamental operations is considerably less for

the fixed tree for all of these traces. Obviously, and not unexpectedly, the tree operations are

more time consuming.

Finally, Tables 4.12 and 4.13 also include the results of the use of the hybrid method, with

* the number of blocks in the linked list, B, equal to 80. From Figure 4.9 we can see that at this

size 90% of the program addresses and 50% of the file system references will be found in the

linked list. Because of this, the number of operations went up compared to the B&K tree. How-

ever even for the program address traces the tree reduced the number of operations compared to

the linked list. The method performs better than either the linked list or the B&K tree for a large

number of the traces, both program address and file system. However, the improvement was

marginal in all cases. In addition, for the program address traces without flushing, the simple

linked list is still the best technique.

4.7. Conclusions

In this chapter we have seen that the tree-based methods are quite effective in reducing the

simulation time by as much as 90% for file system and other traces. Of the two tree methods, the

bounded-space B&K tree is the clear choice over the AVL tree since it is both faster and simpler.

The hybrid technique is the fastest all-around technique, performing well for all types of data.

However, it is not clear that the added complexity is required since the improvement is minor.

We conclude that the basic linked list is the best method for simple program address traces, and

the B&K tree is the best for file system and disk cache studies.

0.



f a s Chapter 5

One-Pass Analysis Techniques
• " for a Class of Multi-processor Cache

Consistency Protocols

5.1. Summary

We have seen that stack analysis permits the computation of performance metrics for all

cache sizes in one pass of a memory reference string. In this chapter we extend this technique to

apply to multi-processor caches using a class of cache consistency protocols supported by the

IEEE Futurebus. We show that, given certain reasonable restrictions, the miss and transfer ratios

of all cache sizes are efficiently obtainable in one pass. The key to this result is that the state of

each block in all cache sizes can be maintained using a small number of variables. The state of a

block is a combination of three attributes: validity, ownership or "dirtyness", and exclusivity.

We show that there is a single threshold cache size for each attribute at which the value of the

attribute changes. For example, below a certain size the block is clean; above that size it is dirty.

Using the state information we can determine the cache sizes in which there is a memory access

or other bus activity, and thereby compute the miss and transfer ratios for all sizes. For certain of

the protocols this result applies to K caches whose sizes vary independently. For the rest of the

protocols, the results hold for all sizes of K caches provided that each cache is the same size.

Finally, the chapter presents simulation algorithms for several consistency protocols from the

class. These algorithms demonstrate the techniques for maintaining the state information and

computing the misses and bus transfers for all cache sizes. The application of these techniques to

multi-processor file system caches is discussed in the next chapter.

'A 5.2. Introduction

There is a trend in computer architecture toward the us- cf shared-mc wry multi-processors

rather than a single high-speed processor to achieve a given performance level [Smit84]. Current

5 93
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memory speeds and bus throughput limitations generally requires that each of these processors

maintain a local cache of its working set of memory blocks. In order to maintain the impression

of a single shared memory, some cache consistency protocol is needed. An analysis of the design
V.

of these systems needs to consider all these factors, including memory speeds, cache sizes, and

different consistency protocols, as they apply to the expected workload.

One method for performing such an analysis is trace-driven simulation, where a trace of

references from a "real" system is used as input events to a simulation of the system under

study. In previous chapters we have discussr I the stack analysis technique for analyzing all sizes

of a single cache in one pass. The ability to derive performance metrics for all sizes at once may

be even more important in the study of multi-processor caches. If the cache sizes can vary

independently then the number of simulations increases as the power of the number of processors.

The ideal technique would be one that computes the miss ratio and bus traffic for all sizes of each

.- cache in one pass. Nearly as valuable would be a technique to compute the miss ratio for all sizes

simultaneously, assuming all caches have the same size. A third possibility would be to consider

a K-processor system where K-I of the sizes are fixed and one cache varies over all sizes.

This chapter will show that some consistency protocols fall into the first category, but most

do not. However, it will also show that all of the protocols of a particular class, referred to as the

J. MOESI class [Swea86], can be efficiently simulated for certain combinations of cache sizes.

These relationships include both of the latter categories above.

• The one-pass techniques for analyzing multi-processor caches are applicable to processor

*caches as well as file system caches in a distributed system. This chapter focuses on processor

X Icaches because the consistency protocols are fairly well defined and the state space is smaller

* than that required for file system caches.

% In Section 5.3 we briefly review stack analysis as it applies to single-processor caches, then

generalize the definition to apply to a wider class of problems. Section 5.4 defines some metrics

* of interest in the analysis of multi-processor systems. Section 5.5 presents a class of cache con-

sistency protocols developed by Sweazey and Smith, called MOESI protocols, which we use as

A5
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the basis of the development of stack algorithms. In Section 5.6 we begin the development of a
.oq

stack algorithm for the simulation of the two-processor case. We introduce some initial restric-

tions that permit stack analysis to be applied. We then show that a subset of the MOESI proto-

cols can be simulated with no restrictions on sizes of each cache. In Section 5.7 we show that

when there is a fixed relation between the two cache sizes, stack analysis applies to the entire

MOESI class of protocols for an arbitrary number of processors. Finally, in Section 5.8 we

present an abstract algorithm for maintaining the state of a block in each cache. We also discuss

the applicability of the techniques to other classes of consistency protocols.

5.3. One-Pass Algorithms

5.3.1. Review of Stack Algorithms

A replacement algorithm has been called a stack algorithm if the cache could be represented

as a stack, where the top k blocks are the contents of the cache of size k. An equivalent charac-

terization is that these algorithms possess an inclusion property since the contents of any cache

includes the contents of any smaller cache. For any block, its position in the stack, or stack dis-

tance, determines the smallest cache where a reference to the block will not "miss", and is there-

fore the key information needed to compute the miss ratio.

Stack analysis has been extended to cases where the stack distance alone is not sufficient to

determine if a reference is a miss. One example of this is the sub-block cache technique

presented in Chapter 3. We showed that sub-block validity satisfies a form of inclusion (if the

sub-block is present in a cache of size k then it is present in all larger sizes), hence there is a

minimum cache size where the sub-block is valid. By maintaining a valid level for each sub-

block, the miss ratio can easily be determined.

The concept of stack analysis was further extended in Chapter 3 to consider writes, and par-

ticularly the effect of writes on memory accesses. Whereas a read miss causes a single memory

access at the time of the reference, a write may cause two accesses - one to read the block prior

to modification (write fetch) and a second one to rewrite the block (copy-back). The write fetch

-a..
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occurs when the block "misses" in the cache, just like a read, but the copy-back occurs indepen-

".'-.i dently of whether the block was in the stack and may be delayed until some later time. There are

two key observations that permit the number of write accesses to be computed for all cache sizes.

First, if the block being written is present in the cache and already dirty then it was modified pre-

viously, and hasn't been copied back yet. Since the current modification must eventually be writ-

ten back, both the current and previous modification can be copied back with one access. Thus

one copy-back access is avoided whenever the block is dirty. The second key observation is that

the state of the block, whether clean or dirty, also obeys a form of inclusion (i.e. if the block is

dirty in size k then it is dirty for all larger sizes). Therefore by maintaining a dirty level for each

block we can determine exactly those cache sizes where a copy-back is avoided, and hence com-

.pute the total number of write accesses for each size.

This illustrates several ideas important to the generalization that follows. First, the metrics

for a particular cache size can be computed by knowing just the state of the referenced block in

that size. In the basic stack algorithm the relevant state was simply valid or invalid. For the

write-back analysis there are three relevant states: invalid, valid but unmodified, and valid dirty.

This illustrates the second point, that the state is a combination of several components or charac-

teristics, for example validity and "dirtyness". A third point is that inclusion may (or may not)

apply independently to each attribute, where an attribute is a specific value of some characteris-

' tic. Consider the set of blocks that have a certain attribute for a cache of size k; the attribute

obeys inclusion if this set includes the set of blocks with the same attribute for any smaller cache

size. In the case of write back analysis, inclusion applies to both the valid attribute and the dirty

attribute. A consequence of inclusion is that there is a threshold size for the attribute, as exempli-

fied by the dirty level and valid level presented earlier.

5.3.2. Efficient One-Pass Algorithms

.a. We can generalize this notion of a stack algorithm to apply to a wider variety of memory

0 analyses. First, we define a cache management algorithm as the complete set of rules used to

manage a cache or set of caches. These include, but are not restricted to, the placement and
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replacement policies, the write policy, fetch and prefetch policies, and cache consistency proto-

cols. See [Smit82] for a full discussion of cache management algorithms.

In our generalization we would like to capture the advantage of stack algorithms that they

can be analyzed in one pass. Of course, anything can be done in one pass given enough time and

space. Therefore we say that a cache management algorithm is an efficient one-pass algorithm

for a cache metric if the metric can be computed for all cache sizes up to S in time which is

O(N*S) and space which is O(S), where N is the length of the trace. The intent of this definition

is to identify those algorithms that can be efficiently simulated both in terms of time and space.

The early stack algorithms fit this definition, as do write-back and sector cache techniques and

.AN the delayed-staging techniques [Silb83].

The motivation for a time bound is fairly obvious, and also fairly loose. In Chapter 4 we

reviewed techniques for certain cache management algorithms to reduce this to O(N*logS), in

particular when the LRU replacement algorithm is used. The bound on space is less obvious, but

is motivated by the desire to simulate large caches. If the simulation required space which is

O($2), say, then simulation of caches of even a few thousand blocks would exceed the size of

most machines available for simulation. In addition, a large space requirement often leads to

long simulation run time. We therefore concentrate on the space bound in the discussion to fol-

low.

The bound on space places some limits on the structure of the simulation state space. For

* example, suppose that the state of a given block could change arbitrarily from one cache size to

another. In the extreme the simulator would have to maintain the state of the block in each of the

S sizes. Since there can be S distinct blocks in the largest cache, the total space required is O(S).

A Therefore to meet the space constraint, the state can not change arbitrarily with size. The only

allowable possibility, then, is for the state to remain the same throughout a range of cache sizes,

and for the number of ranges to be bounded. (By bounded we mean bounded by some small con-

0 stant, independent of S or N. If the number of ranges is bounded only by S then we say that the

.,' ,... number is unbounded). Each range of sizes is referred to as a region. The number of regions is

4It
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certainly bounded for the basic stack algorithms, with two regions: invalid and valid. Clearly if

each of the characteristics of the state obeys inclusion then one threshold value per characteristic

is sufficient to identify all regions. Thus inclusion of all characteristics that determine the state is

,. a sufficient condition for the algorithm to meet the space bound. It is not a necessary condition

however. It is possible for there to be several thresholds for an attribute, provided the number of

regions is still bounded.

For multi-processor caches, the space limit allows a separate stack per cache. However, the

information about each block must still be bounded. If there are K caches, the number of stack

entries is at most K*S, and space is still O(S). Space is also required for storing the metrics being

accumulated. This is discussed in the next section.

5.4. Metrics for Multi-processor Simulations

-S.. Before discussing the application of stack analysis to multi-processor systems we should

briefly discuss the expected results of such an analysis. For single-processor systems, two

-.- metrics are most common: the miss ratio and the transfer ratio.

The miss ratio is the ratio of requests that are not satisfied by the cache to total requests.

One of the desirable traits of a stack algorithm is that the miss ratio always decreases with

- increasing cache size - performance never gets worse by adding memory. For a multi-processor

system we define the miss ratio in exactly the same way. We assume that bus requests from other

processors do not count as a "miss" that slows down the processor. This is approximately true if

the cache is dual-ported. A write back from a local cache may or may not be counted as a miss

since it may be possible to buffer the write and perform it in parallel with other processing

[Smit79I.

-. The miss ratio does not measure the slowdown that may occur due to queuing while waiting

for a path to memory. This is generally negligible or, a single processor system, but in a shared

memory multi-processor system the path to memory may be a critical resource, and queuing

delays may be important [Arch86]. Also, some methods to reduce the miss ratio, such as prefetch
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or increased block size, may actually increase the number of memory accesses. Therefore we

need a metric to measure memory and bus traffic.

The transfer ratio was defined in Chapter 2 to be the ratio of memory accesses with and

-\. without cache. It was originally used by Smith in studies of prefetch policies [Smit78b]. Good-

man applied the metric to multi-processor systems, defining it as the ratio of bus transfers with

arid without cache [Good83]. With cache there is a bus data-transfer for each read miss, prefetch,

write fetch, and write back, as well as bus actions at other times to affect cache consistency.

Both the miss and transfer ratios may be a function of each cache size in a multi-processor

-N system, in other words, a K-dimensional surface. Therefore it might appear that just maintaining

the metrics would require space which is O(SK). There are cases where this is true, as well as

others where the metrics can be maintained in O(S) space. There are also cases where the metrics

require O(SK) even though the cache states themselves can be represented in O(K*S) space, as we

will show in Section 5.7. Not only do these violate our definition of efficient one-pass algo-

rithms, it also creates an unmanageable result space for more than two or three caches. In many

situations this is simplified by fixing the size of some caches or assuming that all caches are the

same size. In this case the metrics can also be maintained in O(K*S) space. For now we will

assume that the cache sizes are independent in order to explore the limits of one-pass analysis.

5.5. Cache Consistency Protocols

There have been many protocols described to maintain the consistency of local caches in a

multi-processor system [Good83, Fran84, Papa84, Rudo84, Katz85, Arch86]. The protocols of

interest all rely on a single interconnection bus and snooping caches that see all bus requests.

'C ,Consistency is assured by each cache maintaining the state of each block that it contains, and

updating the state in response to its own requests and the bus actions of other caches.

There are two general strategies to maintaining consistency between caches - invalidation

and write broadcast. In the invalidation schemes, such as the Berkeley and llinois protocols

[Katz85,Papa84], a write causes the block to be invalidated in all other caches. Any cache need-

0 °, "V
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ing the block must re-read it to get the updated value. In the write broadcast schemes, such as the

. " , Dragon and Firefly protocols [McCr84, Arch86], the modified block is written through to the bus

-, if it is shared so that all interested caches can get the updated value. A write to a cache that does

not contain the block (a write miss) must be handled as a special case, since the cache may need

to obtain the current value prior to the modification. This can done by performing a Read to get

the current value followed by the Write, or by invalidating all other caches after receiving the

V. current value.

A write-through cache can be considered to be using a form of write-broadcast since the

* write-through simultaneously updates main memory and updates (or invalidates) all other cached

copies. Therefore no other consistency controls are needed when write-through is used on a

multi-processor bus. Similarly, there are no consistency problems when blocks are not cached.

Both these alternatives requires a bus action for every Write (and Read when no caching is done),

and therefore are not practical when the bus bandwidth may be a limiting factor. For a more

complete discussion of multi-processor protocols and tradeoffs, see [Arch86] and [Swea86].

In addition to the specific protocols mentioned earlier, Sweazey and Smith suggest a class

of compatible protocols, referred to as MOESI protocols [Swea86], compatible with the IEEE

Futurebus control lines and signals [P896]. Theirs is a class of protocols, not a single protocol,

because it incorporates a number of alternative actions in different situations. The MOESI class

of protocols includes several of the individual protocols mentioned. In addition it is a compatible

class in the sense that caches using the class can choose different alternatives with no effect on

the consistency assurances, only on performance. This allows a wide mixture of devices with dif-

ferent protocols on the same bus. In fact, the protocol could vary from cache to cache, from

block to block within a cache, or even from time to time for the same block.

- The MOESI protocols are so called because each block in a cache is in one of five states,

represented by the letters MOESI:

"-.S]
3., :.
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M - The block has been modified, and this is the only cached copy of the block. The copy in

memory is not current.

0 - The block has been modified but there are valid copies of the block in other caches. The

cache that has the modified version is the owner of the block. The copy in memory is not

current.

E - The block has not been modified and is exclusive to a single cache. The copy in memory

agrees with the cached copy.

S - The block is potentially shared between caches and the block is unmodified or some other

,-, cache is the owner (i.e. has the block in state 0). If all cached copies are in the S state then

the copy in memory is current.

I - The block is invalid (i.e. not present) in the cache.

There are three characteristics of a block which combine to give these states: validity,

exclusivity, and ownership. If a block is invalid then the other characteristics are meaningless.

For valid blocks, the other characteristics can be taken in any of four combinations, as shown in

Figure 5.1. Exclusivity determines whether a cache has the only copy of a block or if the block is

shared. Ownership is another way of expressing whether the block has been modified; if the block

has been modified in a cache then that cache "owns" the block and is responsible for propagat-

ing the modification to others. Figure 5.1 illustrates the characteristics and pair-wise relation-

ships between the states.

The fact that the validity characteristic obeys inclusion forms the basis for the original stack

analysis technique. In Chapter 4 we showed that ownership (or "dirtyness") also obeys inclu-

sion in a single cache. We have no assurance that either of these properties holds for multi-
0

processor protocols, but this would be one way to prove that they are one-pass algorithms. There

are no prior results about the inclusion property of exclusiveness or sharing, but intu;tively a

0 1block is more likely to be shared in a larger cache compared to a smaller one since it has been0

present longer. We will show that this is in fact the case.

00.
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Figure S.1: Relationships between MOESI states

The MOESI protocols are represented by Tables 5.1 and 5.2, which are transition matrices

showing the actions taken and the result state if a particular Event is received by a cache in a par-

ticular state. Table 5.1 presents the actions for local requests to Read, Write, Pass (Copy-Back),

or Flush the block. The cache receiving the request from its processor is known as the master

cache for that request; all other caches are slaves. The actions may include performing a bus

action to read or write data or give commands to other caches. The result state can depend on the

state in other caches. For example, the entry (CS:S/E} for a Read to the I state means that the

result state is S if a slave cache signals (CS) (i.e. it has the block), and E otherwise.

The matrix contains several alternatives for some states and events, any of which are

acceptable. It is this choice of rules that makes this a class of protocols. These alternatives areI

numbered in braces and referred to as rules throughout the paper. For example, the second alter-

native for a Write to the 0 state is referred to as {M,CC,IM) {5), or simply rule {5).

I

-I
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Table 5.1: MOESI protocols: Result State and Bus Signals -Local Requests
Event: Read Write Pass Flush
note: 1 2 3 4
From
State

0 0 CS:O/M, (4) CS:S/E, (15) IBC?,W
CC,IM,BC,W CCBC?,W

or or
M,CCIM (5) SCC.BC?,W (16)

M M M E,CC,BC?,W IBC?,W

CS:O/M, (6)
CC.IMBC.W

S S or -- I
MCC,IM (7)

or
S,IM.BC,W* (8)

or
S,IM,W* (9)

E E M -- I
CS:S/E, (1) M,CCJM,R (10)

* CC,R or
-/ or Read>Write 111)
j S,CC,R* (2) or

I or IIM.BC,W*,** (12)
I,R** (3) or

LIM,W*,** (13)
or

Read>Write (14)

Table 5.2: MOESI Protocols: Result State and Bus Signals - Bus Requests
Event: CC,BC? CCIM BC? CCIMBC IM IM.BC
note: 5 6 7 8 9 10
From
State

0 0,CS.DIDK (17) LDI,DK CS:O/M, S,SLCS (23) O,DLDK.CS? O,SLCS
or DLDK or ( (24)

S,CS,DI (18)
M 0,CS.DI.DK (19) LDLDK (21) M,DI.DKCS? M,DIDK.CS? M,SLCS?

or or
SCS.DI (20) I,DI (22)

S S.CS I SCS S,SLCS (25) I SSLCS (27)
or (26) orI (28)

S,CS I ECS? I ESLCS7 (29)
* or (30)

I I I I I I

0v

-0
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Notes on Tables 5.1 and 5.2

Format: result state (M, 0, E, S, I),
bus signals (CC, IM, BC, BS, SL, DI, DK, CS)
action (R,W)

* Write-Through Cache

** No Cache
CC = cache master signal
IM = "intent to modify" used on address cycle to signal a write
BC = "broadcast" - signals intent to broadcast data write
CS = "cache status" - issued by slave that will retain a copy

of the block. CS? = don't care, CS:O/M = If CS then 0 else M.
Similarly for CS:S/E.

DI = response by slave signaling reflection to cause main memory to be
updated.

DI,DK = response by slave signaling intervention
*SL = response by slave or 3rd party signaling connect on write

BS = "busy" - aborts transaction

W =issue write on bus
R = issue read on bus

Any transaction of the form CS:O/M can be replaced by 0
Any transaction of the form CS:S/E can be replaced by S

1: Read by local processor
2: Write by local processor
3: Push of dirty block by local processor, and keep a copy
4: Push dirty block and discard copy
5: Read by cache master on bus (includes write-through cache), or Pass

by cache master.

6: Read for modify by cache master (i.e. write miss by write-back
cache) or address only invalidate signal. Invalidates other caches.

N.-. 7: Read by processor without cache, or Flush by cache master.
8: Broadcast write by cache master
9: Write by processor without cache, or write past write-through cache
10: Broadcast write by non-cache processor or write past write-through

* cache
- not a legal case. Error condition.

N.Me
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Table 5.2 presents the actions by a slave for bus requests from other caches. In this case the

event shows exactly those bus signals out of {CC,IM,BC) that must be on for the column to be

selected (i.e. CC,IM means signals CC and IM on and BC off). In two cases the BC signal is

immaterial (BC?). Following the tables is a page of notes briefly explaining the bus signals and

other symbols used in the tables. In particular, the numbered notes at the bottom give the mean-

ing of certain bus signal combinations. See [Swea86] for a complete description of the MOESI

class.

5.6. One-Pass Algorithms for MOESI Protocols

5.6.1. Initial Assumptions

We can immediately think of some situations in a multi-processor system where the MOESI

protocols would not be one-pass algorithms, as described below, but these are correctable with

some reasonable assumptions.

5.6.1.1. Synchronous Reference Streams

Clearly the relative order of requests from different processors can affect the value of the

metrics. For example, suppose that a block is written twice by processor one and once by proces-

sor two at nearly the same time. Also suppose the consistency protocol is one that invalidates the

block in all other caches on a write (e.g. rules (5), (7), and (10)). If both writes from the first

,, processor occur before the write from the second processor, there is no bus activity required for

the second write. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2(a) which shows the state of a block in caches

one and two after each request. On the other hand, if the writes from processor one are separated

in time by the write from processor two then each of the writes requires a bus action, as shown in

Figure 5.2(b).

7 - "° • °o%o % "N N
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Time/Request: Cache State Bus Actions
Initial: 1:I

2:1
Write 1: I:M {CCIM)

2:1
Write 1: l:M None

2:1
Write 2: 1:1

2:M {CC,IM}

(a)

Initial: 1:I
2:1

Write 1: I:M {CCIM}
2:1

Write 2: 1:1
2:M {CCIM}

Write 1: 1:M {CCIM}
2:1

7(b)
Figure 5.2: The order of events can affect bus activity. There are only two bus transactions

under the first ordering, but three under the second.

Since a cache miss may delay one processor while the other continues, the relative order of

the requests can be affected by the size of each cache and by the other requests in the reference

string. All of this information is therefore needed to know the precise state of a block, which

requires unbounded space. From this we can conclude that, in principle, the MOESI protocols (at

least the subset used above) are not one-pass algorithms.

* We can avoid this problem by making the assumption that the processor requests are syn-

chronous, in the sense that the relative order of the requests is fixed in advance and therefore

independent of the cache sizes. A simple argument explains why this is a reasonable assumption.

* First, it should be clear from the example that slight changes in the sequence are just as likely to

increase the number of bus requests as to decrease them. Therefore the metric will be relatively

insensitive to small changes in the ordering. Second, if the processors do not share variables then

* the ordering is immaterial. If they do share variables and are processing the same workload then

'p ".." they will tend to have the same fault rates, and therefore will naturally stay relatively
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synchronized. If they are not processing the same workload but do share variables, for example if

one of the processes is a server of the other, then the processes will tend to synchronize them-

selves periodically. In each case the request streams will naturally tend to remain synchronized

in the order captured in the trace. Therefore there is little error introduced by assuming that this

is a fixed ordering.

5.6.1.2. Replacement Priority

In a multi-processor cache there are two types of requests that the cache sees; local requests

from its processor and bus requests from other caches. In general, a local read or write request

that loads or retains a block will assign the block the highest replacement priority, bringing the

block to the top of the stack. (The only time this is not the case in the MOESI protocols are the

rules marked with "**" which apply only to processors without caches.) Now suppose that a

bus request from another processor also assigned a block the highest priority. The block would

therefore move to the top of the stack. However, this would have the effect of loading the block

in response to a bus request, something which is never done in these protocols. We therefore

make the assumption that bus requests, while they may change the state of a block, will not

change the replacement priority (except perhaps downward by invalidating the block). This is

also a reasonable assumption; the fact that another cache is using a block may be reason to dis-

card a block but never a reason to want to keep it.
's'p

" •5.6.1.3. Consistent Rule Usage

Thc MOESI protocols pemiit the free choice of the possible rules for a particular state and

action at any time. Although this is valid, it introduces situations that prevent their being one-

* pass algorithms. For example, suppose a cache alternates between Table 5.1 rule (1) which

checks for the presence of the block in another cache and rule {2) which does not. This could

result in an unbounded number of regions where the block is S or E, as shown in Figure 5.3

below. The figure shows a sequence of actions and the state of the block in different cache sizes

*. after each action. For example, the third line shows that the block is Invalid for small sizes and

'p

r "p
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Exclusive beyond the size marked by "E".

Time Rule Result States

Initial: 1:I ------------------ >
Read: {CS:S/E}{I} 1:E ------------------ >
Later: 1:I ------------- E - >
Read: {S}{2} I:S ------------- E ---- >
Later: 1:I ---------- S--E ---- >
Read: {CS:S/E}{1} 1:E ---------- S--E ---- >
Later: 1:I --- E--S--E -.. >
Read: {S}{2} 1:S ---- E--S--E >

Figure 53: Unbounded regions result from inconsistent rule usage. The figure shows the state
of a single block for increasing cache sizes. It assumes that the block is only in cache
one. The cache sometimes tests the (CS) signal on a read miss and enters the E state.

i Other times it assumes the block is shared. A Read does not affect the state in cache
sizes where the block is present. The "Later" lines show the state after the block has
been pushed from some sizes by references to other blocks. Repetition of the sequence
can lead to an arbitrary number of E and S regions.

We avoid this problem by assuming that a cache consistently chooses the same rule in a

particular situation for a given block. This means that a cache using invalidation on a block will

always use invalidation, never switching to broadcast. This is reasonable since the protocol (i.e.

the set of rules to be applied) is generally fixed in advance. This does not require that all caches

follow the same rules, nor that a cache use the same rules for all blocks, both of which would be

4../ serious restrictions. For example, it allows some blocks to be write-back and others write-

4.,. through, as provided in some real caches [Cho86]. On the other hand it is unlikely that a cache

would change rules for a given block, although it does prohibit some adaptive protocols that

switch based on historical reference patterns.

5.6.2. A Simple Example - the Berkeley Protocol

'--2 This section begins the analysis of the MOESI protocols to determine which of the proto-

"- cols are one-pass algorithms, and under what conditions. This is done by considering progres-

sively more complex examples in order to demonstrate some of the techniques used to show that

a protocol is a one-pass algorithm. We first consider the simple subset of the MOESI protocols

known as the Berkeley protocol, shown in Table 5.3, and proposed for use in a multi-processor
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system at UC Berkeley [Katz85]. The protocol performs an invalidation bus action on Write

unless the cache contains the only copy. As originally designed the protocol uses a V (valid)

state for any unmodified block, instead of the separate E and S states. Sweazey and Smith have

mapped this to the S state to avoid adding a new state. Therefore the E state is not used in Table

5.3.

Table 5.3: Berkeley Protocol
Action: Read Write Pass CC CCIM
Current

State
M M M S,CC,BC?,W O,CS,DI,DK I,DI,DK
0 0 M,CC,IM S,CC,BC?,W 0,CS,DI,DK I,DI,DK
S S MCCIM S,CS I
I S,CC,R M,CC,IM,R I I

We begin the analysis by considering a two-processor system and lonking at the state of a

particular block in each local cache, and allowing the cache sizes to vary independently. We

must also assume that the state of a block could be a function of both cache sizes. We therefore

4represent the state as a two-dimensional graph for each cache, where the x-axis is the size of

cache one and the y-axis is the size of cache two. We will refer to a particular arrangement of

states within an individual cache as a configuration of states. In general, we will be trying to

show that there are only a few possible configurations, and therefore they can be represented in

bounded space. Before generalizing, we look at the effect of a few specific requests using the

Berkeley protocol.

Consider the sequence of actions shown in Figure 5.4. We refer to the initial configuration

where the block is Invalid in all sizes as the I configuration. The state of the two caches is called

<1,1>. There are three other configurations present in the figure. The S configuration (fifth

frame) contains just the S state and possibly an invalid region for small sizes. In the M confi-

guration (fourth frame, among others), the block is in the Modified state for the largest sizes but

may have an Invalid and/or unmodified region for small sizes. Note, however, that sharing is not

inclusive, since the S state is a shared state and M is an exclusive state. We will address this in

' ' - %- %" V, % % % % - 'N k" "' " 7
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SSection 5.7.2.1. The 0 configuration (fifth frame) is similar, and occurs when the block is in fact

shared. In this case the other cache must be in the S configuration; it may not be modified for

any size. Note too that the M and 0 states are mutually exclusive (i.e. a block can not be in states

M and O at the same time for different sizes). In order to enter the M state the block must be

written, invalidating the other caches for all sizes. Any reference from another cache will miss in

all sizes, converting the M states to 0.

"I We now claim that the four configurations introduced above (I,SM,O) are the only possible

configurations for the Berkeley protocol. To show this, we look at the configurations that would

result from each possible action, given any combination of configurations. Each pair of confi-

gurations is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Table 5.4 was constructed by starting with the <I,> state

and considering all possible actions. We have already seen that a write to cache one yields

<MI>, while a read gives <S,I>. We next explore these two configurations. There is no need to

explore the symmetric <I,S> or <IM> configurations which result from accesses to cache two,

since both caches are identical and interchangeable. The table shows that there are only five

reachable pairs of configurations. Since only one cache at a time is ever dirty, we assume it is

cache one and only consider a Pass from the dirty cache.

Table 5.4: Possible Configurations - Berkeley Protocol
Action: Read 1 Write 1 Pass 1 Read 2 Write 2
Initial
State:

'"II SI MI -- I'S IM

, S,I SI MI -- S,S IM
SS SS MI -- S,S I,M
M,I MI MI SI OS I,M
OS O,S MI SS O,S I,M

-4.

S.



Cache 1: Cache 2:

This figure shows the state of a single

block in each of two caches. The size of each
cache is allowed to vary independently. and the
state may vary according to the size of each ,,.
cache. Shaded regions show the state in all corn- Initial

binations of cache sizes. The figure shows the
progression of states in response to various
actions. " "" 'I Configuration

Initially, neither cache contains the block, ----
so that it is invalid for all sizes. The state of the

two caches is <,1>.W

The first action is a Write request from
processor one. The block is read into cache one

in state M for all sizes. The state is now <MJ>, M Catfwntien

Later, the block has been pushed from
some sizes of cache one by references to other

blocks. It is therefore invalid for some cache one

sizes but still M in all larger sizes. Note that any

configuration can have this region of invalid sizes
'A caused by pushes. Unless otherwise stated, all

remaining examples will show the resulting con-
figuration after the block has been pushed from

* some sizes.

Processor one Reads the block. The block Read I

is loaded in state S into those sizes where it is I I

invalid, but remains in the M state for the larger /
,-P sizes. As the block is pushed, the invalid region

grows, but the boundary between S and M

remains unchanged.

S% . Processor two Reads the block. This

causes a (CC) bus request to be seen by cache R 2S
one, which changes the M states to 0, without
affecting other states. The new cache states are

<O,S>. C sncuatiiguraton

Processor two Writes the block. This
causes a (CCIM) bus request, which invalidates Write 2

4 the block in cache one. The resulting state is /Later

<I,M>, similar to the <M,I> seen before.

0 Figure 5.4: Examples of actions using the Berkeley Protocol
P A'
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Cache 1: Cache 2: Cache 1: Cache 2:

%s

<1,1><SI>

I S 'M ~ I I s S

<MI> <S,I>

I S .0S

Figure 5.5: Examples of possible pairs of configurations.

* Looking again at the configurations in Figure 5.5 above we can see that each region within

a cache is bounded by a single straight line, that is, by a single cache size, independent of the size

of the cthier cache. This makes it trivial to represent each configuration with a fixed set of values,

0 one for e.- h boundary. It is even simpler in this case, for several reasons. First, since each cache

uses a stack for the replacement policy, the upper bound of the I region is simply the level of the

block in the stack, so no additional variable is needed. Second, only one cache at a time is in the

* M or 0 configuration so there is no need for a dirty level for each cache. Also, states M and 0

are mutually exclusive. We can therefore represent the state of the block in all caches by two

J////x/!

0|
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- stacks (one per cache) and a tuple <Dirty cache, Dirty level, Owned flag > for each block, contain-

ing the identity of the cache where the block is dirty, the smallest cache size where it is dirty, and

a flag indicating whether the dirty region is in state M (not owned) or 0 (owned). Since there are

a maximum of S distinct blocks in each of two caches, the space required for stacks and tuples is

0(2*S). A careful examination shows that this result easily extends to K processors since invali-

dation ensures that only one can be dirty at a time.

The space required to accumulate the simulation metrics for this protocol is also O(K*S).

The miss ratios for each cache are independent of the other cache sizes, so one array per cache is

+. ., sufficient. The contribution of each cache to the transfer ratio is also independent of the sizes of

other caches, so again one array per cache is sufficient. The transfer ratio for any combination of

cache sizes could be computed if necessary by summing the contributions of each cache at the

appropriate size.

5.6.3. A Second Protocol

Now consider a slightly more complex example. The only difference between this and the

Berkeley protocol is that it does not invalidate other caches on a write except for a write miss. If

the block is shared then write broadcast is used to update the other copies. There is still no E

state. See Table 5.5. This particular protocol does not match any of the common protocols,

although it is a valid subset of the MOESI class. It is presented because it illustrates a situation

where the state can be a function of both cache sizes.

Ai-,__Table 5.5: Second Protocol
Action: Read Write Pass CC CC,IM CC,IM,BC
Current

State
M M M S,CC,BC?.,W O,CS,DI,DK IDI,DK --

0 0 CS:0/M, S,CC,BC?,W 0,CS,DI,DK I,DI,DK S,SL,CS
CC,IM,BC,W

S S CS:0/M, S,CS I S,SL,CS
__._,_ CC,IM,BC,W

0 S,CCR M,CCJM,R I I

%%%N

'-'7.", -.
.,'.. _ -.',
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Cache t: Cache 2:

The state after a Write and a Read in cache
one and a Read in cache two is identical to that : S
seen in Figure 5.4. Write 1

/Read I I S .0
/Read 2

Processor one Writes the block. In cache
one, the block becomes M for all sizes where it S Con o
was invalid, and invalid in cache two for these
same sizes. In the sizes where the block is valid
in one, its new state depends on the value of i-I
(CS) - it is 0 where valid in cache two and M 50 :0 S

where it is invalid. The original valid levels in write I . -Y
cache one and two are labeled sa and sy respec- I
tively. The resulting state is called <MO,IS>.

MO Configuraton IS CcMfigratai
The invalid region grows as the block is

pushed. A push in one cache does not affect the
other; the bottom of the 0 region in cache one
stays at sy, the left boundary of the S region in

"- cache two remair, at s. Later Sy 1----

Processor one Reads the block and it be-
comes state S in its invalid sizes. The state in /
cache two is unaffected, since it is invalid. .... ".SS

VRead I * --

I
Processor two Writes the block. The

* resulting state is <IS,MO>, and Sy changes to the 9x., ,,,/current valid level in cache two. Although the

block was valid below level S. in cache one, the
sa level is unchanged. .F,

LSx

Figure 5.6: Actions using the second protocol.
555 P. K

',-.,
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Consider the sequence of actions using this second protocol, as illustrated in Figure 5.6.

The configurations when one or both of the caches are totally Invalid are similar to the Berkeley

protocol. However, a Write to a shared configuration leads to a new combination of configura-

tions. We see in frame two that there is a "shared" region of either 0 in cache one or S in cache

two, each bounded at the bottom left by the point (sy,s,). We call the first an MO configuration,

the latter an IS configuration.

Also, in the last frame note that although the block was valid in cache one below level s.

before the action, the s. level is unchanged due to the invalidation rule used by cache two on a

write miss. However if the "valid level" in cache one was to the right of s, then s. would take

that value, since a Write to the S state uses the (CS) signal to see if the block is present else-

where. Thus the new value of s, is the maximum of itself and the current valid level in cache

one.

We again claim that the configurations presented so far are sufficient to describe all possi-

ble states of two caches for the Second protocol. Table 5.6 below shows the possible configura-

tions and transitions. We again start with the <I,I> configuration and explore all possible actions

and resulting configurations.

Table 5.6: Possible Configurations - Second Example Protocol
Action: Read 1 Write I Pass I Read 2 Write 21Starting

'a, State:

II S,I MI -- SS I,M
M,I MI MI S,I OS I,M
S,S SS MO,IS -- S,S IS,MO
O,S OS MO,IS SS OS ISMO

MO,IS MO,IS MO,IS SIS OS ISMO
* S,IS S,IS MO,IS -- S,S ISMO

It is apparent that the MO and IS configurations can not be represented by a single level of

cache size. However, since there is only one 0 or S region, bounded on the lower left, the

number of variables required to describe each configuration is bounded. Since the number of

possible configurations is also bounded, the state definitions meet the space requirements of a

-S,&
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".' one-pass algorithm. In fact, the number of variables required is very small. In addition to the

stack for each cache to maintain the valid levels, it only needs the tuple

<Dirty cache, Dirty level, (s ,% )> for each block, where (s ,sy) is interpreted as the smallest com-

- . bination of sizes where the block may be present in both caches (i.e. "shared"). The valid levels

may be below or above these levels, as can the dirty level. The MO configuration is present only

in the dirty cache, and the 0 configuration is actually an MO configuration in which one of the

shared levels (s. or s,, depending on the cache) is zero. The S state is used for any unmodified

block, regardless of whether it is inside or outside the shared region. For example in the fourth

frame of Figure 5.6 the S region extends below sy.

Unfortunately the space required to accumulate metrics for this protocol is O(S2) for two

* caches. Consider the last configuration of Figure 5.6. A Read to cache one will "hit" for all

cache sizes above s and above sy. Since s, and s, can vary independently between zero and S,

the simulator needs to be able to accumulate misses for any point in 2-space. This obviously

extends to K-space for K processors. Thus this protocol is not an efficient one-pass algorithm by

our definition.

5.6.4. A Complex Example - the Dragon Protocol

We now consider a more complex example for which we can not even represent the state

:".,". within the one-pass constraints. This protocol, shown in Table 5.7, is essentially the Dragon pro-

tocol [McCr84] as presented in [Swea86]. The main difference between this and the previous

protocol is the use of alternative rule {CS:S/E,CC,R) 1) from Table 5.1 for a Read miss. This

introduces the exclusive E state. Also, a Write miss is implemented as a Read followed by a

Write, requiring two cycles but no invalidation is done.

V..

.f,,

i' %
Z".6 ." 6
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__ _Table 5.7: Dragon Protocol

Action: Read Write Pass CC CC,IM,BC
Current

State
M M M E,CC,BC?,W O,CS,DI,DK --

0 0 CS:O/M, S,CC,BC?,W O,CS,DI,DK S,SL,CS
_ _ _ CC,IM,BC,W

E E M -- S,CS --

S S CS:O/M, -- S,CS S,SL,CS
_ _ _ CC,IM,BC,W

I CS:S/E, Read>Write -- I I
CC,R I II

Again consider a sequence of actions in a two processor system, shown in Figure 5.7. The

initial configuration is similar to that seen for the Berkeley protocol except that the E state is used

instead of S. There are several new configurations as well.

When processor two reads the block in the second frame, the (CC) bus request sets the

shared characteristic for all sizes, changing the state in cache one from E to S and M to 0. In

cache two, the state depends on the size of cache one: for sizes where the block is invalid in cache

one there is no {CS) signal, and the state in cache two becomes E; for sizes where it is valid the

(CS ) is generated by cache one and the state in two is S. The current valid level in cache one

forms a "sharing level" in cache two. The configuration is called ES.

When processor one reads the block in the next frame, the block is similarly either

*. exclusive or shared in its invalid sizes, depending on the size of cache two. The invalid region in

*cache one is guaranteed to completely cover the exclusive region in cache two (otherwise it

wouldn't be exclusive). Therefore the (CC) request again causes all exclusive states in cache

two to become shared. This configuration is called ESO.

w•

4
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Cache 1: Cache 2

Initially, only cache one contains the
block. We refer to this state as <M.I>. Writ 1

/Read s I Eho.

Processor two reads the block. It becomes
shared (or owned) in cache one. In cache two,

the block is either exclusive in all sizes or shared

in all sizes, depending on the size of cache one.
The new state is <O,ES>. Read 2

/lAteI r4 E S

Later, the block has been pushed and
therefore invalid in some sizes of cache two.

% Cache one is unchanged.

* Processor one reads the block. The block
is either exclusive or shared, depending on the
size of cache two. The new state is <ESO,S>. Read I S S

Later the block has been pushed from

some cache one sizes and from some cache two
sizes. Since the block has not been referenced in
cache two, the valid level is at least at the level of
the top of the "exclusive" region in cache one.

• ,e'r

Processor one reads the block. It again is I

either exclusive or shared in the cache one region
where it was invalid. There is no single pair of

cache sizes that define the limits of the -ex- +

1' clusive" region.
* Read 1 S

'4 There are actually three overlapping E I E

shared regions, defined by the points SI, S2, and
'.e $3. The points and regions apply to both caches,

although only the region defined by S3 is relevant

in cache two since the other shared points are in

an invalid region. Valid and dirty levels are de-

ruied by V,, Vy, and D,. ? S Vy

%.4 s
E

Vx 21 Dx 1

* Figure 5.7: Actions using the Dragon protocol.

F"
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When processor one reads the block for the last time there is no longer a single pair of

cache sizes that define the limits of the "exclusive" region. The shared attribute does not obey

inclusion, that is, there is not a unique threshold size beyond which the block is shared. There are

actually three overlapping regions of sharing, defined by the points S 1, S2, and S3. These points

and regions apply to both caches, although only the region defined by S 3 is valid in cache two.

The validity and dirty attributes are still inclusive; the block is valid for sizes greater than or

equal to V, and Vy and dirty for size D. and larger.

The block is only potentially shared above Si, not necessarily shared. For example, in Fig-

, ~ ure 5.7 frame 4, cache two contains the only cached copy of the block for small sizes of cache

one, but the state is still S. This occurs because the push of a clean page causes no bus action to

* change the state in other caches. For this reason the shared points do not change as the valid lev-

els increase.

The last configuration can no longer be represented with a small number of variables per

block. In fact, repeated reads by cache one, combined with appropriate pushes, could create an

arbitrary number of such regions. The worst case would be the following sequence: Read 1, Read

*2, push to level S in 1, Read 1, push to level S-1 in 1 and level 1 in 2, Read 1, push to level S-2

in 1 and level 2 in 2, Read I .... This would require S sharing points extending along the minor

diagonal. Since the number of variables required per block to represent this configuration is

bounded only by S we will call this type of configuration an unbounded configuration, in contrast

to the bounded configurations we have seen so far. Although this means that this is not a one-

pass algorithm by the definition, we will show that it is a one-pass algorithm for certain common

cases. First we need to show that there are only a small number of possible configurations,
bounded or unbounded.

Some further analysis shows that there are only a few general combinations of configura-

tions for the Dragon protocol. When the block is valid in only one cache then the combination is

* either <E,I> or <M,I>, which we have seen before. If the block is shared, then there are n over-

, 'Cu lapping shared regions defined by points S 1 " Sn, where point Si has the coordinates (Si ,Siy),

."
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and i<n S. For convenience they are numbered from bottom to top as seen in Figure 5.7.

' -- Assuming that the exclusive region is in cache one, the levels obey the following conditions:

O==Sn,,<_V,<Sn -1,<...- <S$2.,<S 1,

O<__S ly <S 2 < ... <Sn-l, <SnY:<VY

V :_.D., Dy =- or Vy <_Dy, D. =-

depending on whether cache one or two is dirty. There are symmetric conditions if cache two has

the exclusive region.

The simplest case of sharing, shown in Figure 5.8, satisfies these conditions with a single

sharing point, S 1. The final state in Figure 5.7 satisfies the condition with three points. We can

show that all combinations of configurations of two caches using the Dragon protocol are either

, non-shared or meet this condition by once again considering all possible actions beginning with

"., • the <I,I> state. This is shown in Table 5.8. Any state that meets the above condition is called

simply a Dragon or <D> state.

Table 5.8: Possible Configurations - Dragon Protocol
Action: Read I Write I Pass I Read 2 Write 2
Stang

State: I
[ II EI MI -- IE I'M

E,I E,I M,I -- D D
M,I MI MI E,I D D
D D D D D

To show that the last line is true we must show that any action, starting from the <D> state,

leads back to a Dragon state. We begin with the simple case of Figure 5.8(a), which is the result

of a Read in two, a Write in one, and a Read in one, with some intermediate pushes. We must

consider the result of each possible action applied to this case. The roles of cache one and two

are interchangeable, so only one is actually shown. We see that any Read creates a second shar-

ing point, S2, except a read to cache one when V,=S 1y. A Write just moves S 1. The new values

- of S 1, S 2, Vx, Vy, and Dx or Dy are given below the graphs for each action. Notice that they are

-. -" independent of Dx or Dy, which are unchanged after a Read and 0 after a Write.
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Cache 1: Cache 2:

0==S1I<!5 S I Vy

Vx Dx

a) Initial Configuration

S2: S .0Si O
-Sr* ~ - V' 1 Y

0~ x

E I

Vx Dx Vx Dx

b) Read 1: IS 2-(,Vy) c) Write1: S 1=(O,V,)
S 1=(V,,,S 1,) V D. O-

a.,. 1., =0

S~ I I

s E

Vx Dx VyVx

d) Read 2: IS2-(O,V,) e) Write 2: IS 1=(V. ,0)
S 1=(V,1 .0) Vy =Dy=0
V, =0

V Figure 5.8: The simple Dragon configurations produce others. Each action, applied to the initial conli
guration. produces a state meeting the Dragon conditions. The effect of each action on the state

V variables is shown.

IM
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Cache 1: Cache 2:

S
O=S4,<S 3., S 2,,<S 1.,!5 S4 Vy

V.0I V!D S 0O

0<S 1)<S y<S 3y <S 4y: y

Vx Dx

a) Initial Configuration

+ +

I S4 IS S
S5 --S-- Vy V

S3 0 I S3 Q I
xS2 x

E
SA S

Vx Dx Vx Dx
b) Readi, S 4,5V,<S 3,: c) ReadI S3,:5V, <S 2,:

*S5=(0,Vy) S4=(O,Vy)
S4--(V3.S4y) S 3=(V1,S 3y)
V,, -0 V.,=0

S I
VySI Vy

Vx Dx V~

d) Readl1,V, S 1,: e) Write1:
S4--S 3-(oc,e) S4--S 3--(-,-o)

S2=(O V) S 1=(O,V)
S1(V, 1,) V. =D,

V, =0

a Vx Dx Vx

f)Read 2: S4--S 3=(-o,-) g) Write 2: S 4= S3=S2-( 'c)
S2=-(O V) Si =(OV)
S 1=(V.,6) Si (V6b)
1', =0 1', =Dy --0

Figure 5.9: The general shared Dragon configuration produces others.

6 II
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Now consider the more general case shown in Figure 5.9. Again, we show all possible

actions applied to the initial case given in a), and demonstrate that the result fits the general con-

ditions, In the case of a Read to cache one there are several subcases to consider, depending on

the value of V,. In each case the prior value is shown as a vertical dashed line. If V is less than

the x-coordinate of the next-to-last sharing point (S 3 in this case), then the result is the addition

of a new point. If V, is between S 2 and S 3 then the number of points stays the same. If V, is

between S I anid S2, or less than S 1, one or more of the sharing points go away.

In each case notice that there is a distinct pattern to the new values of the sharing points.

Note too that these new values all satisfy the condition of the general Dragon state. A Read to

cache two always yields two sharing points, with values that satisfy the condition with the roles

reversed. A Write to either cache results in the simplified sharing example of the previous figure.

The Pass is not shown ncc it only changes the values of the dirty level, and thus also preserves

a" the condition. We have therefore shown that any action applied to a general Dragon state gives

another Dragon state, and therefore we have seen all possible configurations. Keep in mind, how-

ever, that the general Dragon configuration can not be represented in bounded space, and there-

fore the Dragon protocol can not be simulated in one-pass for independent cache sizes.

5.6.5. Related Memory Sizes

In three examples we have seen one protocol that was a one-pass algorithm for independent

'.' cache sizes and two that were not. However, all are one-pass algorithms when certain relations

- exist between cache sizes. Consider the general Dragon state shown in Figure 5.10. Any non-

,!'1 decreasing (in x and y) line through the two-cache state graphs will intersect the region boun-

daries exactly once. This is true because all state boundaries are single horizontal or vertical

lines, except the "sharing" boundary which always progresses downward to the right. Therefore

rA the state of any pair of sizes along the line can be represented by a fixed set of threshold values.

-a, -. This applies to the state graphs for the two prior protocols as well. Some interesting cases are

C l=ci, C2=a, and C l=aC2, where C I and C2 are the cache sizes and c is a constant.
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Cache 1: Cache 2:

C1=C2

NS
C1 =f(C2)

NS
Nr t 1C2= a

Figure 5.10: Possible cache size relationships. Each line intersects a region boundary exactly once, so
the state of any point along the line can be represented with a fixed number of boundary values.

- An important special case is C 1=C2, which is the case we will examine in the remainder of

the papcr. However, the reader should be aware that the algorithms presented could be general-

ized to other relationships if necessary. Using this relationship, we can simplify the two dimen-

sional state graphs to one dimension, similar to the single-cache graphs used earlier. Since the

graphs are no longer two-dimensional, we revert to a numerical subscnpt instead of x and y to

identify the cache. For the C l=C2 line in Figure 5.10, we get the following graphs:

_:I ----- >E ---- >S ----------- >0 ---- > {State in cache one}

Vl S1 D1

2:1 ------------------ >S ----------- > {State in cache two)

V2, $2

* Figure 5.11: Configurations using equal cache sizes. Vi are the valid levels, Si are the sharing

levels, and Di is the dirty level. Taken together they determine the state in any size.

"a,

The values of VI, V 2, and D1 are identical to the values of V,, Vy, and D, from Figure 5.10. The

value of S1, the sharing level in cache one, is the point where the line crosses the E-S boundary,

a-,.€" ' < "." 4'.. 4 2-e'>'; .:: - ,' ""' ''. , "... "
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projected onto the x-axis. The value of S 2 should be the same, but since this is in the invalid

region in cache two, S2 is defined equal to V2.

When C 1=C2 the space required for metrics is O(S). For any situation there is a single size,

Vi, above which a Read "hits", so the miss ratio can be accumulated in a linear array per cache.

Similarly, a bus transfer occurs for some range of sizes and can be accumulated in a linear array.

This extends to require O(K*S) space for K caches.

5.7. The MOESI Protocols

We are now ready to analyze the full MOESI protocol, using the facts established in the

prior sections. For the case where all caches have the same size we claim that the full class of

MOESI protocols, with a few additional restrictions presented below, are one-pass algorithms.

Furthermore, they are one-pass algorithms for K processors. As stated earlier, one way to ensure

that the state is representable in limited space is if each characteristic that makes up the state

obeys an inclusion property. We have seen forms of this in the examples, where validity, owner-

ship, and sharing all appear to possess inclusion. Let us assume that inclusion holds, and define

the variables needed to hold the threshold value for each characteristic. We will then show that

V this assumption is violated in certain cases, but these can be corrected either by restricting the

protocol or expanding the state space.

5.7.1. State Variables

0 We define the following variables to maintain the state of each block in each cache.

Vi is the valid level (stack distance) of the block in cache i, which is the smallest size in which

the block is present.

d4 . D, is the dirty level of the block in cache i, which is the smallest size in which the block is

dirty.

Si is the sharing level of the block in cache i, which is the smallest size in which the block

may be shared, i.e. present in another cache.
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" -'1 :I ----- >E ----- >S ----- >0 ----- >

Vi Si Di

1 :- ->E- .>M - ->0 ---- >

Vi Di Si

1:----- >S ------ >0 -- >

ViSi Di

1:----- >M --- >0 ---- >

Vi,Di Si

1:------ >0 - ->

Vi, Si, Di

Figure 5.12: Possible configurations assuming inclusion. The state in any cache size is
determined as a combination of attributes, which change at the indicated thres-
hold sizes.

The state of a block for a particular cache size is determined by comparing the cache size to

these levels. For any cache there are three factorial possible configurations for a block based on

different orderings of these levels. However, where Si or Di is less than Vi we assume they are

equal, leaving the five configurations shown in Figure 5.12. In addition there are relationships

between states in different caches. For example, if a block is in an exclusive state for some sizes

of cache i (i.e. it is valid in sizes where it is not shared, Vi<S,), the block can not be in an

5 exclusive state in any other cache for those sizes (Vj>-Si,j*i). See for example Figure 5.11,

where V,<S,, so V2 _S,. We will show formally that these conditions hold for the MOESI proto-

col, but first we need to introduce some further restrictions.

5.7.2. Further Restrictions

In Section 5.6.1 we restricted the protocol to correct a situation where there were several

* disjoint cache size regions with the same state. Any time there are several regions with the same

-. state then one of the state attributes does not obey inclusion. Frequently if there can be two

.S'
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regions with the same state then there can be an unbounded number with that state, and therefore

the state can not be maintained in bounded space. We will now consider several other cases in the

*, protocols where inclusion is violated, and will introduce some additional restrictions to prevent

these anomalies.

5.7.2.1. Berkeley Protocol

When the fourth frame of Figure 5.4 is reduced to one dimension, the cache one configura-

tion is:

1:I ------ >S ------ >M --------- >
<shared><exclusive>

V1 D1 Si?

Figure 5.13: The Berkeley protocol violates sharing inclusion. There is no unique threshold
level for S1.

In this configuration the block has the shared attribute for sizes smaller than some threshold, not

larger as assumed by the definition of Si. The problem is that the Sweazey/Smith mapping of the
.WJ.

Berkeley protocol uses the S state to indicate any unmodified block, regardless of whether the
4,

block is actually sharable with other caches. The anomaly stems from rule {S,CC,R) (2) which

enters state S on a read miss without testing [CS) to see if the block is actually present in another

cache. The situation leading to the configuration above is a Write followed by a Read from the

same processor. Since each Write (which is the only action that enters the M state) invalidates the

block in all other caches, the block can never be in another cache, and therefore should be in the

%-, E state rather than S. Any Read in another cache would cause a (CC) bus request and transform
A

* it to an O state.

There would not be an inclusion problem if the protocol used rule (1) since the S region

would become an E region, but it would no longer be the same protocol. For example, the Berke-

0 ley protocol performs an invalidation {CC,IM) bus request for the S region (even though it may

. -- be unnecessary), while the MOESI class never causes a bus action for a Write to the E state.

WIN

ski's- . .'
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The S region in the Berkeley protocol example above is therefore one in which the block is

'N exclusively held, but should be treated as a shared block in order to conform to a particular proto-

col. To solve this problem we introduce a new state called Es; it is an exclusive state which

'. behaves like a shared state. In terms of the state variables, it is in sizes between Vi and S,, but

"- less than Di. This also describes the E state (See Figure 5.14). To distinguish the two states, we

also define a new state variable, Es, which if true, indicates that a block is in state Es instead of E

in the region described above.

Now we need to integrate the new state into the transition matrices without affecting the

behavior of the system. In any such system we can introduce a new state as long as it is

equivalent to an existing state. Two states are equivalent if their actions are the same, and the

result states are the same or equivalent. Because the tables contain choices of actions, we must

also insist that equivalent states always make the same respective choices.

We define the Es tables entries so that the Es state is equivalent to the S state. The state is

reached by replacing rule {S,CC,RI{2) of Table 5.1 with the equivalent rule

{CS:S/ES,CC,R} {2'). The rule is equivalent because it performs the same actions and the sys-

tem enters one of two equivalent states, so the performance is unchanged. Next we define the

actions for Es to be equivalent to S. The applicable portions of the revised entries from Tables

5.1 and 5.2 are shown in Table 5.9. Note that some S rules remain in the S state. The

' ,corresponding Es rules transition to S if the respective E rule goes to S; otherwise it remains in

state Es. This choice ensures that the Es states transition to shared or remain exclusive exactly

with the E rules do. Thus the effect on the S state variable is the same for E and Es states.

-S.

S' '
/ld
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'Table 5.9: Revised MOESI protocols: Result State and Bus Signals - Local Requests

Event: Read Write Pass Flush
note: 1 2 3 4
From
State

CS:O/M, (6)
CCJM,BC,W

or
') CS:S/E, (7)

CCJMBC,W
S S or

M,CCM (7)
or

S,IM,BC,W* (8)
or

S.IM,W* (9)
CS:O/M, (6')
CCJMBC,W

or
CS:S/E, (7')

NCCIMBC,W

Es Es or
M,CC,IM {8'}

or-- or

Es JM,BCW* (9')
or

EsIMW* (10')
E E M -- I

CS:S/E, (1) M,CC,IM,R (10)
CC,R or

or Read>Write (11)
CS:S/ES,CC,R* (2') or

I or IIM,BCW*,** (12)
I,R** (3) or

"_ _ _ _ _ I,IM,W*,** (13)

-Table 5.9: (cont) MOESI Protocols: Result State and Bus Signals - Bus Requests

Event: CC,BC? CC,IM BC? CC,IM,BC IM IM,BC
note: 5 6 7 8 9 10

p, From
State __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _

S S,CS I S,CS S,SL,CS {25) I S,SL,CS
or I 26} or I

-, Es  S,CS I Es ,CS S,SL,CS {26') I E s ,SL,CS
___._or {27') or I

E S,CS I ECS? I E,SLCS?
19 orlI

__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ i

0•
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Es false 1:I ----- >E ---- >S ------ >0 ------ > rule {i} used

Es true 1:I ----- >Es ---- >S ----- >0 ------ > rule {2' } used

Vi Si D1

Figure 5.14: Whether state E or Es depends on the variable E3 . The value is set based on
which read rule was used.

Using these rules, the Es variable, defined above to distinguish the Es state from the E

state, is set if rule {2'} is used, and not set if rule {l I} is used. This reinforces the prior restriction

that rules must be consistently used, otherwise a single variable is not sufficient. The only time

that the Es variable needs to be reset is if rules {7} or [7') from Table 5.9 is used. There are no

0 cases where E and Es states could both occur at the same time.

To be completely general there would have to be an Es variable for each cache and block.

However, if a cache consistently used one rule or the other for all blocks, then a single variable

would be sufficient. In the examples of Section 5.8, it is assumed that only the Berkeley protocol

uses the revised rule [2'), so no Es variable is needed; knowledge of the protocol alone is suffi-

cient to distinguish the Es and E states.

A similar problem could arise because the definition of the MOESI protocols permits any

rule of the form {CS:O/M} to be replaced by {0). In this case a block that is in the exclusive M

',. state should be treated as being in the 0 state. A similar introduction of an MO state could be used

if needed to implement this condition.
-4

-4

5.7.2.2. Invalidation

* Several of the Write rules cause the bus action {CC,IM} which invalidates the block in all

other caches. If invalidation rule (M,CC,IM) {5) and write broadcast rule

{CS:O/M,CC,IM,BC,W) {6) are used in the same protocol, then both sharing and validity attri-

* butes may violate inclusion. We can see this in the first example of Figure 5.15, in which write

". -- broadcast is used in sizes where the block is in the S state, but invalidation is used in the larger
"4

M°

0'
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caches where the block is in the 0 state. This situation does not occur if the invalidation rules are

used for smaller size states, for example if rules {CS:O/M,CC,IM,BC,W) (4) and

{M,CC,IM} (7) are mixed, as seen in the second example.

Initial 1: I ------- >S ------- >0 ------ >
2:1 ------------ >S ----------- >

p Write 1 1:M ------- >M--->0-->M ------- > Using {5} and {6}
2:1 ------------ >S-->I ------- >

Write 1 1:M ------- >M--->M-->O ------- > Using {4} and {7}
2 : I------------ >I-->S ------- >

'V Figure 5.15: Violation of inclusion using invalidation rules. Sharing inclusion is violated if
rules (5) and (6) are used, but not with (4) and (7).

- A similar problem occurs with the rules that optionally invalidate a slave cache in response

to bus requests, such as rules (24) and (28). The block can be invalidated in larger sizes while

'V still valid in smaller sizes.

'V We correct both of these by making the restriction that if an invalidation rule is used for the

"larger" state (such as the 0 state) then it must be used for "smaller" states as well. For the

4Write rules, if the invalidation action (CC,IM) is used for the 0 state then it must be used for the

?' "S and I states as well. This is a reasonable restriction since there is little advantage in determin-

ing invalidation action based on the current state. All of the popular protocols obey this restric-

tion. Table 5.10 shows the valid combinations of Write rules under this restriction, along with

.".,~i the names of protocols using each combination. The "Preferred" protocol is taken from the top

rules in each block of the MOESI tables.

.. ,. .

Sd'
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Table 5.10: Possible Combinations of Write Rules
Name Preferred Dragon llinois*t

0 CS:O/M,CC,IM,BC,W {41 --

M M M
S CS:O/M, (61 M,CC,IM (7)

CCIM,BC,W
Es CS:O/M, M,CC,IM

CC,IM,BC,W
E M M
I M,CC,IMR Read>Write M,CC,IM,R-t.101 fil lO 01} lO

Table 5.10: Possible Combinations of Write Rules (Cont.)
Name Berkeley Write-Thru Write-Thru
0 M,CC,IM (5) --...

M M ....
S M,CC,IM (71 S,IM,BC,W (81 S,IM,W (91

Es MCC,IM ES,IM,BC,W (8'1 ES,IM,W (9'1
E M (E,IM,BC,W) (E,LM,W)
I MCC,IM,R (101 I,IM,BC,W f12) I,IM,W f13}

* Requires rule (20), eliminating the 0 state.

t Requires rule (22).

4%,
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5.7.2.3. Write-Through Rules

Several rules in Table 5.1 are marked with "*" to be followed by write-through caches.

These include Write rules, as well as the Read rule {CS:S/E s ,CC,R) (2'). Although it would be a

valid MOESI protocol to choose Read rule ( 1) in a write-through cache, this would not be sensi-

ble, since a write-through cache has no reason to care whether it has the only copy of a block,

since it uses write-through regardless. (For this reason the E state is never used in a real write-

through cache.) In addition, the use of rule ( 1 could violate inclusion of the dirty attribute. For

example, consider the following sequence.

Initial 1:I ------------------------------ >
2:1 ---------------- S ------------- >

Read 1/ 1:1 --- ->E --------- >S ------------- >
Later 2:1 ----------------- >S ----------- >

Write 1 1:1 - >M -------- >S ------------- >
2:1 ----------------- >S ----------- >

Figure 5.16: Violation of dirty inclusion using write-through. The Read 1 uses rule (1), creat-
ing an E region. The Write uses write-through rules (8) and (12) for the S and I re-
gions, but the rules never perform write-through to an E state. There is no unique dirty
level.

The assumed inclusion property of the dirty attribute is violated after the write. So is the intent of

write-through, since the write to the E region is kept in the cache. This problem can be solved in

either of two ways. First, we can insist that Read rule {2') be used by any write-through cache,

so the E state can never occur. This is the obvious solution for a real cache, since it always writes

the block and therefore does not need to distinguish shared from exclusive states. As a more gen-

eral solution we can add the rule {E,IM,BC,W) for a Write in the E state, which satisfies the

intent of write-through. This was done in Table 5.10 and used in the algorithms of Section 5.8 in

order to "decouple" the Read and Write rules.

0
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5.7.2.4. Pass/Copy-Back

The Pass rule {CS:S/E,CC,BC?,WJ { 15) for the 0 state can cause a violation of inclusion

for the sharing attribute, as seen in the following example:

Initial 1: I ----- >E ------ >S ------- >0 -------
2:1 --------------------------- >S--->

Pass 1 1:1 ----- >E ------ >S ------- >E-->S--->
2 I -------------------------- >S--->

1 I----- >E ------ >SPass--->E-->S--->

Figure 5.17: Pass can violate sharing inclusion. The block is written where dirty, and sharing
is verified. Sharing is not verified where the block is clean. The out-of-place S region is

referred to as an SPass region.

The problem is caused by the fact that this Pass rule is not just a "write the block" rule, but is

actually a "write the block and verify whether any other cache contains it" rule. However, Pass

does not verify sharing for unmodified blocks, so the S region remains, even though we can see in

the example that the region should be E. We will refer to this region as an SPass region - a por-

tion of the E region left in the S state after a Pass. Note that we could eliminate this problem by

verifying sharing for the S region as well. However, in a real cache, this would require a bus

action for clean as well as dirty blocks. If the Pass is used as part of a higher-level protocol, for

example one that forces a copy-back of all dirty blocks at specific points in time, this new rule

could tremendously increase the number of blocks to be handled. We therefore reject this option.

The first question is whether there is a need to distinguish the SPass state from the surrounding E

states. The answer is clearly yes; a Write would perform no bus action in the E state but would in

-, the SPass (i.e. S) state.

The next question is whether the SPass region occurs a bounded number of times. Unlike

some of the anomalies, this one can occur a bounded number of times - at most one time in at

most one cache per block. To show this, first recognize that the SPass region is formed from a

dirty region, and the block can not be dirty in any cache or size after a Pass. (We will verify
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shortly that only one cache at a time can be dirty, so no other cache can have a dirty region.) In
%s

order for there to be a second SPass region the block must be written, either in the same or

another cache. Therefore, consider all possible actions to the configuration of Figure 5.17. Fig-

ure 5.18 shows that a Read to cache one preserves the SPass region; all other actions combine the

region with the surrounding sizes. Therefore there can be at most one region at any time.

Initial 1:1----->E ------ >Spass--->E-->S--->

Read 1 1:E --- >E ------ >Spass--->E-->S---> {Unchanged}

Write 1 1:M --- >M ------ >M ------- >M-->O---> {Gone}

Read 2 1:1 ----- >S ------ >S ------- >S-->S---> {Gone}

Write 2 {11} 1:I ----- >S ------ >S ------- >S-->S---> {Gone}
* or
S{1C} 1:I -------------------------- >S---> {Gone}

Figure 5.18: Effect of actions on SPass region. Consider each possible action on the initial
-, state. The write to cache two must consider both rules [10) and 11l on a write miss.

In each case the SPass region either disappears or remains, but never repeats.

To keep track of the region we define a state variable SPass=(Start ,End) for each block. It is

." set by the Pass and cleared as shown above. Note that since it only exists in a clean cache that

was dirty, in practice we could reuse the dirty fields. However, for clarity, we will describe it as a

separate variable in the algorithms that follow.

5.7.3. Proof of One-Pass Algorithms

Given these additional changes and restrictions, we can formally prove that the MOESI pro-

tocols are one-pass algorithms when all caches are the same size. To do this we must show that

' each characteristic of the state satisfies a form of inclusion (with the bounded exceptions for Es

and SPass noted above), and that the variables provided are sufficient to maintain the state. We

also need to show that the time bound is satisfied, which we will do by example in the algorithms

of Section 5.8.

- - i--. %v,.
% ." -,
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5.7.3.1. Dirty Inclusion

Theorem 5.1: If a block is dirty in a cache of size C then it is dirty in the same cache of

size C+l, and therefore in all larger caches. We refer to this an an inclusion condition; the set of

dirty blocks in a cache of size C+1 includes all dirty blocks in size C.

Proof: By induction on references.

Basis: The inclusion condition holds before the block is written, since it is clean in all sizes.

Induction: Assume the condition holds at time t. Consider the effect of all possible actions on

the dirty state of the block.

a). The only action that converts a block from a clean state (I, S, or E) to a dirty state (M or 0)

is a Write. For all valid Write rules except for the write-through rules and rule (7), the

block is made dirty for all states, therefore for all sizes. The write-through rules never make

the block dirty, and must be consistently used. In all cases the inclusion condition is main-

tained.

b). The only action that makes a block clean in the cache master is the Pass, which makes it

clean for all dirty states, therefore inclusion is maintained.

c). The only bus action that makes a block clean is (CC,IM,BC), {CC,IM), or (CC) when rule

(20) is used. AU these actions make it clean for all dirty states. The result obeys inclusion,

since it is clean in all sizes.

Corollary 5.1.1: For each block and cache i, there exists a size Di such that for all cache

sizes C, the block is dirty in size C if and only if C D .

, -, Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 5.1, since there must be a minimum dirty size.

If the block is clean in all sizes then Dj=oo.

0N
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5.7.3.2. Validity Inclusion

Theorem 5.2: If a block is valid in a cache of size C then it is valid in the same cache of

size C+l, and therefore in all larger sizes.

Proof: By induction on references.

Basis: The condition holds before the block is first referenced, since it is invalid in all sizes.

Induction: Assume the condition holds at time t. Consider the effect of all possible actions that

affect the validity of the block.

a). The only time when a block becomes valid is in the cache master as a result of a Read or

Write request. In both cases, if the block becomes valid it does so for all invalid sizes, and

the block remains valid for all valid states/sizes. Therefore the block becomes valid in all

sizes.

b). A block may become invalid in three ways: by replacement in a single cache size; by a

Flush from all sizes; or because of a bus action. Replacement is assumed to be a stack algo-

rithm which itself obeys inclusion.

i'.% c). The only action that invalidates a block in the cache master is a Flush, which invalidates the

block for all states and therefore all sizes. Inclusion is preserved.

d). The (CC,IM) bus action invalidates the block for all states in all slave caches. By restric-

,.1., tion, the bus action occurs for inclusive sizes. The cache master does not perform the

{CC,IM} action for all sizes, and in particular not for exclusive states, but the slave still

-. becomes invalid in all sizes because the block can not be in any slave cache when it is

exclusively in the master cache.

.-..- ,

- e). If a slave cache invalidates itself when it receives a {CC,IM,BC} bus action in the S state

(rule (26)), then it must also do so for the 0 state (rule (24)), by the restriction of Section

5.7.2.2. The bus action occurs in all sizes where the block might be present in another
c,.ae

• cache, so the block remains valid in an inclusive set of sizes in the slave cache.
S... .. ,

ww'lA
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f). The {IM,BC) and {IM) bus actions may invalidate a slave cache in all clean states, which
.p

by Theorem 5.1 are in smaller sizes than dirty states. By the restriction of Section 5.7.2.2,

the slave cache must maintain inclusion in its use of invalidation. These bus actions are the

result of a write-through cache and occur for I, E, and S states, which are the only states

V permitted in a write-through cache. (The E state is not normally present in a write-through

cache, but is theoretically allowed as discussed in Section 5.7.2.3.)

Corollary 5.2.1: For each block and cache i, there exists a size V such that for all cache

sizes C, the block is valid in size C if and only ifC>V.

Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 5.2, since there must be a minimum valid size.

* If the block is absent from all sizes then Vi--*.

5.7.3.3. Single Dirty Cache

Theorem 5.3: A block may be dirty (or owned) in only one cache at a time, regardless of

cache sizes.

Proof: There are two parts to the proof. We first show that there is only one dirty cache for

any particular cache size, then show that this extends to all sizes.

The first part is clearly true, otherwise the protocol would not be correct. However, we can

easily verify this by examining the possible transitions. Suppose the block is dirty in one cache

for a particular size. In order to make it dirty in a second cache, the second processor must Write

the block. No other action can change the state to dirty. Consider the state of the block in the

second cache before the write:

0 or M Te block is already dirty, which is a contradiction of the assumption that only one was

,. initially dirty.

E No other cache has the block, which is a contradiction of the assumption that the block
i

_-:: ..- .. is dirty in another cache.

-5
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SI or S These are the only possible states in the second cache. Consider the result of all possi-

ble write rules. If write-through is used then the result is an unmodified state, either I

or S, so again only one cache is dirty. Otherwise there is a bus action (CC,IM,BC} or

{CC,IM} which either invalidates the block or makes it clean in all other caches. The

result is that the block is only dirty in the written cache.

Now consider the minimum cache size for which the block is dirty in any cache. By the

preceding result, there can not be two caches with the block dirty for this size. But by Theorem

5.1, me block is also dirty in this cache for all larger sizes. Therefore the block must be clean for

all sizes in all other caches, which completes the proof.

* Corollary 5.3.1: For each block there exists a size D and a dirty cache DC such that

DDC=D and Dj, -for all j *DC.

Proof: This corollary says that there is no need to keep separate dirty levels, Di, for each

cache, since only one can be dirty at a time. This follows directly from Theorem 5.3, where DC

Nis the cache in which the block is dirty. If the block is clean in all caches then DC is arbitrary,

since Do=.

5.7.3.4. Sharing Inclusion

Theorem 5.4: Except for a possible SPass or Es region, if a block is sharable in a cache of

0 size C then it is sharable in a cache of size C+I, and therefore in all larger sizes. This is known

as sharing inclusion.

Proof: By induction on reference.

Basis: It is true before the first reference to a block.

Induction: Assume it is true at time t. Consider all actions that affect the sharability of a block:

a) Read: The only state in the cache master where sharability changes on a Read is I. (The I

-'. -- state is defimed to be neither shared nor exclusive.) The block becomes E for sizes where the

a..,
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block is not present in any other cache, and S where it is present in some other cache. By

Theorem 5.2 there is a valid level, Vi, for each other cache. Therefore there must be a smal-

lest V, which is the smallest size where the block is shared, and therefore there is a single

threshold between E and S. In the other caches, the {CC) bus action makes the block

shared in all exclusive states, therefore it is shared in all valid sizes, and inclusive.

The only other time that the shared attribute changes in a slave cache is if the slave becomes

invalid, either by direction ({CC,IM} action) or by choice ({CC,IM,BC) or {IM,BC)

actions). The restrictions of Section 5.7.2.2 ensure that the slave becomes invalid for

inclusive sizes. Since the block was shared in inclusive sizes (by the induction hypothesis),

and becomes non-shared for inclusive sizes, the shared sizes are still inclusive. Since we

have considered all bus actions which could affect sharability in slaves, we will only con-

sider the master cache for the remaining actions.

b) Write: We need to consider each valid combination of write rules, given in Table 5.10.

Dragon

The new state is exclusive in the master for all sizes where it is in an exclusive (E or

M) state. For shared states, which are in larger sizes than the exclusive states by the

induction hypothesis, the new state depends on the {CS) bus signal. The state is

therefore exclusive for all sizes less than the smallest valid level in a slave cache.

Since this validity is inclusive by Theorem 5.2, the shared states are inclusive.

Preferred

This is similar to the Dragon protocol, cxcept that all sizes where the block is invalid

produce an exclusive state, since all other caches are invalidated.

* Berkeley

The new state is always exclusive, therefore the condition holds.

- Write-Through

0, The state is unchanged, therefore the condition remains true by the induction

-. - hypothesis.
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Illinois

The 0 state is unreachable using this protocol. For all other states the resulting state

. is the exclusive M state, therefore the condition holds.

c) Pass: This is the condition that creates SPass, which has already been discussed. We have

already shown that the region only occurs once.

This completes the proof.

Corollary 5.4.1 For each block, and for each cache i there exists a size Si such that for all

cache sizes C, the block is shared in size C if and only if C _Sj.

Proof: Follows directly from Theorem 5.4, since there must be a maximum size where the

• block is exclusive, if it is ever shared.

5.7.3.5. Single Exclusive Cache

Theorem 5.5: A block may be in an exclusive state in only one cache at a time.

Proof: There are again two parts to the proof. Again the first part is to show that only one

cache may have the block in an exclusive state for a given cache size. The second part extends

this to all sizes.

The first part could again be assumed from the correctness of the protocols, but it is easy

enough to verify. Consider an arbitrary cache size, and assume that some cache has the block in

, -an exclusive state. Consider the possible action/state combinations by which a second cache

could attain an exclusive state (E or M) from a non-exclusive state (1,S, or 0):

Read/I The new state is E only if there is no cache hit in another cache, which violates the

assumption that another cache has the block.

Write/J,O, or S

The new state is M only if the block is not present in another cache at the end of the

action either by invalidation or testing (CS). This insures that only one cache has the

%,%
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., block.

Pass/O The new state is M only if the block is not in another cache, which violates the assump-

tion.

To show the second part, we again consider the sn,allest cache size where some cache has

the block in an exclusive state. By Theorem 5.2, the block is present in all larger caches, there-

fore the block could not be exclusively present in some other cache for any larger size. This com-

pletes the proof.

Corollary 5.5.1 If Vi<S i then Vj>_S i for all j i.

Proof: This is essentially a restatement of Theorem 5.5 using the terms from Corollary

5.4.1. The antecedent implies that cache i has the block exclusively in sizes from Vi to (but not

including) Si. Therefore no other cache may have the block present in these sizes.

- Corollary 5.5.2 For each block there exists an S such that V<_S , Vj1 _S for some i and allmj
Proof: This again says that individual sharing levels are not needed; a single variable S is

sufficient. This follows from Corollary 5.5.1, since there is at most one cache with V<Si. Since

the other caches can not have an exclusive region, all valid states must be shared. If there is no

cache with an exclusive region, then S=O, and the Corollary is still true.

0 5.7.4. Variables (Revisited)

These proofs permit us to further refine the variables necessary to maintain the state of a

block in all caches:

, Vi is the valid level (stack distance) of the block in cache i. This is maintained by the simu-

lation stack for cache i, except as discussed in Section 9.

DC is the identification of the cache that contains the block in a dirty state, or that contains

an SPass region.

,"S "
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D is the dirty level of the block in cache DC, which is the smallest size in which the block

Sis dirty.

S is the sharing level of the block, which is the smallest size in which the block may be

shared, i.e. present in more than one cache. Only one cache may have a Vi below S.

SPass is a pair (start,end) giving the range of an SPass region in cache DC. If there is none,

SPass =(-,-,)

The maximum space required for K caches of maximum size S is (K+5)*S, which is O(S).

It therefore meets the space constraint of a one-pass algorithm.

5.8. Formal Algorithms

* Given the proof that the MOESI protocols satisfy the space constraint, we could now

present algorithms for maintaining the state of the variables for each of the rules in the MOESI

action tables. Although this is possible, the results are neither very understandable nor very prac-

tical. Instead, we have grouped the rules into common protocols for each request type, and will

present the algorithm for each. We will also show that the algorithms satisfy the time constraint

of a one-pass algorithm.

Figure 5.19 shows the basic one-pass multi-processor analysis algorithm for the MOESI

a". protocols. The following variables are used in the algorithm.

N = the number of events in the trace.

X =x 1 ,x 2 , • • , where x, is the identity of the block referenced at time t.

Action = action ,action 2,. actionN , the action at time t, which may be Read, Write, Pass, or

Flush.

i = the processor making the reference at time t, which is the master cache for the action.

- . Stack,= the memory stack used by the replacement algorithm for cache i.

* Protocol = the protocol used by processor i. Values can be Preferred, Berkeley, Dragon,

Illinois, or Write-Through. The protocol variable could also be a function of the

%0
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block, since a cache does not need to use the same protocol for every block.

Other variables are those described in Section 5.7.4. To simplify the algorithms, all variables are

assumed to be global.

General One-Pass Algorithm

For l_<t<_N do For all events
Vi= stack distance of x, in Stacki

Locate variables SD ,DC ,Spass for x,
Si =max (S,V) Share level in cache i
If Protocoli= Berkeley then Use Es state?

Si =Vi All valid are shared
If i=DC then Di=D Find dirty level

else Di=o-

If Di <Vi then The block has been pushed

* Call FlushRoutine(V1 l) Update copy-back stats
D =Vi Correct dirty level

.~If i=DC then Correct the SPass region
If SPass.end<Vi then If it is invalid

SPass =(oo,o)
Else If SPass.start <Vi then Or partially invalid

SPass.start =Vi
-. -

- Case of action,:
Read: Read action.
Call ReadRoutine0

Write: Write action.
Call WriteRoutineo

,. -.. Pass: Pass action.

Call PassRoutineo
Flush: Flush action.
Call FlushfRoutine(,)

Update Stack, Update stack
End

Figure 5.19: General One-Pass Muli-processor Algorithm.

The algorithm in Figure 5.19 first establishes the values of Vi, Di, and S for the master

cache. If the block is dirty in cache i, and the valid level is now larger than the dirty level, then

the block must have been written to memory by copy-back for all intervening cache sizes. In a

N ",... - V
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real cache, the write backs happened at some prior time, but since we are interested only in a

count of the number of writes we can safely delay the accounting until this next reference. The

algorithm calls the Flush routine to update the counts. It also adjusts SPass if the block has been

pushed into or beyond the SPass region. The algorithm then calls an appropriate routine for the

current action, and updates the memory stack.

Considering the time required for the algorithm, we see that there is only a single outer loop

executed N times. Therefore each step can require no more than O(S) time to meet the overall

bound of O(N*S). The value of Vi can be determined by walking the stack in time O(S), as can

: : the stack update [Matt70]. Both of these can potentially be done in much less time in certain

cases [Olke8l and Chapter 41. Since there are at most K*S distinct blocks in all caches, the vari-

ables for block x, can be located in time O(K*S), and probably much less using a hash table, for

example. Therefore the time bound of the algorithm is met if each of the subroutines takes no

more than O(S) time.

5.8.1. Read Algorithm

The processing necessary for a Read is very simple, but illustrates the logic required to

develop an algorithm from the other rules in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. First, consider the cache sizes

for which the master performs a memory access or bus request. In this case a read and bus action

occur only for sizes where the block is invalid (i.e. for sizes less than V,). The algorithm counts

these actions for the sizes in which they occur by passing the size range to the routines Read and

0' Bus.

Next there is a loop to perform the processing of the (CC) bus request in each slave cache,

where applicable. The {CC) bus action makes the block shared in any slave cache that has

exclusive access. Consider the two cases illustrated below to see the effect this has on the state

variables. In the first case, the valid levels in all slave caches are greater that S, meaning that

there are sizes where the master cache has the only cached copy, but the state indicates that the

block is shared. Because there is no bus action on a cache hit, there is no way for the master

- -cache to know that the sharing level has changed. Therefore it remains at the same level.

5Z,
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In the second case, the valid level of some other cache is below S, implying by Corollary

- - 5.5.1 that V, is greater than S. The new state of the block in the master cache will be E for all

sizes up to the smallest size where some other cache responds with the (CS) signal, which is the

minimum of all Vj l. The two cases can be combined by setting S to the minimum of S and all4.
-p

vj j*i.

Case 1: 1:1 ------- >E ------- >S ------- > S < all Vj
2 :I -------------------- >S - >
3:1 ---------------------->S->

Vi S V2 V3

Read 1 1:E ---------------- >S------- > S unchanged
2: I------------------- >S ---- >
3: I---------------------- >S->

Vi S V2 V3

' Case 2: 1:1 ------------------- >S ---- > S > some Vj
2:1 ------- >E ------- >S ------- >
3: I---------------------- >S->

V2 S V2 V3

Read 1 1:E ------- >S ---------------- > S moves to Vj
2:1 ------- >S ---------------- >
3: I---------------------- >S->

Vi V2,S V3

Figure 5.20: The effect of Reads on the sharing level. The value of S after a Read depends on
the valid level in the other caches.

The algorithm then considers the effect of the (CC) if rule {20} or (18) is used in some

slave cache, for example if it uses the Ilinois protocol. If the slave cache contains the block in a

dirty state then it becomes clean for all sizes where the {CC) occurs. Since these protocols do

not permit a block to be in a shared dirty state, the block must be invalid in the master cache

whenever it is dirty in a slave, which ensures that the (CC) occurs for all dirty sizes. Therefore

the block becomes clean in all sizes, and the algorithm sets D to infinity.
0.

, , ,)-. . If the cache master is not the dirty cache then a read absorbs any SPass region (See Section

",%
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5.7.2.5). In the master cache, the block becomes valid for all sizes (V=1). The complete algo-

rithm is shown in Figure 5.21. All of the operations take constant time with the exception of

determining Vj, which takes O(S) time. Since this is inside a loop that is repeated K-1 times, the

time required for the routine is O(K*S), which meets the bound.

ReadRoutineO

Read(O-vi); Bus(O-w ) State I
For j~i do Update other caches

z {Cc}
S =min (S,Vj) Change exclusive to shared
If Protocolj= Illinois Rule [20) used

and j=DC then and block is dirty in j
D ---o Block is clean

If iDC then SPass=(e,o) Read to non-SPass cache
v-=1 Block valid in all sizes

0End

Figure 5.21: Read Algorithm.

5.8.2. Write Algorithm

Since the write algorithm varies so widely with protocol, the write routine in Figure 5.22

does little more than select the appropriate routine for the write protocol. These are described

individually below. The rules for each protocol are those given in Table 5.11.

WriteRoutine0

*-,, Case WriteRulei: Which write protocol
Preferred: Preferred

0 Call PreferredRoutineO
Berkeley: Berkeley

Call BerkeleyRoutine0
Dragon: Dragon

Call DragonRoutine0
* Illinois: Illinois

Call IllinoisRoutineo
WriteThrough: write-through

Call WriteThruRoutineo
End

A. *t Figure 5.22: Main Write algorithm.

" ,S
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5.8.2.1. "Preferred" Protocol Algorithm

As with the Read routine, we first consider the rules and states for which a memory access

or bus action takes place. For this protocol a memory read occurs for invalid sizes (less than Vi),

and a memory write for all shared sizes (Si and larger), along with a bus action for each. The

notation (Si-*) means that a write occurs for all sizes Si and larger. A memory write also

occurs for any SPass sizes.

Now consider the effects of bus actions on other caches. For invalid sizes, below Vi, the

{CC,IM) bus action will invalidate the block in all other caches, so the resulting valid levels are

at least Vi. In shared regions, above Si, {CC,IM,BC} usually has no affect except to make the

block clean in any dirty cache. There is no reason to do this directly in the algorithm since it hap-

o- pens indirectly when DC is changed later. However optional invalidation rules may affect the

valid levels in slave caches as well.

Because the S and 0 rules contain {CS:O/M}, the algorithm must adjust S as was done in

the Read routine. Finally, the block is made dirty and valid in all sizes of cache i. The complete

algorithm is shown in Figure 5.23. Again time is O(K*S) based on the need to determine Vi.

5.8.2.2. Berkeley Protocol Algorithm

The Berkeley protocol performs a memory read for invalid sizes, a bus action for I, Es and

S states (below Di) and the 0 state (above Si and Di). For all non-exclusive states (1, S, Es, and

0), the {CC,IM} bus action invalidates the block in all other caches. Since these include all sizes

where the block might be present in another cache, the algorithm simply sets Vj to infinity.

Because the block is now exclusively in cache i, the sharing level is also infinite. The remainder

of the processing is similar to the Preferred routine above. The time depends on the time required

to invalidate the block in other caches. This can certainly be done in O(S) time, and probably in

constant time. Therefore the time bound is met.

---,%
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PreferredRoutineO

Read(O-W, ); Bus(O-w,); I state
Write(S5- ); Bus(Sj- ) 0, S & Es states
Write (SPass.start -- SPass.end) SPass region
BUS(SPass.start -- SPass.end)
For j*i do Update other caches

{CC. IM} I state
Vj =max (V ,V,) Invalidate for all I sizes

(CC,IM,BC} S & 0 states
If S:I used in j then Optional invalidation rules

V j=max (D, ,Vj) Invalidate to top of S
If 0:1 used in j then

vi =0 Invalidate in all sizes
S=min(S,Vj,j-i) Shared in valid sizes
V=i Valid in all sizes
D=I;DC=i Dirty cache is i
SPass=(eoo) SPass vanishes
End

Figure 5.23: Write algorithm for Preferred protocol.

:-r' BerkeleyRoutineO

Read(O-w ); I state
BUS(O--Di ) I & S states
Bus(max(D ,Sj)-*) 0 state
For j i do Update other caches

{CCIM} O,Sj states
Vi o Invalidate for all I sizes

SPass =(**,**) SPass vanishes
S =0* Shared in valid sizes (none)
" i 1Valid in all sizes
D=I;DC=i Dirty cache is i
End

Figure 5.24: Write algorithm for Berkeley protocol.
5.8.2.3. Dragon Protocol Algorithm

The rules for thi- protocol are similar to the Preferred protocol, with the exception that a

• Write miss is implemented as a Read, to make the block valid in all sizes, followed by the Write.

The algorithm is therefore similar to the Preferred algorithm, without the {CC,IM} processing.

Since the Read routine does not affect anything except the invalid sizes, we call it directly to

* implement the {Read>Write). The resulting algorithm is shown in Figure 5.25. Time required is

O(K*S).

0go.
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DragonRoutineO

Call ReadRoutineO I state
Write(S, . ); Bus(S, *) 0 & S states
Write (SPass.start - SPass.end) SPass region
Bus(SPass.start - SPass.end)
For j-i do Update other caches

{CC,IM,BC} S & 0 states
If S:I used in j then Optional invalidation rules

Vj=max (Dj,Vj) Invalidate to top of S
If 0:1 used in j then

Vi- Invalidate in all sizes
S=in (S ,Vj ,j -i) Shared in valid sizes
D=I'DC=i Dirty cache is i
SPass =(o,oo) SPass vanishes
End

Figure 5.25: Write algorithm for Dragon protocol.

5.8.2.4. Illinois Protocol

The Illinois protocol uses invalidation and exclusive modified states. Thus it invalidates in

all sizes. It also uses rule (22) to write the block back to main memory when a modified cache

sees the {CC,IM} bus request. Because of the exclusive modified states, if the block is dirty in a

slave cache then it must be invalid in all sizes of the master cache. Thus the (CC,IM) processing

below makes the block clean in all sizes. (The operation is superfluous, but is included as a rem-

inder that a main-memory access is required.) The algorithm presented below is applicable if all

caches use the Illinois protocol. If the slave and master caches could use different protocols then
4

each write routine that uses the {CC,IM) bus action should include the code that tests for a slave

using the Illinois protocol and makes the block clean. The total time required is O(K*S).

I

I,
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IllinoisRout; .ie

Read(O-V ); Bus(0Iv ); I state
Bus(S-4) S state
For j-i do Update other caches

(CCIM} I state
V---* Invalidate for I or S sizes
If WriteRulej= Illinois Protocol used by slave
and j=DC then Cache has dirty block
D =o Block is written back

Vi=l Valid in all sizes

D=IDC=i Dirty cache is i
End

Figure 5.26: Write algorithm for Illinois protocol.

5.8.2.5. Write-Through Protocol Algorithm

This protocol is particularly simple, since a memory write and bus action occur for all states

and sizes. The {IM,BC) bus action may invalidate the block in other caches.

WriteThruRoutineO

Write(o-4); Bus(o-) I & S states
For j#i do Update other caches

{IM,BC} S,I states
If E:I used in j then Optional invalidation rules

V1=min(S,Dj) Invalidate to top of S
If S:I used in j then

Vj =Dj Invalidate in clean sizes
SPass (ooo) SPass vanishes

-,- End

* Figure 5.27: Write algorithm for Write-Through protocol.

5.8.3. Pass Algorithm

There are two event types in Table 5.9 that have not been mentioned much - the Pass and

% Flush. The Pass event is used to copy-back a dirty block, but retain a copy, and so is applicable

only to the dirty cache. Figure 5.28 defimes an algorithm for simulating a Pass. A memory write

and bus action occurs for all dirty sizes in cache i, above Di. As described in Section 5.7.2.5, an

0SPass region is formed in the current S region, bounded by Si and Di. Then the sharing level is

% ,adjusted because of the {CS:S/E} rule to be the smallest valid level in any other cache. Finally,
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the dirty level is infinite, making the block clean in all sizes. The variable DC is unchanged,

identifying the cache containing an SPass region. Time is O(K*S) because of the need to deter-

mine Vj.

PassRoutine0

If i=DC Only applicable to dirty cache
Write(DLj-); Bus(Di-4) M & 0 states
SPass =(Sj ,Dj) SPass region
S=rin(V,j *i)
D =oc No longer dirty

End

Figure 5.28: Pass algorithm.

5.8.4. Flush Algorithm

Another event from Table 5.9, the Flush, is used to purge a block from cache, after writing

it to memory if necessary. Figure 5.29 defines an algorithm for simulating a Flush. It can be

used in two ways, either as a direct action to invalidate the block in all sizes, or when the block is

invalidated through a push by the replacement algorithm. To distinguish the cases, there is a

, parameter giving the upper bound on the invalidation. By restriction, the block becomes invalid

in all smaller sizes. If the block is dirty, a write and bus action occurs above D. The block then

becomes clean and invalid in all flushed sizes. Constant time is required.

FlushRoutine(hi-h)

If i=DC then If the block is dirty
Write(D -4high); Write in dirty region
D =high No longer dirty

.. Vi =high
End

-, ., Figure 5.29: Flush algorithm.

-."
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5.9. Other Protocols

,4_, 5.9.1. Firefly Protocol

The Firefly protocol as defined in Table 5.11 is almost a MOESI protocol, differing only by

the rule {CS:S/E,CC,IM,BC,W} which is not in the MOESI transition Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The

Firefly protocol uses write broadcast and assumes that it updates main memory along with all

shared caches. Therefore the master cache remains unmodified, and there is no shared modified

0 state. It also uses a Read followed by a Write (Read>Write) for a write miss.

___- Table 5.11: Firefly Protocol

* Action: Read Write CC CC,IM,BC
Current

State
M M M S,CS,DI --

E E M S,CS I
S S CS:S/E, S,CS S,SL,CS

_I CC,JM,BC,W
I CS:S/E, Read>Write I I

_______. CC,R

It can easily be shown that its attributes do not always obey the inclusion assumptions of

, the state variables. Consider the sequence shown in Figure 5.30. The second Write uses write-

broadcast for the larger shared sizes, resulting in a "clean" block, but makes the block dirty in

* the smaller exclusive sizes. The result is that there is no value for D that satisfies inclusion (i.e.

dirty for all sizes D and greater).

L% °%

5.. !9
Sql.S
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Write 2/ 1:1 -------------------------------- >
Later 2:1 ---------------- >M -------------- >

Read 1/ 1:E ---------------- >S -------------- >
Later 2:1 --------------------- >S --------- >

Write 1 1:M ---------------- >E--->S --------- >
2:1 --------------------- >S --------- >

V1,D U S,V2

Figure 5.30: Violation of the dirty level caused by Firefly protocol. The new variable U1
shows the upper limit of the dirty region.

The solution to this problem is to define a new state variable, Uj, to contain the upper-

* bound of the dirty region (or the level at which the block becomes unmodified). Note that U can

only be in the dirty cache, and must be less than S since there is no 0 state. To ensure that there

is only one dirty region (D to U,), consider all possible actions applied to the first state of Figure

5.31. In each case the dirty region moves or disappears, but never repeats.

It is interesting to see that the bound Uj has no real effect on the performance of the system.

This is because the region is always exclusive, and the exclusive states E and M never cause

misses or bus actions. The only difference in their effect, either in Table 5.11 or Tables 5.1 and

5.2, is the additional {DI) or {DI,DK} signals for the M state. These could affect real perfor-

mance, since data is obtained from cache rather than main memory. It has no affect in the algo-

* rithm below because the algorithm simply counts bus actions.

.%
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From Figure 5.30 1:1 -------- >M ------ >E--->S --------- >
/Later 2 : I- ------------------------ ->S --- >

V1,D U S V2

Read 1 1:E -------- >M ------ >E--->S --------- >
2:1 ------------------------ >S ------ >

V1 D U S V2

Write 1 1:1 -------- >M ------ >M--->E->S ------ >
2:1 ------------------------ >S ------ >

V1,D U V2,S

Read 2 1:I-------- >S ------ >S--->S --------- >
2:E -------- >S -------------- >S ------ >

V2 VlS D=U=0o

Write 2 1:1 -------- >S ------ >S--->S --------- >
2 :M -------- >S -------------- >S ------ >

- V2,D V1,S,U

Figure 5.31: There is a single dirty region for the Firefly protocol. All actions lead to a confi-
guration of states where the dirty region does not repeat.

Since the Firefly protocol does not use the 0 state, it uses rule {S,CS,DI) {20) instead of

{O,CS,DI,DK}{ 19) for a {CC) action to the M state. The other choice of rules could lead to

situations where there are an unbounded number of dirty regions. Therefore any cache using the

Firefly protocol must use rule (20).
SW.

A final problem occurs if a Firefly cache is on the same bus with a write-through cache

using rule {I,IM,W) [ 13). From Table 5.2 note that the {IM) bus request invalidates unmodified

blocks but retains modified ones. In the Firefly cache the block may be dirty in small sizes and

clean in larger ones. This implies invalidation in larger sizes, violating the inclusion of the valid

level. Therefore we must prohibit the mixture of Firefly and write-through caches in order to

make this a one-pass algorithm.

The Read algorithm for the Firefly protocol is the same as given before. The write algo-

rithm is given below. Firefly uses a Read>Write, which again is simply a call of the Read

S..
°-
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algorithm since only the invalid states will be changed. The {CC,IM,BC) requests in the S state

have no effect in other caches unless the optional invalidation rules are used. Time is O(K*S).

FireflyRoutine0

Call ReadRoutineo; I state
Write(Si -); Bus(Si-4) S state
U =max (S ,Vi) Block is clean where shared
For j#; do Update other caches

{CCIMBC} S state
If S:A used in j then Optional invalidation rules

Vj=max(Dj,Vj) Invalidate to top of S
If 0:1 used in j then

, V =00 Invalidate in all sizes
,." S =min (S,Vj *i)
', D=I;

DC=i Dirty cache is i
S End

Figure 5.32: Write algorithm for Firefly protocol.

5.9.2. Write Once

The earliest cache consistency protocols was the Write Once protocol [Good83], so called

because it uses a write through on the first write from a shared state to notify other caches to

invalidate the block. Sweazey and Smith describe a version of Write Once as an extension to the

-- ., MOESI protocols. The one rule which is not part of the MOESI class defined in Tables 5.9 and

,, 5.10 is the rule {E,CC,IM,W) for a Write in the S state, which perfonns the write-through and

* invalidation. In addition, rule {S,CS,DI}{20) is used for the {CC} bus action to perform a

copy-back to update memory when another cache reads the block. Thus, any modified state is an

exclusive state.

S

P'.o-"
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'A

______. Table 5.12: Write Once Protocol
Action: Re ad Write CC CCIM
Current

State
M M M S,CS,DI I,DI,DK

orI I,DI

E E M SCS I
**, S S E,CC,IM,W SCS I
% I SCC,R M,CCIMR I I

,% or

_______ Read>Write

This protocol can easily be shown not to be a one-pass algorithm using the following

sequence. Consider only a single cache, with the block invalid in all other caches. As in other

examples the result of each action is shown some time after the action, after the block has been

pushed from some sizes.
,

5"Read -1------------------------- >----->

Write :-------------------->M ---- >E - ->

%'p

''Read -- - - -- - - >S ---- .....- >E ----- >

Write : >M ---- >E ---- >M ---- >E ---- >

Figure 5.33: Write-once violates dirty inclusion.

Repeated sequences of Read followed by Write can give an arbitrary number of distinct regions
0

of M and E. The problem is that, although E is a valid state, a read miss does not test {CS} to

distinguish shared from exclusive states, resulting in the violation of sharing and dirty inclusion.

The Es state does not help in this case because the protocol does distinguish and act differently

t-; .for the E and S states. One possible solution is to use the protocol as described, but restricted to

the rule {Read>Write}. This takes two separate actions for a write, however. The solution we

propose is to use Read rule {1), {CS:S/E,CC,R), which takes advantage of the (CS) information

-". available on read.

-e. e..°
'5%
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This only solves one inclusion problem with this protocol. Consider the following situa-

tion, where the initial configuration is obtainable by a Read to processor 2 followed by a Read to

processor 1.

Initial 1: I ----------- >E ----- >S ---------- >
2: I ....---------------------- ------- >

Write 1 1: M ------------------- >E ---------- >
,.- 2: I ------------------------------- >

or
Write 2 1: I ------------------------------- >

2: M ---------------------- >E ------- >

Figure 5.34: Write-once violates dirty inclusion.

SClearly this violates the inclusion of dirty states. The problem now is that the result state is dirty

where it was invalid (in small sizes) and clean for larger S sizes. The first question is whether

there can again be an arbitrary number of such regions. In this case we argue that the E region is

anomalous, but it can not repeat. It is formed from an S region, which is only formed when the

.2 other cache reads the block. However, the (CC) bus action from the Read will make the block

- clean, restoring inclusion. Therefore the region occurs at most once, and only in the cache with

dirty states.
5"-'

To solve this problem we define a new state ME, an exclusive state which "should be"

dirty, but isn't. After a Write, we let the dirty level be 1, but keep track of the ME level at which

* the block becomes clean again. It turns out, however, that the value of ME is immaterial; the only

difference in the handling of M and E states are in the {DI) or (DI,DK) signals generated on bus

requests. The algorithm as coded does not count these separately since there is already a bus

• Iaction at these times. The algorithm uses the ME only as a reminder of the anomaly. The result-

ing Read and Write routines are given in Figure 5.35.

-5,:
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ReadRoutine0

Read(O->V1 ); Bus(O-*Vi) State I
For j-i do Update other caches

{cc}
S=min (S,Vj) Change exclusive to shared
If j=DC then
D -o Block is copied back
ME==M

SV=1 Block valid in all sizes
End

WriteRoutine0

Read(O-4V,); Bus(O-wV); I state
Write(Si 4); Bus(Si- ) S state
For j;i do Update other caches

V{CC,IM} I state

* Vj=oo Invalidate for I or S sizes
ME=max (V ,5) Bottom of S region
S=oo Invalid in all others
Vj=I Valid in all sizes
D =I;DC=i Dirty cache is i
End

Figure 5.35: Write-Once protocol algorithms.

5.10. Implementation Issues - Partial Invalidation

In all of the common consistency protocols which use invalidation, the {CC,IM) bus

request is sent for all shared states of the cache master. This ensures that the block is invalidated

S for all cache sizes in each slave, since it doesn't exist in any other cache when the master is in an

exclusive state. Invalidation in all sizes is easily implemented in the simulation, as discussed by

Olken [Olke8l] and in Chapter 4. The invalidated block is removed from the simulation stack

4and is replaced by a "gap" to maintain the stack distance of all lower blocks. The gap is

absorbed by the first push from above.

%d In the full suite of MOESI protocols, however, we have permitted combinations of invalida-

0 tion with write broadcast, {CC,IM,BC,W), thus permitting invalidation for only some sizes. The

Preferred protocol is an example where this occurs. This situation can no longer be implemented

W .A 0 % ..
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using just a gap. For example, consider the stack shown in Figure 5.36(a). Suppose that block C

'i is invalidated in sizes smaller than 6. We would like to move block C to level 6 in the stack,

leaving a gap at level 3, as shown in Figure 5.36(b). To do this directly would require the crea-

tion of a gap in the stack and some mechanism for two blocks to have the same stack level.

A A A
B B B--

C D

D D E

E E C'

* F F,C F

G G G
',.

Invalidate C to 6 Desired Stack Practical Stack

(a) (b) (c)

' Figure 5.36: Implementation of partial invalidation. Block C is to be invalidated in all caches smaller
than six. This requires that both blocks F and C reside at stack level six. and that a gap be Lserted
at level three.

, One way to do this is to keep a count of the gaps adjacent to each block, as suggested by

Olken [Olke8l]. We can then move block C to level 6 in the stack and mark it such that it will

not be counted in the stack distance of blocks below it. Therefore block F also has stack distance

6. This is shown in Figure 5.36(c). Since block C has a higher LRU priority than block F in the

caches where it is valid, it is important that it remain higher in the stack than F. This method if

A fairly simple, but unfortunately is difficult to do using the tree-based methods of determining the

stack distance [Olke8l]. The effect of this should be minimal, since a single processor in a

- multi-processor system should typically execute a single program for a long time: chapter 4

- ::-:showed that a simple linked list works as well as a tree implementation for single program

** %,
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address traces.

5.11. Conclusions

In this chapter we have shown that an important class of cache consistency protocols are

one-pass algorithms, permitting the performance of all sizes of cache to be computed efficiently

in a single trace-driven simulation. The MOESI class of protocols is applicable to multi-

processor caching systems communicating over a backplane bus, and includes many of the com-

mon protocols for maintaining cache consistency in this environment. The fact that multiple

9caches can be efficiently simulated, not just in a few cases but for a wide range of consistency

protocol, is an exciting new result which greatly expands the range of design options which can

be easily explored. In the next chapter we show that a similar result holds for network file sys-

tems.

.,
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, " Chapter 6

," A Class of File System Consistency Protocols

~6.1. Summary

The efficient use of high-performance workstations with a central file server demands the

• ¢ caching of files at each client workstation. This introduces a cache consistency problem - how

~to ensure that all clients see the same view of the file system. In this chapter we introduce a class

• ' -. of protocols that provide consistency while permitting concurrent readers and writers. The class

,,.. . includes several alternatives that may be chosen independently for any file and client. We dis-

~cuss the tradeoffs involved in these choices by describing four specific protocols from the class: a

$

,-.. simple protocol, one optimized for private files, one optimized for read-only files, and one for

4.',,-.

volatile iCes. We also show that, with few restrictions, the protocols can be efficiently simulated

using one-pass techniques.

6.2. Introduction

Building on the discussion of Chapter 5, this chapter presents a class of consistency proto-

acols for use by a network file system. Archibald et al. [Arch86] showed that the cache con-

sistency protocol makes a non-trivial difference in performance of multi-processor systems. We

i ebelieve, and Chapter 7 confirms, that this is the case for n d e systems as well. Formally defining

the consistency protocols in this chapter achieves four things: 1) it defines protocols that provide

, .,.similar consistency assurances, thus improving their comparability; Z.) tie enumeration of possi-

bilities makes it easier to verify that all reasonable alternatives are considered 3) formality assists

in thfe. correct design of the simulation; and 4) we assure ourselves (and the reader) that the proto-

cols are efficient one-pass algorithms.

.The file system envisioned for these protocols is one commonly used to support high-
0

performance workstations, and consists of three components: the file server, file system clients

€4.

V (i.e. the workstations), and a network connecting them. The server is the main repository for all

* 162
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data, as well as providing other file services discussed in a moment. The client workstations each

contain a local file system representative which responds to requests from local processes, caches

* data, and forwards requests to the server when necessary. The interconnection is assumed to be a

local area network, but is not restricted to a particular media or technology. It therefore might be

a broadcast bus, such as an ethernet, or a token ring network.

These components are roughly equivalent in function to the main memory, client caches,

and backplane bus supported by the MOESI protocols - with some important differences. First,

higher-level operations on files, such as open and close, often impose additional load on the

server. Second, the lack of a reliable broadcast media such as the backplane bus, leads to further

server participation to maintain global state. Finally, consistency based on open/close provides

opportunities to reduce this load, but introduces a new consistency problem - concurrent update.

X- We discuss each of these differences in the following section. Section 6.4 then reviews
several existing file system consistency protocols. Section 6.5 defines the class of consistency

protocols, beginning with a discussion of the basic approach, the attributes comprising the state,

-' and the actions and transitions for both clients and servers. The next section presents four

- specific protocols from the class and discusses tradeoffs between them. Finally, Section 6.7

shows that the class constitutes one-pass algorithms.

6.3. Differences Between File System and Processor Caches

-' There are three basic differences between file system caches and processor caches that

affect the design of consistency protocols for the former. First, the blocks of a file system are

organized into higher-level objects (i.e. files) which are not present in processor caches. Addi-

tional file-level requests, such as Open, Close, and Delete, may affect cache consistency. In par-

ticular, the Open performs three functions: binding a file name to a specific file object, specifying

*" a type of access (read or write), and verifying authority to access the file. These are usually done

by the server - at least for the first access - and impose server load over and above that of sim-

. ply providing data. At the same time, the Open offers opportunities to reduce consistency over-

-. head by performing consistency controls for all blocks of a file at one time.
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A second difference between multi-processor and network file systems is in the nature of

the interconnection. A backplane bus provides synchronized, reliable delivery of messages to all

connected caches. Only one client can use the bus at a time, therefore all clients see each request

simultaneously and act on it before acting on any other requests (whether bus or local requests).

Further, the cache master knows that all other caches have seen the request (because of an ack-

nowledgement signal, {AI), not discussed in Chapter 5). Further, it knows that any "interested"

cache will respond, either with the [CS] status or the data, as appropriate. Together these

assurances permit the consistent, decentralized maintenance of state in each client.

.. , Contrabt mis with a network file system, even one based on a broadcast-capable local area

network. Although the network may permit all clients to see a broadcast, and only one client to

access the network at a time, the medium is not guaranteed to be reliable. Acknowledgements are

needed to ensure that all clients act in the same order, but there is no "cheap" acknowledgement

mechanism (i.e. no (Al) line). Protocols exist for broadcast media such as ethernet requiring far

less than one acknowledgement per client, but they still impose a heavy burden on the network

and each client [Chan84]. A token ring can provide assurances that each other client is "alive"
.p.,.

-, by setting a bit as the message passes. However the client file system is rarely involved in this

acknowledgement so this is no assurance that the file system has acted on the request. Without

hardware support to check the cache contents, the interface can not supply important feedback

,1(,, such as "I have the block" ({CS) signal) or "I have a modified copy of the block" ({DI) sig-

nal). Therefore both network media require either a costly reliable broadcast protocol, or the cen-

tralized maintenance of the state. The latter is a common choice, using the server as a centralized

control point.

A third difference between the multi-processor bus and a network file system is the location

of the most likely system bottleneck. A multi-processor system is likely to be limited by bus

throughput as the number of processors increases [Arch86], while current single-server network

9 file systems are more likely to be server-limited [Lazo86, Rama86]. (However, with increases in

processor power and file server efficiency, file systems may also become limited by network

A
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bandwidth [Nels87].) In addition, the penalty from a cache miss may be higher in the file system

case. Nevertheless, the conclusion is the same for both systems - the protocols should attempt

to satisfy as many requests as possible within cache.

As we will see in Chapter 7, caching can be as effective at avoiding open/close requests as

read/write requests. In order to avoid opens the client must retain enough information to satisfy

all three functions of the open: name resolution, consistency control, and access control. There

are obvious cases where the server need not be contacted for consistency control, such as when

the file is already open. The protocols in Section 6.5 identify many others. A name cache is

required to avoid the name resolution function. This is easy in principle, but needs to consider the

additional burden of maintaining the consistency of names as well as data. Access rights can be

similarly cached. Revocation should also be provided, but revoking access to data already cached

in the client is problematic (i.e. once the data is present in the client it is nearly impossible to

effectively deny access to it). Name and access-rights caching are assumed to be possible, and

are not discussed further.

6.4. Concurrent Access

The higher-level open and close operations offer the possibility of performing consistency

controls on the entire file, rather that individual blocks as was done for processor caches. This
p.' has the advantage of reducing the amount of global state that the server is required to maintain.

Also, since files are often read or written in their entirety [Oust85, Floy86a], the cost of con-
p .'.

0sistency control can be amortized over several reads or writes. For example, if a cached copy is

to be invalidated in some cache because of a write to another cache, the entire file can be invali-

pdated in a single action rather than waiting for each block to be written

Consistency controls based on open/close introduces a problem which does not exist with a

backplane bus - concurrent access. The purpose of consistency controls are to coordinate shar-

ing, and specifically write sharing. There is clearly no consistency problem with shared files

when all caches access the file for read only. There are two types of write sharing. The first is

sequential sharing where there are multiple users and at least one writer, but not simultaneously.

AW-
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This is the type of sharing on a n ulti-processor bus, since the bus prohibits simultaneous

requests. The need here is to ensure that subsequent readers get the most recent copy. The second

type is concurrent write sharing, where multiple clients have the file open at the same time and at

least one is writing.

There are several possible solutions to concurrent write sharing. One is simply to disallow

it; if a request would result in concurrent sharing then the request is blocked until the concurrent

reader or writer has finished. This classic readers/writers locking is common in some file sys-

tems, but introduces the potential for deadlock [Eswa76].

Another way to prevent concurrent write sharing is to use immutable files where each write

open implicitly creates a new version of the file while concurrent readers continue to access the

current version. The temporary inconsistency and possible additional space are tolerable for most

files, with the notable exception of databases and large append-mostly log files where update-in-

place is more practical. Note however that consistency controls are still needed to ensure that

subsequent opens from other clients see the new version. There is also a risk of losing updates if

there are concurrent writers.

The UNIX operating system allows concurrent readers and writers. Consistency is main-

tained by performing all file I/O through a common buffer cache [Thom78]. Thus a write is
immediately available in the cache for the next reader. Actually, this only guarantees consistency

at the operating system interface. Since most programs use standard file access routines (stdio)

* which buffer data in user space, consistency is not guaranteed at the programming interface. For

example, when a program writes a word it is buffered in the program until the buffer is flushed to

cache, either by a full buffer, a close, or an explicit flush. The cache continues to show the "old"

* value. Similarly, even after the buffer is flushed, other programs may continue to have the old

value buffered. (A similar problem occurs in multi-processor caches when variables are buffered

in registers - something which can occur inadvertently due to compiler optimization.) The con-

'5 sistency visible to the user program is actually something like:
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A reader will probably get the value written by the most recent write, and if all writes
stop, eventually all readers will see the same value.

This definition assures a form of consistency, but with no guarantee of synchronization. If pro-

grams need a stronger guarantee of real-time consistency (i.e. really reading the last value writ-

ten) then they must use explicit synchronization. UNIX provides optional file locks which may

be used for this purpose.

A simple solution for a network file system is to prohibit more than a single cached copy

when there is concurrent write sharing. All clients access this single copy using Remote Pro-

cedure Calls (RPC) [Birr84], for example. This is essentially the mechanism used in the Sprite

network file system [Nels87]. Like single-processor UNIX, this does not really ensure con-

sistency at the user program level. In addition to stdio buffering, there are communication delays
S

and variable delays in each client which prevent real-time consistency. However, it does meet

the loose definition of consistency defined above. Again, explicit synchronization should be used

if real-time guarantees are needed.

Another possible solution is to use a write broadcast protocol, similar to several in the
MOESI class. If there is an underlying reliable broadcast protocol that guarantees that all clients

S eventually see all messages, in the same order, then the loose definition of consistency is assured.

Further, it is assured even if there are concurrent writers since the reliable broadcast serializes the

individual writes.
..-

The obvious way to achieve reliable broadcast is to require an acknowledgement for each

message from each client. Chang and Maxenduk have presented a reliable broadcast protocol

that assures reliable ordered delivery and requires far fewer than one acknowledgement per client

(on the order of 3-4 overhead messages per broadcast message, for 10-30 clients) [Chan84]. The

protocol requires storage in each client proportional to the number of broadcast participants, and

introduces a delay before a client can act on a request. This is significant overhead if all mes-

sages are sent using reliable broadcast. However, it is perhaps acceptable if confined to just

broadcast writes.

%°%
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,.,. A different solution that permits concurrent access, including multiple writers, is the Cach-

ing Ring proposed by Kent [Kent86]. He proposes a token ring network with special "snooping"

interface hardware that maintains a directory of cached file system blocks. Since the interface

sees all messages in real time it can reliably maintain the state just like a multi-processor cache

with a backplane bus. His proposal assures consistency by invalidating the cache when a write

from another cache is seen, but it could be extended to perform write update. The overhead on a

token-ring network is minimal, but it requires special hardware and the delay increases with the

number of clients.

6.5. Existing Schemes
.p",p

Existing network file systems use a variety of approaches to consistency control, some of

* which are reviewed below. A survey of some earlier network file systems is presented in

[Svob84].

6.5.1. Cedar

The Cedar file system caches whole files on local disk [Schr85]. Files are shared by copy-

ing them to the file server; once there the file is immutable. Each such copy atomically creates a

new version of the file. Any concurrent readers continue to use the version that was copied to

.their local disk. An open can specify any existing version, or can request the "latest" version.

This ensures consistency at the granularity of the open/close (i.e. the client can be assured that a

0 . version is current at the time of an open, althougt the version may become outdated while it is

open). Immutability and full file caching simplify the consistency mechanism and eliminate the

need for any locks or long-term state in the server.
'%'-

0 6.5.2. Andrew

Andrew is a distributed system being developed by Carnegie-Mellon University. The

Andrew file system also caches whole files on local disks [Saty85, Morr86]. The first implemen-

tation used a polling scheme which contacted the server on every open to verify that the cached

version was correct. They found that this polling accounted for much of the server traffic, and
-. 4"
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that the cached version was correct most of the time. The current implementation uses a call-

back approach where the server notifies each caching site when a file is written. A file is written

back to the server on close so that other clients get the new copy on their next open. Andrew also

. supports read-only file systems that never require verification of cached versions. The con-

sistency guarantees are similar to Cedar.

6.5.3. SUN Network File System (NFS)

- The SUN NFS caches in memory at both the client and the server, and is designed primarily

to support diskless workstations [Sand85]. The server is stateless, maintaining no information

-.. about open files, which makes consistency control very difficult. However a stateless file server

has the advantage of simplifying recovery since the server can fail and recover without affecting

* the client state. Each client "trusts" its cached data for three seconds. After that, the client veri-

fies the file-update time (a form of file version information) with the server and flushes cached

blocks if the file has changed. Blocks are written through (actually write-behind) to the server.

This technique gives a high probability of consistency to sequential sharing, but no assurances for

concurrent write sharing. Users are warned to avoid it. UNIX advisory file locks are provided if

-. more control is needed.

6.5.4. Sprite

Sprite is an operating system being developed at UC Berkeley for a workstation environ-

ment [Nels87]. The Sprite file system also caches at both clients and servers, and provides con-

sistency control for concurrent writers. All opens are sent to the server, which detects an oit-of-

date version due to sequential sharing, or concurrent write sharing. In the latter case, all cached

copies are invalidated and caching is permitted only in the server as long as the condition pre-

vails. During this time all reads and writes are sent to the server using the Sprite remote pro-

cedure call (RPC). The consistency assurance is the same as provided by UNIX, although the

write is dela)ed by the time of RPC. The method is costly when a concurrent write occurs, both

in terms of latency and load on the server, but this is assumed to be a rare event.

IWC
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I. . 6.6. A Class of Consistency Control Protocols

This section describes and formally defines a class of consistency protocols that permit con-

current write sharing. As with the MOESI class, the class is defined as a transition matrix giving

the actions required to respond to a request and the resulting new state, depending on the current

file state.

6.6.1. Basic Approach

The basic approach to consistency is similar to the MOESI class; the protocol ensures that

no more than one cache contains dirty blocks of a file at one time, and that no client reads a file

when there is a newer version elsewhere. Consistency is assured by each client maintaining the

local state of each cached file, while the server maintains a global state, including the location of

all cached copies. The protocol class provides consistency using either invalidation or write

broadcast. The mechanism for reliable broadcast is not specified.

The server state consists of sufficient information to ensure consistency, but may not pre-

cisely match the client state. For example, if a file is modified in some cache, it may not be

essential to know if the file is open or closed; the server must contact the client in either case if

another client requests the file.

Client file systems receive requests from local processes and respond using cached informa-

",I tion if possible. When necessary the client forwards requests to the server. Because accessing

the server is slow compared to local processing, and the server is a likely bottleneck, these

requests are minimized.

The server is responsible for interacting with other clients to assure consistency, for exam-

ple to invalidate other cached copies. The new state of the file can be a function of the global

state maintained by the server, or it may depend on information provided by another client (e.g.

the resulting state may be different if the modified file mentioned earlier is actually open).

The state affected by consistency controls is the state of the file as a whole. However, the

basic cache unit is still the block, and the blocks of a file can be individually valid or invalid,

.1 , .. . i ," " " • h.. . . , . . . .
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clean or dirty, within the constraints of the file A e I h*bIi mx hr din) t air htir i

dirty). In general the consistency acuons on oett ad ,clob uw t.r fik m.aw; ,luit1r aLV1. Oil

read or write depend on the block state In effect. the co c fim eatinci fh oupm ti. on

the normal write-back mechanism used to count rtdr and %ntu-b 11t Pt. ttMo.

make use of periodic write-back and deletions, but these are ,a&au.k tonthm at diam,u--d tn sk

tion 3.4. Since these algorithms are the same as presented caur- th r am rv dhcuurd funwirt

6.6.2. State Attributes

The state of a file in each client cache, and the system as a uhblc. can be rprwrnlrd s a

combination of five attributes. The first three are similar to thow wd to defitn the MOLS1

states. Two additional attributes are needed because of the Pranulanty of constn, baawd on

* open/close.

6.6.2.1. Valid/Invalid

A file may be Valid in the cache, or it may be Invalid. Any file that is not in the cache and

not "known" to the processor (i.e. the name is not cached) is invalid, in which case the remain-

ing attributes are irrelevant Conversely, a file may be valid even if no blocks are present, for

example if the file is accessed remotely as discussed in Section 6.6.2.5.

6.6.2.2. Modified/Unmodified

The portions of the file that are cached may be Modified, and therefore not in agreement

with the copy in the server, or they may be Unmodified. The file is assumed modified whenever

it is opened for write and write-back is permitted, regardless of whether a write has occurred.

Only one client may contain a modified version of the file, therefore this client may also be

referred to as the "owner" of the file. If broadcast is being used then it is assumed that the server

also receives the broadcast, hence the client-cached copies are not modified.

-
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- 6.6.2.3. Exclusive/Shared

* Since most files are not shared (see Chapter 7), one way to reduce server accesses is to give

a client Exclusive access to the file. Just as in the MOESI states, a file that is exclusive is present

in exactly one client cache. If a file is Shared then its blocks may be present in more than one

cache. If a file is shared and open for write then the client must use write-through broadcast to

update the other copies. The exclusive states allow writes to be avoided, along with other opera-

tions such as open and close. In the latter case the server may not be aware of the precise state of

the file in an exclusive cache.

,t.

" -", 6.6.2.4. Open/Closed

A file may be valid but Closed, or it may be Open for Read or Open for Write. This

specifies whether the client is actively accessing the file and whether the file may be modified

during the access. The server uses this information to detect concurrent writes.

6.6.2.5. Cachable/Remote

In most cases a file is Cachable in the client. In some cases the client may choose not to

cache the file, or the protocol may prevent a client from doing so. In this case the file is accessed

Remotely from the server, or from another client, using read through and write through. This
'5

..- attribute is only significant if the file is open; a closed remote file is considered invalid.

6.6.3. States

These attributes would seem to give 48 possible states, but many of these are meaningless.

., For example, if the file is invalid, none of the other attributes is relevant. Also, a Remote file

* must be Open and Unmodified, while a Cachable file Open for write must be Modified. There

• . are actually 13 meaningful combinations of the attributes, listed in Table 6.1. Figure 6.1 depicts

the relationships between the attributes which form the states. Two states, OpM and M, are

* shared, even though they can only exist in one cache. The shared attribute simply means that the

"client must notify the server of state changes, where their exclusive counterparts do not.

'V.
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6.6.4. Client Actions

The requests received by a client from local processes are described below. These requests

obviously require other parameters such as the file name and/or identification, but these are not

pertinent to the discussion and are therefore omitted.

Open(R) Open the file for reading.

Open(W) Open the file for reading and writing.

Close(*) Close the last open on the file. In actuality, the client file system will

rcceive all closes from local processes, but since only the last close (or the

last Write close) can affect the global state, the table only shows the actions

for these.0

Close(W) Close the last open for writing. There must be read opens remaining (other-

"S, wise the request would be a Close(*)).

WriteBackO Write all dirty blocks of the file to the server. Although this could occur at

any time, it only affects the state if the file is not open for write (otherwise

the client could immediately make a block dirty, and the notification would

be meaningless). If blocks are being written individually by the replacement

algorithm, WriteBackO is called at or after the push of the last dirty block of

a file. This operation is similar to Pass used in the MOESI protocols.

* Flush() Remove all blocks of the file from cache. Again, it is only meaningful if

.4, there are no cachable opens outstanding. This action is also used when the

last block of the file is removed by replacement.

* Individual Read and Write requests do not affect the state, so they are omitted.

Table 6.2 defines the client actions for this class of protocols. Each entry shows the server

requests required, if any, and the resulting state for each given request when the file is in a partic-

* ular state. For example. Open.S(R) is a server open request described in the next section. Where

several states are given separated by slashes (/), the choice is determined by the result of the
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* ,. NOTES ON TABLE 6.2:

1. Assumes a namei cache i available in the client to bind names to identifiers. If the name is not cached then it must
be resolved by the server using OpenS(R).

2. The Write.SO is superfluous, but notifies the server that the fie is unmodified. It can piggyback on the CloseS(*).
This sequence is used to relinquish Exclusive ownership, but retain a copy of the file.

* 3. By not telling the server that the file is fully closed the client can avoid notifying the server of subsequent opens for
read. The file must be "closed" when flushed to maintain proper state in the server.

4. Since the server doesn't know the precise state, the Close.S(*) is necessary to relinquish exclusive access.

5. Since a cache in the OpW state must use write-through, it normally reverts to R when closed. In the unlikely case
that the server is not party to write-through updates then OpW would go to M on close. In this case, other caches
would have to locate the owner, and the owner, not the server, would service read faults from other clients. We
choose to avoid this complexity by assuming that the server sees all broadcast writes.""a

6. There are read opens remaining, otherwise it would be a Close(*). Since OpW uses broadcast, the file is not modi-
fled.'a..

* 7. It is possible that the client has the only outstanding opens, in which case renote processing is not required. The
server will so indicate in response to Open.S(.) if queried.

server request. As an example, if an invalid (I) file is opened for write (Open(W)), the client

requests the open frm the server using Open.S(W), which returs the new state (ExOpW, OpW,

or RemOpW). When two server requests are listed together (e.g. Write.SO, Flush.SO) it is

a, assumed that both are sent to the server in a single message. Actions connected by 'or' are alter-

natives, any one of which could be chosen. The choice could be different for any file, any cache,

or even at different times for the same file. It is this freedom of choice that makes this a compati-

ble class of protocols. The numbers is braces in Table 6.2 refer to notes following the table that

• amplify on certain of the alternatives.

6.6.5. Server Actions

Now consider the server actions based on requests it receives from the clients. These

requests generally correspond to the requests received by the client, so we use a ".S" suffix to

distinguish them.

* Open.S(R) Open the file for reading.

S "Open.S(W) Open the file for writing.

.e
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CallBack() Write all dirty blocks and invahdate all cachd blocks% The file as a.ssumed

to be no longer cachable

WriteBackO Write all dirty blocks,. but the blocks may remain in cache

Redirect() Informs a cache that all future sao should be dirwcted to another cache

(either a client or the servr), The cache performs CallBack actions.

Table 6.3 defines the server actions when a request is received from a client. The current

server state is the union of the states in the clients (i.e. if any client has the file open for write then

the server state reflects this, even though other clients may only be reading the file.) The server

performs consistency control actions, which may include notifying other clients, and returns the

new state to the requester. If the file is held exclusively by another client, the server may be

A, unsure of the exact state, and therefore queries that client using requests Open.E(R) or

;R o SC
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________ Table 6.3: Server Actions to Client Requests ____

Server
State -Open.S(R) Open.S(W) Close.S(*) Close.S(W) Write.SO Flush.SO

I ExOpR, ExOpW --- -

Ret(ExOpR) Ret(ExOpW)
or or

N.__ OpR,Ret(OpR) OpW.Ret(OpW)___

Ex** Open. E(R), ( 2) CallBack(owner),
1) server-state, ReniOpW, M OpM OpR I

Ret(client-state) Ret(RernOpW)
or

Open.E(W), (2]
server-state,

Ret(client -state) _____

OpR OpR, RemOpW, OpR/R -- OpR
Ret(OpR) Invalidate(all), (5) (6)

Redirect(all open),
Ret(RemOpW) (3]

or
OpW,Ret(Opw) (4)

OpM WriteBack(owner). CalIBack(owner), M - OpR -

OpR RemOPW.
*Ret(OpR) Ret(RemOpW)

or WriteBack(owner),
/(7 OpW,

Ret(OpW)
-1- /(71

OpM. ExOpW,
_______ Ret(OpM) Ret(ExOpW)____ ___

OPW OpW. RenOpW. OpW/QpRI OpRIOpW - p
Ret(OpR) Redirect(all open). R (8] (8) (6)

Ret(RemOpW)
(3)
Or

_______ ~~OpWRet(OpW) (41) ____________

R OpR.Ret(OpR) OpWRet(OpW) -*- - Ru
or or (9)

ExOpR. ExOpW,
Invalidate(all), Invalidate(all).

______ Ret(ExOpR) Ret(ExOpW) _________

M OpR OPW - R M/RI
NWriteBack(owner), WriteBac(owner), (9)

Ret(OpR) Ret(OpW)
or or

ExOpR. EXOpW,
CallBack(owner), CallBack(owner),

Invalidate(all), Ret(ExOpW)
_______ Ret(ExOpR) _____________

RemOpR ResnOpR, RmnOPW, RemOpR/OpR/ --

(10) Ret(RemnOpR) Ret(RemOpW) 1 (11) ___ __

ReanOpW RemOpR, RezriOpW, RemnOpW/OpRI RernOpW/ - -

Ret(RemOpR) Ret(RemnOpW) 1 (11) OpR (11) ______
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NOTES ON TABLE 6.3:

1. The server response is the same for all Exclusive states, since the precise state is not known. The Open request is
assumed to be from a client other than the exclusive owner.

2. The Exclusive client determines both the global state and the state returned to the caller See Table 6 6

3. Force remote proczssing at the server.

4. Use broadcast write.

5. If other caches have the file open then the state is OpR, otherwise the state is R.

6. The flush must be from other than the cache with the file open. The state is unchanged.

7. If the request is from other than the owner then the owner must writeback the file. If at is from the owner then the
state is unchanged.

8. If other caches have the file open then the state is OpW or OpR, otherwise the state is R. since the cade was usa,'it
write through.

9. If no other caches have file then I, else R or , as appropriate.

10. The server should never be in this state. If the file is Non -cachable. there should be a writer omeiwert

11. If other opens remain after the final write open then the state becomes OpR. otherwie I. A dose d a mosde&
not affect the state.

Open.E(W). This request, described in the following section, returns the new "server-state" and

"client-state". Following the table are a series of notes explaining the numbers in braces. Client

state transitions due to server requests are shown in Table 6.4.

6.6.6. Exclusive Cache Actions

When a cache has the file exclusively, the server may be unaware of the exact state of the

file. When the server receives a request from another cache, it can assume the worst (i.e. that the

file is open for writing in the exclusive cache), and make the file remotely accessed. Altcma-

tively, it can inform the exclusive client of the request and let it decide how the file should be

handled. The exclusive client may release the file if it isn't open. permitting the other client

exclusive access; it may retain exclusive access, requiring the other client to process the file

remotely at the exclusive site; or it may allow the file to become shared. Table 6.5 shows the

options available to the exclusive client when a request is received. The client returns the state to

I
4
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Wnas(J.RlushQ. Wnte()YhashO.
___Res(ExOpR.ExOPR) (3) Ret(ExOpW.EzOpW) (3)

q IP C up II.

Res(EAOpR.E2pR) Ret(EIOp . W Opw) (3)

NOTES ON TABLE 6.5.

I . Allow the file to be shared using write through broadcast when appropriate.

z Remote to server.

3. Pass extclusive control to caller.

6.7. Selected Protocols

It would not be particularly enlightening to individually discuss each option in the transition

Smatrices. Instead, several protocols have been extracted from the class to demonstrate representa-

tive alternatives. The following describes four selected protocols from the class defined in the

5-.
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previous section. These protocols illustrate most of the key options in the class, and discuss some

of the design tradeoffs involved. These protocols will be analyzed in Chapter 7.

6.7.1. Sprite Protocol

The first protocol is essentially that used by the Sprite file system [Nels87]. Its main attri-

bute is simplicity and the heavy reliance on the file server to maintain consistency. Clients notify

the server on every open and close, and therefore no name caching is required in the clients. The

open returns the current version number of the file; if the client has a prior version cached then it

invalidates the cache and rereads the file. The clients use write-back, and the write to the server

occurs on replacement or when another client subsequently reads the file. (The actual Sprite file

system forces a write-back every 30 seconds, but this policy is implemented on top of the con-

sistency protocol.)

A unique feature of the Sprite file system is its handling of concurrent writes. If one or

. more clients has the file open simultaneously, and at least one is writing, the server immediately

flushes the file from all of the caches and requires all clients to access the file remotely from the

server. Consistency is ensured since there is only a single copy, at the server. This technique is

also used in the next two example protocols.

Tables 6.6 and 6.7 define the Sprite protocol. The protocol uses invalidation to handle

sequential write sharing, therefore all write opens are exclusive, but revert to non-exclusive on

close. No other exclusive states are used, therefore the server knows to begin remote processing

if another client opens the file while it is in an exclusive state. Concurrent write sharing is satis-

fied by calling all cached copies to the server.

* 6.7.1.1. Variation: Notification of Write Flush

When a client writes and flushes the last dirty block of a file it could notify the server of

Sthis fact, saving a write-back or call-back if another client accesses the file. This action is essen-

* tially "free" since it can "tag along" on the write, and so is always advantageous. The simula-

A -- 5 tion of Chapter 7 uses this variation. The client could Aso notify the server when a clean block is

I-(s "
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* Stte ITable 6.6: Client Actions to Local Requsts Spntr Prtuol

I Open.S(R), Opcn.S(W). -

-' OpR/ ExOpW/
____ReznOpR RernOpW ___________

ExOpW Opei.S(R). Opcn.S(W), Close.S(*). Closc.S(W).
ExOpW ExOpW M Opm

OpR Open.S(R). Open.S(W), Close.S(*),
OpR ExOpW/ R

______ _______ RemnOpW____ _ _____ ____

OpM Open.S(R), Open.S(W), Close.S() - Wrnse.SQ.
____ OPM ExsOpW m OpR

R Opezi.S(R). Open.S(W). ,- R I
OpR ExOpW/ o

RanOpW _ ___Flush 50.1

M Open.S(R), Open.S(W). - Write-SQ.R Wnue.SQ.

OpM ExOpW Flush.So,

or
_______Write.SO.!

RemOpR Open.S(R), Open.S(W), Close.S(*). -

RemOpR. RemOpW I I____ _______(

0 ~RemOpW Open.S(R), Open.S(W), Close.S(*), ls.W) - -

____RemnOpW ExOpW/RemOpW I RemOpR _________

Table 6.7: Server Actions to Client Requests - Sprite Protocol

State Open.S(R) Open.S(W) Close.S() Close.S(W) Write.S() Flush.SO

I OpR, ExOpW - --

Ret(OpR) Ret(ExOpW) _____ _______

ExOpW CallBack(owner) CaIIBack(owner),
() RemOpW, ReanOpW, M OPM OpR I

Ret(RemOpR) Ret(RemOpW) _____ _______

OpR OpR. RemnOpW. OpR/R -- OpR
Ret(OpR) Invalidate(aO),

Redirect(all open).
* ~~~Ret(RemOpW)_______

OpM WriteBack(owner), Call-Back(owner), M - OpR
OpR ReznOpW.

Ret(OpR) Ret(RemOpW)

OpM, ExOpW,
* _______ Ret(OpM) Ret(ExOpW)_______

R OpRRet(OpR) ExOpW. -*- - RI
Invalidate(all),

_______ ____________ Ret(ExOpW)____

M OpR ExOpW * - R M/R/A
WriteBack(owner). CaIBack(owner),

_______ Ret(OpR) Ret(ExOpW) _____ ______

ReanOpR. ResnOpR. RaiiOpW, RemOpR/OpRI /-
______ Ret(RemOpR) Ret(RernOpW) I ____ ______

Rem~pW ResnOpR, RernOpW, ResnOpW/ipRI RemOpWI /-
______ Ret(RemOpR) Ret(RemOpW) I OpR _______

Noe1 sumed not to be from the ,wner. otherwise the state is unchanged.
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% Taftg 6 11 Claw A~t.,a hi LA"~t Ke~twa Ltitc~~ Pfttku&

I Opns . Orm so*),
______ lAewaK, L.(Jv.U4OvpI

FI2OPh La(op I______ Laop I __

AOP. Es~pV.l IEs(JPV waM ____________

'-V Ks~EA K FAOpkI EksOPV kL% ______ __

ExM EAOPMt kikopw 0 Si().Wri SO Willi So.

-. ILPW Itfub O

Opm OPR Open SkW) CloseS* et
EsOpW. R *

R OPeftS(R). OPeaS(W). * .R

ExpR/UpR ExopWI

M open.S(R). open S(#'). Wfv&SO.R write-SO.
Opm EiOpWI RusSo.

RemOpR Reni~pR Open.S(W). Close S(*).

Remn~pW Rern~pW RemOpW Close.S(*). Close S(~W).
__ __ __ _ __ ___I _ _ I Rem~pRt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

* Table 6.9: Serve Actions to Cliet Requests - Exiclussve Protcol
%V State Open.S(R) Operi.SMW acls ( ClolW WnstS() Flush S0

% .1 ExOpR. Ex~pW -- - -

Ret(ExOpR) Ret(ExiOpW) ________

E* Open.E(R). Open.E(W).
server-state. serve-State. M OPM COpR I

Ret(client-state) Ret(clientst ) _______

OpR OpR. RasiOpW, OpR/R - OpR
Res(OpR) Invalidate(afl),

Redire(il open),_ ___

Ret(RemnOpW) ________

opM Writeflack(owner), Callflack(owner). M OpR -

OpR RempW.
*Ret(Op-m) Ret(ReznOpW)

OpM. ExOpW,
Ret(OpM) Ret(ExOpW)________

R OpR.Rea(OpR) ExOpW, R/- .

Invalidate(al),
* ~~~Ret(ExOpW)________

0M OpR ExOpw -* R M/RA
Writeflack(owner). CallBack(ownr)

Ret(OpR) Ret(ExOpW) ____ ___

V.RemOpR RernOpR, RanOpW, RemOpROpR/ -- -

______ Ret(RemOpR) Ret(RemOpW) I _______ __

Rem~pW RemOpR, RenrrW RemOpWIOpRi RcmnpW/ - -

______ Ret(RemOpR) Ret(RemOpW) I OpR ___ __

d,
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flushed, but this is never worthwhile since it requires an extra message for each file, with a poten-

tial savings only if the file is called back.

6.7.2. Exclusive Protocol

Several studies have shown that a vast majority of files are not shared [Floy86aKent86], a

fact we substantiate in the next chapter. he next protocol, called the Exclusive protocol, reduces

,A server interaction for these files by using a call-back technique similar to that used by Andrew.

The first open on a file must contact the server, which grants the client exclusive access to the

file. The client may then repeatedly close and reopen the file in any mode without notifying the

server. Instead, the server will notify the client if another client wants to access the file. Once

,9 the file becomes shared all opens and closes require the server. However, since invalidation is

* used to maintain consistency, any writer gets exclusive access (provided there are no other

opens). Concurrent writers are handled using the Sprite remote processing scheme.

This protocol saves opens and closes for single-user files, at the cost of a call-back message

if the file becomes shared. A call-back scheme clearly requires fewer messages for files that are

truly exclusive. For shared files, call-back generally results in fewer overhead messages than pol-

ling when the ratio of reads to writes is high [Ruan87I.

Tables 6.8 and 6.9 define the Exclusive protocol. All opens from an invalid state and all

shared opens require the server, all opens and closes to exclusive files are satisfied within the
,,.

client. Writes use invalidation, and thereby obtain exclusive ownership. The first reader also

receives exclusive access, which is retained until another cache requests the file and the server

calls back the file. Because a cache never voluntarily relinquishes ownership in this protocol, the

shared dirty states (OpM, M, OpW) are not used.

6.7.2.1. Variation: Lazy Invalidation

. In two situations the server matrix, Table 6.7, contains Invalidate(all) to remove cached

copies from other clients. For clients known to be closed (i.e. in the R state), these could be done

d actively, by contacting the clients immediately, or using lazy invalidation by waiting until the

0,,

• . . .- ,, .", '.," ,- ,. ,, . .. ..,, .
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client's next open to inform it that the copy is invalid. Active invalidation frees up cache space,

,. at the cost of an extra message. Lazy invalidation saves the message, and is most advantageous

for high-use files that are likely to be reopened soon.

Lazy invalidation blurs the definition of the exclusive states since a client may have

exclusive access while another client continues to cache a prior version. Since the other cache

will be invalidated the next time the client opens the file, the file can be considered invalid for the

purposes of consistency control. Note, however, that the blocks of the file remain valid, taking

* up room in the cache.

6.7.3. Read-Only Protocol

Of the files that are shared, many are read-only and therefore require no consistency control.

* The following protocol is optimized for the assumption that the file is read-only, paying a penalty

in extra messages if the assumption is wrong. If the ratio of reads to writes is high enough, even

files that are occasionally written can benefit from the protocol.

When a file is first opened (for read) the cache is given shared read access to the file (OpR

state). The client may then repeatedly reopen the file for read without notifying the server. Since

the client can open the file at any time, the close provides no useful information to the server, and

it too is avoidable. This is represented in the protocol by showing the client remaining in the
-, *.OpR state after Close(); this matches the server's perception. In fact, the client should keep track

of whether the file is actually open for reasons which will become clear in a moment.

Now suppose that the read-only assumption is wrong and the file is opened for write. The

server must certainly be notified, and the server must actively invalidate all cached copies (except

of course that of the caller). Active invalidation allows the server to determine if any of the

.- clients is really open. If it is open then concurrent write sharing exists. It solves this by using the

Sprite technique of caching the file only at the server. (An alternative not shown in the protocol,

applicable if temporary inconsistencies are tolerable, would be to permit the read to continue on

,the current version and to invalidate their cached copy when it is closed). If no concurrent opens

VP,%
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Table 6.10: Client Actions to Local Requests - Read-Only Protocol

State Opai(R) Open(W) Cose(e) Close(W) WnteBakO Flusho

I Open.S(R), Opren.S(W). --...

oRJ ExOpw/
"V ~~~~~RemnOpR Remp ____ ____ ____

ExOpW ExOpW ExOpW ExM ExOpM ..

ExOpM EOpM ExOpW ExM -- Wte.so.

I __ I__ _ _ OpR

ExM ExOpM ExOpW .... Write.SO. Write.S().
OpR -lush.so.

OpR OpR Open.S(W). OpR .... CloscS('),
ExOpW FluskSo,

_ _RemOpW I
RemOpR RemOpR Open.S(W), Coe.S(*). -..

RemOpW I
RenOpW ReinOpW RemOpW Cose.S(e), Ooe.5(W). -- --

I I ReIOpR

Table 6.11: Server Actions to Client Requests - Read-Only Protocol

State Open.S(R) OpaI.S(W) Close.S(*) Close.S(W) Write.So R,,sh.SO

I OpR. ExOpW .... .

Ret(OpR) Ret(ExOpW) __

Ex* Open.E(R). Open.E(W).
server-state, server-state, M OpM OpR I

Ret(client-state) Ret(cient-state)

OpR OpR, ResnrpW OpRIR - . OpR
Ret(OpR) Invalidate(all),

Redirtc(all open).
Ret(RemOpW)

RemOpR RemOpR, RemOpW, RemnOpR/OpRJ ... .
Ret(RemOpR) Ret(RenOpW) I

RemOpW RemOpR. ResOpW. ReaOpW/OpR/ RemOpW/ .. ..

I Ret(RemOpR) Ret(ReIOpW) I OpR

exist the writer is given exclusive write access.

• .When the writer closes the file there are two reasonable actions, based on mutually

exclusive assumptions. The first is that the write was a "fluke"; the file really is read-mostly and

there will soon be other clients requesting to read the file. Under this assumption the client

• should immediately write the file to the server and relinquish ownership, thereby saving the

write-back which would otherwise occur as soon as another client opens the file. The client

retains a read open to avoid subsequent opens for read. This option is not specifically shown in

* Table 6.10. It is implemented at a higher level by performing a WriteBackO immediately after

- the close.

0U
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The other assumption is that the write is conclusive evidence that the file is not read-only,

in which case there is a chance that the writer will rewrite or delete the file in the near future. If

this assumption is correct then the client should delay the write-back and retain exclusive control

until the server requests it. Both these alternatives are analyzed in Chapter 7. Of course, since

these are both valid protocols, different files could use different options.

The Andrew file system implements a form of this protocol using read-only file systems.

The server does not maintain a list of caching sites (a call-back list) for files from these file sys-

tems, so no consistency controls exist. Special operations are needed to invalidate copies of the

files if they must be changed.

6.7.4. Write Broadcast Protocol

0 For files that are shared and frequently written, none of the options discussed so far is effi-

cient, particularly if the file is also widely read. This is because all of them use full-file invalida-

tion; each time the file is written the readers must re-read their working set of blocks even if only

a small portion changes. The best alternative for this case is the use of write broadcast, allowing

each reader to retain its cached working set, while forcing the writer to broadcast changes. This

saves at least one read per reader, at the cost of a single broadcast message that is assumed to be

seen by all readers.

The following describes a write broadcast subset of the class of protocols. It does not fully

specify the underlying reliable broadcast protocol, but is based on some assumptions about that

protocol. First, the protocol is assumed to be reliable and guarantee ordered delivery of mes-

sages. This permits concurrent write sharing without pulling the file to the server. Second it
-.'

assumes that no such system could economically function if all writes required acknowledge-

ments from all other clients. To reduce acknowledgements, and to reduce the burden on disin-

terested clients, we assume that the writer knows which of the other clients are interested in the

data, and that the write broadcast is processed and acknowledged only by these clients. The type

v ,of underlying protocol required is more properly termed a multi-cast protocol, but is consistent

with existing proposals for reliable local area network broadcast [Cher87, Chan84. We will
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% .'. continue to use the term broadcast to reinforce the assumption that the data is transmiued only

once (assuming no errors). Kent makes a similar assumption that the group of recipients is

known in advance even though the Caching Ring provides reliable broadcast IKent861.

The protocol assumes that it is not advantageous to broadcast when there are no other

interested clients. This is because the write of a block of data is generally more costly than a

call-back message (See Chapter 7). and it is possible that the write-through broadcast can be'"5

avoided if the file is rewritten or deleted. For this reason the protocol uses elements of the

Exclusive protocol when the file is not shared. A cache having exclusive write access (ExOpW

state) operates as a write-back cache.

Table 6.12: Client Aaions to Local Requestu - wne Broadcast Protocol

State O pen(R ) O PMI(W ) ose( .) C om e(W ) W rite ha c O() FluahO

I Opei.S(R). OP-eS(W). . . ....

__ ExOpR/OpRt EOpWpW
ExOpR EzOpR ExOpW EiR .....

ExOpW ExOpW ExOpW EaM EaOpM .. .

E x O p M E x O p M E x O p W E .,, - W r e .s O . -

_____ ___ OpR _ _
ExR ExOpR ExOpW -- ExR I

ExM ExOpM ExOpW - Wntaeso. WritesO.
_ __._-' OpR Flush SO.I

OpR OpR OPe S(W). OpR - - Cose),

.. ExOpW/Opw FU soJ

OpW opW OpW Oose.S(W). Clo.sv(W).
-_ _ _ _ _O p R O p R

Table 6.13: Server Aciions to Client Requests - Write Broadcast Protocol
State Opa.S(R) Opea.S(W) Cloe.S(O) Cle.S(W) Write.SO Flush.SO

I ExOpR. EzOpW --

Ret(ExOpR) Ret(ExOpW)

Ex* " Open.E(R). Open.E(W), -- --

s e r v e r - , ,ate , s e r v e r -s ta te , O p R I

Ret(client-stste) Ret(client-state)

OpR OpR, OpW. OpR/R .... OpR

___- Ret(OpR) Ret(OpW)
opw OpW. OPW. OpWOpR/ OpR/pW - OPW

* Ret(OpR) Ret(OpW) R

When there are multiple simultaneous users, all write opens are forced to contact the server

in order to get the set of other caching sites. Shared writes enter the OpW state which must use

...
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write-through broadcast on a write. Readers are only required to contact the server once to regis-

ter their membership in the set; all subsequent closes and read opens are immaterial for con-

sistency control, since writes are broadcast whether or not the file is open. Writers contact the

server on close only for compatibility with other protocol of the class, e.g. when there are no

"V write opens the file can be treated as read-only. If all caches use this write broadcast protocol

then these closes are superfluous. Caching sites can contact the server on flush in order to

remove themselves from the set of caching sites, or they can do this as a part of acknowledging

the first write after flush. We simulated the former case.

6.8. One-Pass Analysis

The class of file system consistency protocols has a much larger state space than the

* MOESI protocols (13 states compared to 5) and it is not at all obvious that this class defines one-

pass algorithms. However, with familiar assumptions and restrictions, it can be shown to be.

6.8.1. Compatible States

The key to showing that these are one-pass algorithms is the following: of the five com-

ponents of the state, two are generally independent of cache size (Open/Close and

Remote/Cachable) and the remaining three are identical to those comprising the MOESI class,

V and still obey inclusion. The first assertion is easy to show; the latter takes the rest of this sec-

V, tion.

When showing inclusion we need to consider all states which can coexist at the same time

N in different cache sizes. We therefore begin with the following definition:

Definition: Two states are incompatible if it is impossible for a file to be in both states at

* the same time for different cache sizes. States that have not been shown to be incompatible

,1 are said to be potentially compatible, although this does not guarantee that they could coex-

ist in different cache sizes. For example, in the MOESI class the S and M states are incom-

patible, assuming inclusion holds; all others are compatible. (The S state implies that the

-,-- ** sharing level is less than the dirty level; the M state implies the opposite relation, thus they

- y~ 5.w -, - , . .. .. . .
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are incompatible.)

It seems obvious that if a file is open then it is open in all cache sizes, since the open and

close occur regardless of cache size. The same can be said about the type of open (read or write).

However there is one situation where the open attribute is not independent of cache size, brought

about by the Read-Only and related protocols. If the client neglects to tell the server that the file

is closed, the server's perception is that the file is still open in all sizes. However, if the client
V.

"pushes" the file from cache (i.e. removes it by replacement) then the file becomes invalid for

some sizes while seemingly open for larger sizes. This is solved as mentioned earlier by having

the client record whether the file is really open or not, as well as whether the server thinks it is

open. The real attribute (closed) should be used to determine the client state, in which case the

open states are independent of cache size.

Thus we can easily partition the state space into three sets of potentially compatible states:

those where the file is open for read, those where it is open for write, and those where it is closed.

The states in different partitions are incompatible.

One more simple partitioning is possible. The decision to make a file nc,n-cachable (i.e.

V ,(Remote) is based on concurrent write sharing, which also occurs in all cache sizes. However,

there is an alternative response to concurrent write - to use write broadcast. We therefore make

the restriction that if the server chooses remote processing for one state it chooses it for all poten-

tially compatible states. For example, in Table 6.3 a cache can enter a Remote state in response

* to an Open.S(W) from the states [Ex*, OpR, OpM, and OpW}. If remote processing is chosen for

one then it must be chosen for all of these states. This ensures that the remote attribute is

independent of cache size. Therefore the remote states are incompatible with all other state, as

* well as one another. This leads to the conclusion that a client in the RemOpW state is in that

state for all sizes.

We have thus partitioned the states into five sets of potentially compatible states:

(RemOpR}, (RemOpW}, {OpR, OpM, ExOpR, ExOpM), [R, M, ExR, ExMj, and (OpW,

ExOpW}. These are shown by the heavy lines in Figure 6.1.

0€,i
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6.8.2. Assumptions and Restrictions

It can now be shown that the remaining three attributes obey inclusion by considering only

states within potentially compatible sets. First, the key assumptions and restrictions from the

MOESI protocols must be applied, namely that the request streams are synchronous, that replace-

iment priority is not affected by other caches, and that rules are applied consistently within a

cache. In addition, we have already introduced a restriction to ensure that the Remote attribute is

independent of cache size. Several additional restrictions are needed, most having direct analogs

within the proof of the MOESI protocols.

6.8.2.1. Invalidation

In the discussion of MOESI protocols we saw that misuse of invalidation could violate

- inclusion of validity (i.e. valid in some sizes and invalid in larger sizes). To ensure that validity

inclusion is preserved, we must ensure that invalidation is either used, or not used, for all cache

4sizes. There are three places where invalidation occurs. First, a client can invalidate a file using

Flusho, but this will always occur independent of cache size. Second, the server may invalidate

clients using Invalidate() or CallBacko. In many cases there is an alternative action that does not
. "use invalidation, usually involving write broadcast. We therefore make the restriction that invali-

dation must be used from all compatible states. It turns out that this is the same restriction

needed to guarantee that the Remote characteristic is independent of cache size. The third place

where invalidation may occur is within an exclusive cache in response to Open.EO requests. If

4. -the exclusive cache invalidates itself, using Flusho, then it must do so for all compatible states.

In this case, the compatible states are the pairs {ExOpR,ExOpMl and (ExRExM).

6.8.2.2. Write Broadcast

The write broadcast used when a client is in the OpW state is similar to the write broadcast

-r4¢ used by the Firefly protocol in that it assumes that the server sees the broadcast, and therefore the

* client cache is unmodified. Also like Firefly, this means that the Modified attribute is not

inclusive in the resulting configuration of states. Consider the sequence of actions shown in Fig-

-! .4 _ __~~il
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ure 6.2. Initially the block is dirty in cache one. When chent to opens the file, the svener asks

for a write-back in those sizes where the block is din,. and pl&'es cache t-o in the Opk' gtate

However. the server knows that cache two is the oniy cache site for anall m es. so it grwLts

exclusive write access to cache two for those sizes Because OpW is not a modified state. the

Modified attribute is not inclusive. This is even more apparent after cache t%o closes the file,

W, when the file is clearly modified where wnte-back was used and clean hhere Ante'thuuh

',- broadcast was used.

In Section 5.9.1 we showed that the Firefly protocol is a one.pa~s algonthm despite the laLk

of inclusion since it requires only one additional vanable to shov the upper bound of the dirty

sizes. For the file system protocols we do not even need the additional vanable. the shanng level

is also the upper bound of the dirty sizes. (This is not the case for Firefly because shanng is

reevaluated on every write. See Figure 5.30)

"W."

Time/Action States

Initial: 1: ------ >M ------------- >
2:1----------------- - -- >

Open(W):2 1:I ------ >R ------------- >
2:ExOpW-->OpW ----------- >

Close):2 1:I------ >R ------------- >
2:ExM ---- >R ------------->

D S

Figure 6.2: Diry inclusion is violated by write broadcast However. the file is never dirty
* when it is shared. so the sharing level is also the upper bound on dirty sizes.

S.

6.8.2.3. Related Memory Sizes

In the MOESI protocols ther: were three possible situations with respect to the memory

bound necessary for a one-pass algorithm:

* a) The state space and the statistics were bounded.
. W
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b) The state space was bounded, but not the statistics.

,c) Neither the state space nor statistics were bounded.

In the general case with independent cache sizes, neither was bounded and the algorithms were

one-pass only when there was a relation betweer memory sizes, such as all caches the same size.

For the file system protocols we also find different situations. The Sprite protocol, like the

Berkeley protocol, is of type a). An informal argument for this is the fact that the state never

depends on the size of any other cache, since all read states are assumed shared and all write

states are known to be exclusive.

The rest of the protocols fall at least into situation b). A simple analysis has not uncovered

any examples of the latter situation. Intuitively we do not believe them to exist, since the proto-

*cols do not poll the status of unmodified caches on each open (equivalent to the [CS I bus signal),
therefore the state does not achieve the "stair-step" effect seen in the Dragon protocol. A

thorough search, which might uncover one, is not warranted since even type b) situations are not

one-pass algorithms for independent sizes.

We therefore again restrict the protocols to situations where all cache sizes are the same.

Even if the protocols support independent cache sizes, the K-dimensional result surface (with K

greater than 100!) would be incomprehensible and justifies the simplification.

6.8.3. Proof of One-Pass Algorithm

Given the preceding assumptions and restrictions, the proof that the class defines one-pass

algorithms is straight-forward, but tedious, and is therefore presented only in outline. The proof

involves showing that each component of the state obeys inclusion, and therefore that the state is

representable with a few variables. We have already seen that two of the attributes are indepen-

dent of cache size, and therefore inclusive. By partitioning the state space it is easy to show by

induction that the actions and result states for each request preserves inclusion for all potentially

compatible states. Therefore the algorithms are one-pass.

'is0 110 14 IZ
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6.9. Conclusions

- -.- In this chapter we have discussed the differences betv ,en processor caches and file system

caches which affect the design of cache consistency protocols. We have defined a class of file

system protocols in the same way that the MOESI protocols are defined, and described four sub-

set protocols. Although the resulting state space and protocol definitions are very complicated,

this formality makes it easy to conceive a variety of protocols. We have also shown that the class

Sconstitutes one-pass algorithms. We will use this in the neyxt chapter to simulate the four example

protocols, and will show that one-pass analysis greatly decreases the time required for simulation.

. -.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation of Client Caching in a Network File System

7.1. Sumrmarv

This chapter tics together the preceding work by applying all of the techniques in a study of

V. client caching in a network file system. The study makes use of very complete traces of UNIX

file system activity collected from a university timeshaing system, An initial analysis of the

traces finds that although the files are predominantly user. temporary, and spool files, a few sys-

tern files account for 40% of all reads. Nearly half of all writes are to temporary files (in limp).

Analysis of sharing finds little concurrent sharing, but nearly two-thirds of all opens are to the 5%

of files which are accessed by two or more users. Over half of the opens ame to read-only files.

A large number of options are simulated using one-pass techniques, including consistency

control protocols, write policies, and fetch policies. The one-pass technique produces the miss

and traffic ratios for all cache sizes in only 5-10 more time than required to simulate a single

size, even more improvement than reported for single-processor simulations in Chapter 4. Simu-

lations show that the choice of consistency protocol makes a large difference in performance. For

example, the Read-Only protocol has half the miss ratio and half the server load (transfer ratio

% the Sprite protocol. Write broadcast improves the miss ratio, but requires a reliable broadcast

protocol. The miss and transfer ratios for the best realizable protocols are nearly double that of

an optimal protocol, althugh the absolute difference is only 5-10%.

A study of write policies confirms that 25% of writes am avoided by delaying write-back by
,.4

,, 30 seconds; an additional 25% are avoided by waiting 5 minutes. Simply making temporary files

-. write-back and performing buffered write on all others reduces writes by 30%.

The study of fetch policies shows that an optimistic policy that assumes a file will be pro-
V.

°

* cessed sequentially, therefore prefetching one block ahead until shown to be wrong, is a good
.r'e policy which reduces the miss ratio without affecting the transfer ratio. Another good policy is to

,,
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prefetch an entire file on open, as long as the file size is below 100K. Prefetching larger files on

open dramatically increases the transfer ratio, and increases the miss ratio for small caches.

7.2. Introduction
*44*

This chapter presents results of the application of nearly all of the discussed techniques to

the analysis of caching in a network file system. The purpose is both to demonstrate the synthesis

of the techniques and to present the actual results of the analysis.

The remainder of this section reviews some related studies. This is followed in Section 7.3

by an analysis of file sharing, which is one of the key factors in the performance of the con-

sistency algorithms. Section 7.4 actually compares the four consistency protocols from Chapter

6, followed by a comparison of write policies in Section 7.5, and fetch policies in Section 7.6.

7.2.1. Relation to Other Work

There have been very few prior studies which relate to this analysis. Smith presented a very

comprehensive study of the placement and parameters for disk caches, using traces from large

IBM mainframes [Smit85b]. He concluded that disk cache is a very effective way to reduce

costly disk accesses. Ousterhout et al. [Oust85] studied caching in a file server, including the

effects of cache size, write policy, and blocksize. They similarly reported that very large block

caches can be quite effective in reducing disk accesses, and that delaying writes is a major source

of this reduction. Nelson et al. used the same traces for a few simulations using the Sprite proto-

col, and reported that client caches are similarly effective at reducing server load by 75% with I-

8 Mb caches [Nels87J. They also reported that consistency control added little to the data traffic.

Kent confirmed many of the Ousterhout results for a different set of UNIX trace data (Kent86].,.4.
* Both were from a university environment. In addition, Kent simulated a set of caches using his

Caching Ring network interface.

Using a queuing network model, Lazowska et al. simulated a number of parameters of a

i91 network file system, including server and/or client caching and faster disk and server processor

[Lazo861. Ramakrishnan and Emer performed a similar study concentrating on server options

0 q'
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[Rama86]. Both of these studies concluded that the server processor is the most likely critical

resource as the number of clients increases, an observation confirmed in at least one real system

[Morr86].

A final study by Ruan and Tucker used analytic techniques to compare several parameters

of file replication in a distributed system [Ruan87]. They concluded that demand replication (i.e.

demand-fetch caching) is more efficient than remote access or static replication (in terms of the

number of messages required) in most instances. They also concluded that it is more efficient to

invalidate when a file is written (call-back) rather than verifying validity on each open (polling),

when there is a high read-to-write ratio.

Our study differs in several respects from its predecessors. Of the trace-driven simulation

studies it is the first to report in any detail on client caching. It is the only study to report the

effects of consistency control, and considers all server traffic, not just data traffic. This also dis-

tinguishes it from the queuing models by Lazowska and Ramakrishnan.

7.3. The Traces

The data used in this study consisted of traces of virtually all file system activity from a

VAX 11/780 running the UNIX time sharing system in a university setting [Zhou86]. The

machine, called ucbarpa, was one of the same ones which generated the less complete traces used

ir pter 4. The traced events include all file creation, deletion, open, close, and renaming. It

also incluues all process creation (fork) and exit, and program execution (exec). Each event
I

includes the time (with lOms resolution), the identification of the relevant process and the user's

identity (userid). File creation, deletion, opens and renames, and program executions contain the

full path name of the referenced file. They also contain the file size and, for opens and creates,
4

the number of bytes transferred. The number of bytes actually loaded when a program is exe-

cuted is, unfortunately, not traced. Table 7.1 summarizes the traced events.

Because the traces were so complete, the volume of trace data was enormous (roughly
4
40MB per day), which limited the practical length of a trace session. The data available con-

I)

!U
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Table 7.1: Traced Events
Event Associated Data

(all) file id, process id, user id, activity type, file type.
time

Open/Create file name, references, bytes, mode, file size
Close file size

Read/Write starting location, bytes
Delete file name

Rename old/new file names
Exec command name
Fork process CPU time
Exit process CPU time

Table 7.2: Number of Events and Percent of Each Record Type

Trace file final9 fital9a final9b finallO

Duration of trace 96 hr 24 hr 24 hr 29 hr
Size of trace file 177Mb 46Mb 37Mb 44Mb
Total recordsq 3,200,550 844,002 648,001 763,911
Open records: 15.67 15.03 16.62 15.93
Create records: 1.26 1.08 137 1.98

, Close records: 16.93 16.11 18.00 17.91
Delete records: 1.48 1.90 1.50 1.99
Read records: 38.87 34.61 44.45 33.34

Write records: 18.12 23.93 9.95 18.75
Rename records: 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.20
Exec records: 2.08 1.94 2.18 2.76
Fork records: 1.55 1.68 1.64 1.95
Vfork records: 1.21 1.01 1.27 1.62
Exit records: 2.76 2.68 2.91 3.56

sisted of one trace lasting four days (calledfinal9) and one lasting just over one day (finall0). A

few experiments were made using the entire fina/9 trace, but because of its size, most of the

simulations were made against one-day extracts. Each of these traces is summarized in Table 7.2.

The results for the experimeznts were very comparable in all cases. Therefore only the results for

finallO are shown.

V,.,'Whenever possible, the user id defined the user actually causing the request. In addition to

the real users, UNIX systems have a distinguished user (root) permitted special privileges and

usually associated with system activity. In cases where a user "assumed the identity" of root to

perform special operations, such as placing mail in another users' mailbox, the trace records this

fact but continues to attribute the work to the original user. Even so, unattributed root activity is
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roughly half of all activity. It is interesting to note that Smith observed this same result in traces

of IBM file system activity [Smit85b].

A final question which must be addressed is the applicability of using time sharing traces to

study distributed systems. There are two answers to this. The simple answer is that no distri-

buted file system traces were available for the study. Gathering equivalent data from a network

file system would ha,'e been enormously expensive, requiring instrumentation of all clients from

some representative server and reliable collection of the data. The second answer, albeit unsub-

-e stantiated, is the belief that the file system workloads are similar in the two environments, assum-

ing the user workload stays constant. Similar assumptions were made by Ousterhout and Kent in

I'M their studies. This is a worthwhile topic for future research.

Each file and activity was categorized by type during post-processing. The activity type

was assigned according to the command name in the exec requests to load a program. The

activity types correspond to the three major productive activities of a user (software development,

text processing, and mail handling), miscellaneous activities (user interface shells, status check-

ing, user programs, login programs, and other), plus system daemon activity. Table 7.3 summar-

izes these types. The use of the system can be characterized by looking at the resources con-

sumed by each type, shown in Table 7.4.

- The file types fall into six major categories (user, system, spool, temp, admin, other). These

are summarized in Table 7.5. Within each type were numerous subtypes. The complete file type

* assignment is more extensive than that made by Satyanarayanan [Saty8l using file name

appendages, or Floyd, who used three categories (user, system, network) [Floy86a]. The file

types were assigned by considering the file name and the activity type of the requesting process.

* Pattern matching on the file name and path succeeded in many cases (e.g. a file in /tMp matching

ex... is an editor temporary file; a user file ending in .o is an object file). When this failed, as it

.". often did for user files, the file type was assigned based on usage (e.g. a file written by a mail pro-

i •cess is a mail file). Table 7.6 characterizes the usage by file type. The heavy use of spool files is

y ~ .. *. affected by the fact that the system measured was, at the time, also a print server for the main

0./
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Table 7.3: Summary of Activity Types
Type Description Examples

Mail Mail-related commands mail, mh, msgs, talk
Text Text-processing commands troff, eqn, tbl, text edit
Soft Software development cc, Id, lisp, software edit
Other Miscellaneous commands Is. cd, sort, dump
Start Initial commands for a login, rlogin, getty

session
Status Status checking commands users, ruptime, du
System System daemons init, named, rwhod, lpd
User Any command from a user a.out

directory
Shell Command shells csh, sh

Table 7.4: Summary by type of Activity
*Characterization of Final9 Trace

Activity Type Processes CPU Time Open/R Open/W 1/0 Bytes Read Written

Grand Total 88.556 187 ,668 sec 408,081 133,846 1,824,132 1,411 mb 380 Mb
Other 29.81% 24.06% 5.43% 6.18% 30.37% 26.41% 32.65%
Start 7.61% 12.82% 5.19% 3.99% 6.82% 5.96% 0.06%
Status 8.04% 3.13% 16.83% 0.19% 7.52% 9.17% 0.07%
System 27.21% 14.03% 48.25% 50.95% 22.13% 20.32% 15.11%
Mail 13.06% 10.78% 15.16% 27.96% 10.57% 20.25% 21.15%

- Text 1.45% 9.30% 0.93% 2.81% 4.45% 5.16% 15.15%
Soft 3.63% 5.35% 3.40% 4.70% 3.36% 8.37% 10.33%
User 1.36% 4.01% 1.70% 0.57% 11.31% 2.67% 5.15%
Shell 7.84% 16.53% 3.11% 2.65% 3.48% 1.68% 0.32%

Characterization of Final 10 Trace
Activity Type Processes CPU Tune Open/R Open/W 1/0 Bytes Read Written
Grand Total 27,368 50,143 sec 91,415 45,425 397,955 415 mb 148 mb
Other 33.45% 18.70% 8.38% 11.48% 26.80% 16.85% 29.72%
Start 6.80% 10.09% 6.43% 3.58% 8.70% 5.61% 0.04%
Status 6.15% 1.79% 12.55% 0.13% 4.50% 6.00% 0.04%
Systrn 28.20% 23.98% 45.08% 51.99% 28.62% 33.92% 27.28%

* Mail 10.69% 10.82% 17.87% 22.81% 14.16% 19.60% 18.30%
Text 1.28% 8.13% 0.94% 2.08% 3.44% 3.26% 8.80%
Soft 2.79% 5.23% 2.73% 2.84% 3.34% 7.70% 7.84%
User 2.36% 2.84% 2.03% 1.70% 7.54% 5.05% 7.61%
Shell 8.29% 18.43% 3.98% 3.39% 2.90% 2.00% 0.36%

Table 7.4: Characterization by type of activity, showing the number of processes of each type and the
• amount of processor time, number of opens for read and write, logical I/O requests, and number of
V bytes read and written. The top line shows the total number, while subsequent lines give the per-

cent for each activity type. For both traces the System activity is very high, as is Mail activity.
The Other type is also high, but a few file-transfer commands account for most of the I/O, while a

majority of the Other processes consume few resources.

_ , ,
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Table 7.5: Major File Types
Type Usage Examples

User All user files /a/os/james/.login
System Global, mostly read-only /usr/lib/libm.a (math library)

files. Libraries. /usr/lib/aliases (mail aliases)
Spool Producer-consumer files. /usr/spool/ipd/dfA145emie.Berkeley.EDU

(printer spool file)
/usr/spool/rwho/whod.arpa (rwho status)
/usr/insgs/2431 ("messages" bulletin board)
/usr/spool/mail/iames (mailbox)

Temp Temporary files /tmp/Ex 14034 (editor temporary)
/usr/tmp/trtmpO5474 (troff temporary)

Admin Administrative and /etc/passwd (password file)
,.: accounting log files /etc/utmp (log of active users)

Other Trace files and unknown

Table 7.6: Summary by Type of File
Charmcterization of Final9 Trace

FILE TYPE FILES DELETES OPEN/R OPEN/W 1/O BYTES READ WRITTEN

Grand Total 55,875 47,210 408,081 133,846 1,824,132 1,411 mb 380 mb

Unknown 0.77% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 14.85% 11.43% 5.67%
User 32.11% 23.66% 13.55% 15.19% 25.59% 11.09% 26.99%
Sys 1.35% 0.20% 32.22% 10.31% 16.73% 42.51% 5.09%
Spool 35.25% 40.69% 40.26% 50.44% 17.10% 7.45% 17.48%
Temp 29.88% 35.26% 1.70% 18.66% 9.21% 12.06% 44.22%
Admin 0.64% 0.16% 12.27% 5.38% 16.52% 15.47% 0.54%

Characterization of Final 10 Trace

FILE TYPE FILES DELETES OPEN/R OPEN/W 1/0 BYTES READ WRITEN

Grand Total 20,069 15,207 91,415 45,425 397,955 415 Mb 148 Mb
Unknown 1.52% 0.07% 0.01% 0.00% 0.26% 0.26% 0.10%
User 40.21% 27.95% 16.45% 20.89% 34.03% 17.00% 37.37%
Sys 1.76% 0.05% 41.45% 8.69% 20.28% 43.88% 0.97%
Spool 32.42% 40.99% 25.11% 50.33% 18.30% 8.19% 17.37%

" Temp 23.37% 30.66% 2.51% 14.64% 11.49% 16.77% 43.17%
Admin 0.72% 0.27% 14.47% 5.45% 15.65% 13.90% 1.02%S

Table 7.6: Characterization by type of file, showing the number of files of each type, the number of files
, deleted, opens for read and write, logical I/O requests, and bytes read and written. The top line

gives the total for all files, while subsequent lines show the percent for each file type. There are a

,- large fraction of User files, along with Temp and Spool files, but System files account for a large
fraction of the opens.

'pI
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laser printer for the department. Also, the trace period was near the end of a semester when the

use of this printer was heavy.

7.4. File Sharing

An important factor in the performance of cache consistency protocols is the amount and

type of file sharing which is present. Two types of sharing were discussed in Chapter 6: con-

current write sharing and sequential sharing. Both have an impact on performance.

Concurrent access exists when two or more users have a file open at the same time; if one is

a writer then it is concurrent write sharing. Kent investigated sharing and found that only 4% of

opens are concurrent accesses. He did not distinguish concurrent write sharing.

The results of our analysis are shown in Table 7.7. It shows that 3.2% of all opens were
@

actually shared, and only 2% were concurrent write shared. The percent of I/O and bytes

transferred during concurrent write sharing are similarly small. More significant is the fact that

over half of the opens and 90% of the shared /O is attributable to a single file, letclutmp, which

keeps track of users logged on. It is written by every user when signing on and off, and read

periodically by most users. This is a prime candidate for some other mechanism, such as a server

or database. The SUN NFS provides a separate file for each workstation (along with separate

accounting files in /usr/adm) to circumvent the problem. The simulations continued to treat it as

a single shared file.

0 Table 7.7: Concurrent Sharing
Files Opens I/0 Bytes

Total 19,207 136,840 397.955 564Mb
Shared 111 (0.5%) 4,396 (3.2%) ....
Concurrent Write 16 (0.08%) 3.023 (2.2%) 14,153 (3.5%) 11.3 Mb (2.0%)
utmp 1 1,548 (1.1%) 12,952 (3.2%) 10.7 Mb E.9962

Table 7.7: Concurrent write sharing exists in the traces, but involves a very small number of files, and
few I/O's or bytes. Most of it is attributable to the utmp file. The number of files (19207) is less
than the number of files reported in Table 7.6 because it ignores 862 files which were deleted but

never accessed.

Sequential sharing can be analyzed in terms of the number of files that are ever used by

multiple users. Floyd analyzed sharing and reported that fewer than 10% of files are shared,
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concluding that sharing is not a significant issue. This ignores the fact that consistency control

must occur for each open, so it is the impact of the files, not the number of files, which is impor-

tant.

Porcar studied sequential sharing in large IBM mainframes, and reported that 7-13% of files

were shared, accounting for 27-46% of all opens [Porc82]. His figures did not include temporary

files, which were almost 90% of the files he observed.

Table 7.8 shows an analysis of potential sharing in terms of files, opens, and data transfers.

Several observations are important. First, although less than 5% of files are shared, they account

for nearly two-thirds of all opens. On the fortunate side, most of the shared opens are to read-

only files, or to files which are written initially and subsequently never modified (and therefore

essentially read-only). Note too that the vast majority of writes and written bytes are to single-
0

user files. However, over half of all write opens are to shared files.

We can conclude from this that most files will benefit from a protocol suited for non-shared

(private) files, and that a read-only assumption is appropriate for most of the rest. However, the

remaining large amount of write sharing increases the importance of the consistency protocol.

* Also, these traces were from a university UNIX environment, on a system used to support few, if

any, group projects. We would expect the sharing in this envoronment to be less than that found

in many commercial environments.

7.5. The Simulator

Most of the analysis which follows is based on simulations of a network of clients accessing

a single server. The simulation used the one-pass techniques discussed in Chapter 6 to simulate a

separate cache for each client. By actual measurement of several simulations, the one-pass tech-

V nique took only 5-10% longer than a similar simulation of a single set of cache sizes. This is

much better than the 20-100% additional time reported in Chapter 4, due to two factors. First,

multi-processor file system simulations are time-consuming even when dealing with a single set

*• - of cache sizes. Opens and closes were ignored in the single-processor simulations of Chapter 4,
.
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Table 7.8: Potential Sharing

FILE-TYPE FILES OPEN/R OPEN/W READS/ BYTES WRITES/ BYTES

GRAND-TOTAL 19,207 91,415 45,425 254.698 415.9Mb 143.257 148.2Mb

SINGLE-USER 18,284 22,352 20,530 97.275 185.3Mb 112,978 130.7Mb
FILES (95.19%) (24.45%) (45.20%) (38.19%) (44.55%) (78.86%) (88.19%)

READ-ONLY 275 41,995 1,681 72,931 157.7Mb 0 0
SHARED (1.43%) (45.94%) (3.70%) (28.63%) (37.93%) (0,00%) (0.00%)

WRITE-ONCE 246 9,149 256 9,928 2.1Mb 246 58Kb
SHARED (1.28%) (10.01%) (0.56%) (3.90%) (0.52%) (0.17%) (0.04%)

WRITE-ONLY 4 0 3,063 0 0 3,061 .1Mb
SHARED (0.02%) (0.00%) (6.74%) (0.00%) (0.00%) (2.14%) (0.09%)

READ/WRITE 379 17,490 19,888 74,564 70.7Mb 26,972 17.3Mb
SHARED (1.97%) (19.13%) (43.78%) (29.28%) (17.01%) (18.83%) (11.67%)

ALL SHARED 923 69,063 24,895 157,423 230.6 Mb 30279 17.4 Mb
(4.81%) (75.55%) (54.80%) (61.81%) (55.45%) (21.14%) (11.81%)

Table 7.8: Sequential or potential sharing, showing the activity for single-user and shared files. The

shared files are divided into read-only, written-once (therefore essentially read-only), write-only.

and riles which are both read and written multiple times. Although most files are single-user, most
opens and reads are to shared files. Of these, a large fraction are to read-only files, decreasing the

need for consistency controls.

j but must be used to simulate the consistency protocol. This involves looking at the state and
'I

potentially invalidating the file in all other caches. All of this adds to the overhead of simulation,
'.,."

decreasing the dominance of determining the stack distance. The second difference was that each

cache now receives a single-user reference stream, reducing both the size of the stack and increas-

, ing the locality. The mean stack size for these simulations was 977 blocks and the mean stack

distance was 28, thereby further reducing the cost of stack analysis.

Individual workstation request streams were created by mapping each user on the trace to a

separate client. All unattributable root activity was assigned to a single client. This is a different

. approach from that taken by Kent, who spread the root activity randomly among the user clients.

We prefer our approach for two reasons. First, the two key influences on cache performance are
.,

6,.4 locality and sharing; a random allocation creates an unwanted bias to both by increasing sharing

and decreasing locality. Second, the residual root activity is predominantly associated with ser-

vicing the printer (40%), handling arriving mail (20%) creating status files (16%). All of these

are likely candidates for special servers; none are likely to be heavy users of individual worksta-
•,,.-.'

tions. Other heavy activity types include login processing prior to password validation (7%) and

log-file maintenance (7%).

V"

A
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Several of the protocols assume that names are cached in the clients along with data.

Rather than fix the size of the name cache, or separately simulate it, the simulator assumed that

the name of a file could have been cached whenever any data block of the file is cached. (i.e. it

assumed that the name was cached for all sizes where some block of the file was valid). This

simple assumption simulates a name cache which grows in proportion to the size of the data

cache, without the complexity of maintaining the name cache itself.

The simulation computed the average miss and transfer ratio across all clients. The miss

ratio, as discussed earlier, is computed as the number of read, write fetch, and open requests

which required file server interaction, divided by total file system requests.

The transfer ratio was presented earlier as a simple ratio of messages, assuming all mes-

sages have equal cost. Several studies have shown that a large fraction of the server cost is due to

copying data to and from the network interface. For example, Cheriton reported server CPU

times of 2.3ms to process a request which transfers no data, and 5.7ms to process a request and

return 1K of data [Cher83]. Lazowska et al. estimated the server CPU service time to be 2.4ms

for a request and 2.6ms per 1K of response [Lazo86]. None of these figures include the CPU

time required to service a disk access, estimated by Lazowska et al. to be roughly lOins per 1K of

data.

The open request is also a potentially-expensive operation. Preliminary measurements of

the Sprite file system show that an open requires 4.4ms of server CPU in addition to the 3.5ms

required to process any request [Welc87]. These figures also ignored the cost of disk /0 in ser-

vicing the open.

To make the transfer ratio better reflect both the network traffic and the server load, we

* weighted all server requests as shown in Table 7.9. These weights are rough approximations of

the server cost of each operation based on data from the above references. Each request "cost"

3ms; each open takes an additional 2ms. (Since the Sprite file system is still under development

• and has not been tuned, we were more optimistic in estimating this cost). Each I/O included a fac-

tor for processing the request plus 2.5ms per 1K of data transferred.
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Table 7.9: Weighting Factors for Transfer Ratio
Request Open I/O All other requests
Weight 5 3+2.5*data length (in K) 3

7.6. Consistency Policies

As mentioned earlier, one of the key results of this chapter is a comparison of cache con-

sistency protocols. The following sections present results for each of the example protocols from

Chapter 6. For each protocol we show graphs of the miss and (weightkd) transfer ratio. In each

such graph (for example, Figure 7.1), the upper curve is the actual ratio. The lower curves divide

the region under the curve into the operations making up the metric. For example, in the left

graph of Figure 7.1, the miss ratio for an 8Mb cache is about 30%; of this, just over half (18%) is

due to opens and under half (12%) due to reads. In addition, Figure 7.5 compares the miss and

transfer ratios for all of the protocols.

7.6.1. Sprite Protocol

The key feature of the Sprite protocol described in Section 6.7.1 is that it involves the server

on every open and close. Figure 7.1 shows the miss and transfer ratios resulting from simulation

of this policy. Note that the miss ratio is limited by the fact that all opens involve the server. The

cost of opens and closes is further seen by the fact that data transfers are less than one-third of the

transfer ratio for large caches.

From these figures it is apparent that improvements due to caching continue at least to 8Mb,

although with diminishing returns beyond 1-2Mb. This size includes only data; it does not

include directories, file descriptors, or executable program space. However, it provides a good

starting point for sizing client caches.

Simulations were made using a variation of the protocol that invalidated all other clients

immediately whenever a file was opened for write. This alternative made almost no improve-

ment in miss ratio, while increasing the transfer ratio by a small 0.5%.
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S Figure 7.1: Sprite protocol. The upper curve in each case is the actual ratio. The lower curves divide the
region under the curve into the components making up the metric. For example, the miss ratio for

," an 8Mb cache is about 30%. Of this, just over half (18%) is due to opens and under half (12%) to
reads. The transfer ratio is a similar curve, with three component parts due to data transfers (both
reads and writes), opens, and overhead (closes, deletes, and call/write-back requests). Each region
is weighted as shown in Table 7.9. Because of this the overhead region, which is almost entirely
closes, is smaller than the open region, even though there are roughly the same number of open

and close messages.

7.6.2. Exclusive Protocol

The Exclusive protocol, described in Section 6.7.2, saves opens and closes for the majority

of files, which are not shared, at the cost of a call-back for those that are. Figure 7.2 shows that

the savings in opens decreases the miss ratio and transfer ratios compared to the Sprite protocol.

There are several ways to view these improvements. In absolute terms the decrease in miss

ratio is only 5%, but in relative terms it is 15% lower than the Sprite miss ratio, for large cache

sizes. Neither of these is a dramatic improvement, but --resider this: the 30% miss ratio obtained

with a 4Mb cache using the Sprite protocol is achievable with 400Kb using the Exclusive proto-

col - a 90% decrease! Another consideration, however, is that the Exclusive protocol (as well as

all the remaining ones) requires a name cache. If name caching makes an open 20-30% more

expensive then the Sprite protocol may still be advantageous. Name caching is discussed further
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as a topic for future research in Chapter 8.
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-k Figure 7.2: Exclusive protocol. Both the miss and transfer rations we reduced by the avoidance of opea
and closes. Overhead increases by about 2 % due to write-back requests when files become shared.

The Exclusive transfer ratio is nearly 25% less than Sprite due to the reduction in opens and
'P.,

overhead (primarily closes). Again, name caching could negate some of this improvement

However, it is clear that the preponderance of single-user fdes is easily exploitable.

Simulations were also made using the variation which did not notify the server when a dirty
p.

file was flushed. This caused a small (0.5%) increase in the transfer ratio for small cache sizes,

* but no measurable difference for caches above 50K.

7.6.3. Read-Only Protocol

The Read-Only protocol described in Section 6.7.3 favors files that are read-only, whether

%or not they are shared. It avoids all closes and subsequent opens as long as the file is net written.

-p The two options after a write are to retain exclusive control, or write-back the file and assume it

i'* . is again read-only. The former option is actually an adaptive protocol; with possibly one addi-

tional open, all single-user files perform the same as with the Exclusive protocol. (The additional

.d-.
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open occurs if the single-user file is first opened for read and then for write; the Read-Only proto-

col must notify the server when it is opened for write, whereas the Exclusive protocol already has

exclusive access to the file.)

Figure 7.3 shows the miss and transfer rations for both Read-Only options. Theme is almost

no difference in the miss ratios for the two options. Both are 25%L below the Exclusive miss ratio.

The right-hand graph shows the transfer ratios and the portion due to data transfers, opens, and

overhead for both options. Both options have reduced the portion attributable to opens compared

".- to the Exclusive protocol, and overhead has almost vanished. The difference between the two

options is almost entirely due to the data transfers required to write-back the file for the shared

option. It is obviously better to delay the write in hopes of a re-write or deletion.
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Figure 7.3: Read-Only protocol. The Adaptive option retains exclusive access to modified files. The
Shared option writes the file at close so that other clients can read it. The higher transfer ratio for
the Shared option is almost entirely due to increased data transfers caused by these writes. The
small overhead region (indicated by the arrows) is entirely write-back and call-back messages, re-
flecting the small amoumt of write sharing.

It is not surprising that the adaptive option is preferred since the simulation applied the

• same protocol to all files, and most are either exclusive or read-only. However, it is possible that

5 'p,-
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the other alternative is preferable for some types of files, those which are heavily shared and writ-

Ai ~' ten. Surprisingly, this is not the case, as seen in the following analysis.

The analysis assumed that each close after a write was a decision point - the client could

either write the file immediately or delay the write - and computed the payoff in messages

saved for delaying the write. If the file was subsequently rewritten or deleted before it was read

.4- by another user then the payoff was equal to the number of dirty blocks. The write of these

blocks was (presumably) avoided by delaying the write. If the file was read by another user first,

then the payoff was -1, since a write-back message was required, and would have been avoided if

the file had been written on close. The payoff for all other cases was zero. At the end of the

trace, an average payoff was computed for each type of file. If the average payoff was positive,

then the write should be delayed; if negative then the file should be written immediately.

Table 7.10: Payoff By Delavins Write
File Type Payoff Weighted Payoff

ACCOUNT 0.04651 1.395
, ADMIN -0.08758 1.65

LIB-MAIL -0.1881 1.232
PASS 1.75 5
RWHO -0.2424 0.9866
SPOOL -0.07143 1.714
SPOOL-MSGS -1 -2
TEMP 49.38 125.3
TEMP-EDIT 0.4636 3.109
TEMP-MAIL 0.3635 2.893
TEMP-SOFr 6.499 18.1

• USER 4.188 12.33
a USER-BINARY 28.14 72.23

USER-CC 1.947 6.764
USER-INCLUDE 0.6029 3.416
USER-MAIL 1.538 5.769
USER-OBJECT 3.079 9.556

* USER-PASCAL 4.136 12.2
% USER-TEXT 2.406 7.661

Table 7.10: Payoff by delaying write-back. This table shows the expected payoff by delaying write-
back, compared go writing the file on close. The latter saves a call-back message when the file is
read by another client (a negative payoff). The payoff in the second column is in terms of mes-

* sages saved; in the third column the messages are weighted according to Table 7.10. A positive
payoff indicates that delayed write is preferred.

- The analysis as presented assumed all messages are equally costly. If this is the case then

several file types should be written on close, as seen in Table 7.10, although none is strongly

.i negative. However, the computation of the transfer ratio assumed that some messages, particu-

4'
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larly data transfers, were more expensive. When the weighting factors from Table 7.9 were

applied, only one file type should be written on close, Spool-Msgs. These are public message

files in Iusr/msgs which are written only once, never deleted over the short term, and always

shared. The conclusion is that the adaptive option is nearly always the best.
.- ...

7.6.4. Write Broaccast Protocol

Our final protocol, the Write Broadcast protocol described in Section 6.7.4, is designed to

favor files that are shared and written, by using write broadcast to keep all copies current. How-

ever, it contains elements of the Read-Only protocol, such as not performing read closes or opens,

and not broadcasting when a file is exclusively held. Therefore it should perform well for most

,N files.

0

Figure 7.4 shows this to be the case. The miss ratio is one-third lower than the miss ratio

for the Read-Only protocol, due almost entirely to a reduction in reads. This reduction is a result

of the fact that client caches are not invalidated on write, and therefore do not have to re-fetch

cached files. The transfer ratio, on the other hand, is slightly greater than the Read-Only transfer

ratio. Although there are fewer data transfers, there is more overhead compared to Read-Only,

arising from two sources. The first are the write-backs when an exclusive file first becomes

shared, since the Exclusive protocol is used while only one cache has the file. The second are the

%' closes after a write. The latter could be avoided with some adjustment to the protocol, but only if

all caches use the same protocol (a relatively minor concession).

Although this protocol does very well, keep in mind that it assumes a "cheap" reliable

* ~broadcast protocol exists. Specifically, the simulation does not count acknowledgement mes-

sages for this or any other protocol, even though acknowledgements are probably more expensive

with reliable broadcast. The goal here was to demonstrate the potential for improvement, which

has been done..done.

N-.
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Figure 7.4: Write broadcast protocol. The miss ratio is the lowest of any protocol, since clients do not

have to invalidate and re-read modified files. The overhead includes closes of written files. The
transfer ratio does not include the costly acknowledgements required by a reliable broadcast

media.

7.6.5. Optimal Protocol

Each of the previous protocols improved on its predecessor by some amount. It is interest-

ing to know how long this can continue - what is the best that any protocol can do? This sec-

tion describes a protocol that is in some sense optimal.

We argue that the protocol is optimal by showing that it minimizes each of the actions

,.: which form the miss and transfer ratios - opens, closes, reads, writes, and other consistency
.%.. ,

actions. First, the protocol requires the first open for each file from each cache to notify the

server in order to perform name resolution. No other opens or closes are required as long as the

file is cached. No protocol could cause fewer opens or closes unless a client had built-in

knowledge of the file system. All reads are satisfied from cache if possible, otherwise they are

,V satisfied from the server, as usual. Reads are minimized because the protocol does not do invali-

dation, so any block only has to be fetched once (until it is replaced). Writes are minimized by

% %
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modifying the block in cache and delaying the write-back as long as possible, until just before

another cache reads the file. At that time all and only the dirty bytes are broadcast to all clients,

updating all cached copies. (It is possible to do fewer read fetches if a client is allowed to antici-

pate the need for a block and read the data off the network when another cache fetches it. Again,

this requires built-in knowledge that we do not allow.) The protocol assumes that a cheap reliable

broadcast medium is used; each broadcast "costs" a single data transfer, regardless of the

number of clients involved. There is no overhead in the form of write-back or call-back mes-

sages; the cache simply "knows" when to broadcast the changes. This is therefore almost cer-

tainly an unrealizable protocol. Simulation of the protocol is possible since the simulator sees all

'I? requests and can broadcast when appropriate. As a simplification, the simulation uses LRU

Vreplacement for this as well as all other protocols. Use of a MIN replacement algorithm could

0 have reduced the miss ratio somewhat [Matt7O, Smit76], but would have introduced an extrane-

ous variable.

Figure 7.5 compares all of the consistency protocols, including the optimal. Two things are

apparent. First, the choice of consistency protocol can have a marked affect on performance,

whether measured in terms of delay by the miss ratio, or server load by the transfer ratio. For

5,-' ' example, the Read-Only protocol, which does not require any optimistic assumptions about net-

work overhead, has a miss and transfer ratio which is half that of the Sprite protocol for large

caches. The second observation is that there is a definite potential for further improvement. The

Optimal protocol has a miss and transfer ratio which is about half that of the best of the other pro-

S0 tocols for large caches. Additional research is needed, particularly into reasonable broadcast pro-

tocols. Since sharing is, if anything, less in the environment we measured, and broadcast per-

forms well, it has potential for greater improvement in other environments.

7.7. Write Policy

Next we consider different write policies, varying from writing the data immediately to the

* server (write-through) to delaying the write until the block is replaced (write-back). As discussed

-,. .1.. in Chapter 3, write-through severly limits the improvement possible with caching; using this
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of consistency protocols. The graphs show the miss and transfer ratios for each
cache consistency protocol. The consistency protocol has a larger affect on performance than ei-

.,,. ther the write or fetch policy, with a 20-30% absolute difference between the highest and lowest
protocols. The gap between the optimal protocol and the others shows the potential for improve-
ment in future protocols.

policy Figure 7.6 shows that data transfers account for nearly two-thirds of the transfer ratio. The

problem with the other extreme (write-back) is that a significant amount of data may be at risk if

the client crashes. Ousterhout, et al. found that 20% of all dirty blocks remained in cache for

more than 20 minutes with a cache size of 4Mb. We noted in our simulations that nearly half of

the cache was dirty an any time. This section considers several intermediate write policies to

address this situation. All use the Exclusive consistency protocol from section 7.6.

The first intermediate policy simulated was a buffered write policy which delayed the write

to the server until the last byte of the block was written, or the file was closed. This is actually

the policy which is used in most "write-through" caches; no reasonable file system would

transfer partial blocks to the file server, unless it performed no buffering. The purpose of show-

ing both this policy and the true write-through is to demonstrate the effect of this buffering. If

% .user requests are in block-size units (i.e. if they use stdio exclusively), then it will make little, ,
9..',.
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Figure 7.6: Write-through transfer ratio. Data transfers dominate the server costs when all writes go
directly to the server. This simulation used the Exclusive consistency protocol.

difference. However, the policy will decrease the transfer ratio when the user programs perform

file system 1/0 in smaller than block-size units, while providing high reliability in most cases. In

Figure 7.7 we see that this simple policy cuts the transfer ratio nearly 10% compared to write-

through. This policy is essentially equivalent to the "write-through" policy analyzed by

Ousterhout et al [Oust85], since they lacked precise reads and writes, and therefore assumed that

all I/O was done in blocksize units.

The next two policies simulate the UNIX policy of periodically using the sync command to

write all dirty blocks. We simulated writes every 30 seconds and 5 minutes. Ousterhout et al.

simulated these same policies and found that they reduced disk I/O by 25% and 50% respectively

for a centralized server cache. In Figure 7.7 we see that they also save 25% and 50% of the possi-

ble improvement over buffered write (that is, the distance between buffered write and write-

back). The reduction in the transfer ratio is actually only 3-5%.

*l The final two write experiment simulated a mixture of write policies. Not all files require

the same degree of protection from loss: most temporary files, for example, are nearly useless if
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of write policies. The left graph shows the transfer ratio for each policy. The
right graph shows the ratio of physical writes to logical writes, in percent (thus true write-through
is 100%). The left end of these curves shows that nearly 45% of all writes are saved by caching a
single block. Delaying all writes by 30 seconds saves 25% of the remaining writes; delaying 5
minutes saves another 25%. The Mixed policy shown in Table 7.11 performs little better than a
policy that only delays Temporary files.

the client fails; derived files (such as object files) are easily recoverable; editor temporary files

are intended to preserve keystrokes across a failure and therefore should be quickly written. The

NEC disk cache provides this ability to mix write policies [Toku80]. We selected the combina-

tion of policies shown in Table 7.11 to provide protection appropriate to the file type. The file

types that require the least reliability also account for over 40% of all bytes written. Figure 7.7

shows that the transfer ratio for this mixture is nearly indistinguishable from performing a sync

every 5 minutes, but with much better reliability.

Figure 7.7 also shows the result of applying buffered-write to all except temporary files,

which used write-back. This option provides high reliability to all user data, while Figure 7.7

shows that it still saves nearly 30% of all writes. The transfer ratio for this policy is nearly as

good as the mixture of policies discussed above.

0
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Table 7.11: Combination of Write Policies
File Type Policy

Edit Temp Sync I sec
Other Temp Write-back
Object/Executable Sync 5 min
Other Files Sync 30 sec

7.8. Fetch Policy

Because of sequentiality it is often possible to anticipate references to a block and fetch it in

advance [Smit78b]. There are two potential advantages to this prefetch. The first is in reducing

access time to the user program by overlapping the fetch with processing of other blocks.

Second, if the prefetched block is requested with the preceding block then a server request is

saved. If neither block is cached in the server then this is also advantageous to the server, since it

* is nearly always less expensive to read two blocks at a time from disk (assuming a reasonable

placement policy on disk [McKu84]). For example, using figures from Lazowska et al., a request

to read two 1K blocks requires 2*17ms = 34ms of server CPU time; to read both blocks at once

requires 29ms. There is also a possibility that the second request will be further delayed by seek

or latency. Even when the blocks are cached there is a savings of the time required for the server

to receive, recognize, and acknowledge a request. Based on the weightings used for this study,

requesting two 4K blocks saves 12% compared to requesting each block separately (a cost of

3+8*2.5=23 compared to 2*(3+4*2.5)=.26).

We simulated several prefetch policies, beginning with the UNIX lookahead policy of pre-

* fetching if sequential access has been detected. The policy is as follows: if block i-I was the last

-to be accessed, and the current access is to block i, then fetch both i and i+1 (if it exists). This

policy avoids unnecessary prefetches but also loses opportunities to prefetch for any file smaller

than three blocks. Ousterhout et al. [Oust85] showed that nearly 90% of all sequential runs are

two blocks (8K) or less, and 80% of files are less than two blocks in length. There are therefore a
great many missed opportunities.

* The second policy is one that always prefetches the next block if it exists, a form of one-
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block lookahead (OBL) [Smit78b]. The policy also fetches the first block of the file in conjunc-

,tion with the open - an obvious optimization for one-block files and usually advantageous for

other files.

The third policy is the complement of the UNIX prefetch; it prefetches the first block on

open and continues prefetching until non-sequentiality is detected. It resumes prefetching if

sequentiality is detected again. We refer to this as an optimistic prefetch, since it assumes that all

files are accessed sequentially. The major advantage of this policy is the ability to perform pre-

fetch even for small (1-2 block) files.
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"V Figure 7.8: One-block prefetch policies. The UNIX prefetch misses many opportunities to prefetch small
• files, resulting in a higher miss ratio. The One-block Lookahead prefetches even for random files,

producing extra data transfers.

Figure 7.8 compares these policies to demand fetch, again using the exclusive consistency

. protocol. The transfer ratios for UNIX prefetch and demand prefetch are virtually indistinguish-

able for caches larger than 100K, while optimistic is slightly lower, based on its prefetch-on-

., open. The OBL transfer ratio is higher because of the large number of unnecessary prefetches.

0 . The missed opportunities of UNIX prefetch are apparent in the miss ratios, which although lower

I- N
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than demand fetch, is well above the miss ratios for the other two policies. Keep in mind, how-

% ,.ever, that some of the reduction in miss ratio is exaggerated by the simulation assumption that all

requests are completed before the next request is processed, including prefetch. If the time

required to process a block is shorter than the time to fetch a block, then prefetch will only

* Nreduce, not eliminate, the fetch delay. Lazowska et al. measured the average user processing time

at 106ms per 4K block for a system of SUN 2 workstations - longer than the fetch delay of

70ms [Lazo86]. Faster processors will decrease this time, but the advantage of prefetching

remains.

Kent also studied the UNIX prefetch along with prefetches of multiple blocks [Kent86]. He

found that fetching more than one block actually increases the miss ratio and transfer ratio (which

he terms the I/O ratio) when the block size is 4K. The I/O ratio improves when multiple 512-byte

blocks are fetched. None of the ratios differ by more than 2%.

One way to further reduce the number of server requests is to fetch the entire file in a single

request on open. Several file systems do this [Morr86,Schr85], but each of these systems caches

on local disk. A full file prefetch would appear to also reduce the miss ratio, since all blocks will

be in memory when referenced. However, the fetch of a single large file could easily flush many

potentially-useful blocks from cache. Also, the simulation assumption that all I/O completes at

once exaggerates the decrease. A real system would probably not delay completion of the open

a, until the entire file was fetched. Instead it would begin the processing of the first blocks while

the rest is fetched.

We simulated three full-file prefetch policies. The first always prefetched the whole file,

while the second prefetched only if the file was "small" (defined initially to be any file less than

I lOOK bytes). The second policy was motivated by an observation that several large files were not

read in their entirety (notably the password and network address files). The third policy pre-

K" fetched the full file only if it was being read in its entirety, and is discussed below. As with all of

-. the policies, the file was only prefetched if the file was opened for read only. (As an aside, in

each case the file was fetched "backwards" so that the resulting stack had block one at the top,

' i,"

0,
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followed by block two, and so forth. It would be foolish for a rea! cache to prefetch all of a file

which exceeds the size of the cache; it would surely stop when the cache was full. Our policies

have this effect. In addition it ensures that the most likely blocks to be referenced are nearest the

N top, and the ones to be pushed if another file is referenced are the ones least likely to be read

soon.)
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Figure 7.9: Full-rile prefetch policies. Always prefetching the full file produces excessive server traffic,
even though it has the lowest miss ratio for large caches. Both of the other policies effectively
reduces the miss ratio compared to Demand fetch. The transfer ratio is decreased very little be-
cause the cost of requesting a block is relatively small compared to the cost of transfening the
data.

Instead of second-guessing the user, an additional parameter could be supplied with the

open to inform the file system of the intended use (e.g. "Open for random access"). To test the

utility of this parameter we simulated an informed prefetch policy which prefetches the full file if

0. the entire file is going to be used. The open trace records show the number of bytes accessed; we

- assumed that the full file was accessed if this number was larger than the file size.

A Figure 7.9 shows that all three policies effectively reduce the miss ratio, although none does

as well as the one-block policies for caches smaller than 2MB. This is because the one-block pol-
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icies properly handle cases where two large files are being concurrently accessed, whereas the

. '-full-file fetches will displace the first file from small caches as soon as the second is opened.

Although the full-file policies have a cost advantage by fetching the whole file at once, this is

offset by the fact that there is a high cost for fetching blocks which are never used. The transfer

ratio for the policy which always fetches the full file is so poor that it is off the graph for most

sizes. On the other hand, the small file fetch does well for all cache sizes. The informed prefetch

also does well, but only for large cache sizes.
'I
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Figure 7.10: Effect of varying the definition of a "small" file. Each curve is normalized by dividing by
*. the Demand miss or transfer ratio to accentuate the differences. The miss ratio varies little
*/" between values, while the transfer ratio increases dramatically when files larger than 120K are pre-

fetched. These files tend to be accessed randomly, while the cost of prefetching them is high.

.. The small file simulations were repeated varying the definition of "small" from one block

(4K) to 100 blocks (400K). The results are shown in Figure 7.10. Each experiment is displayed

as a fraction of the demand miss or transfer ratios. We see for cache sizes less than 1MB that pre-

fetching files larger than 120K dramatically increases the transfer ratio. The miss ratio continues

to drop as the definition increases, indicating that some large files are being accessed sequen-

tially. (Note that the prefetch of an unneeded block increases the miss ratio only if the block it
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displaces is needed, whereas it always increases the transfer ratio substantially, due to the high

-- "N'2- cost of data transfers.) Based solely on this data, our initial definition of small as 100K and pre-

fetch of small files is reasonable. If extended to the server, the success of the small-file prefetch

for large caches implies that a careful placement of mid-sized files (10K-looK, say) so that they

can be easily fetched with one or a few I/O's would be beneficial. This falls in the category of

server caching, where many similar studies are possible.

7.9. Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated the wide variety of designs which can be efficiently simulat-

ed using one-pass techniques. In the process it has shown that the choice of consistency protocol

can be a key factor in file system performance. The relative efficiency of the Read-Only protocol

* shows that the protocol should be tuned to perform well for files which are shared but not written.

We also conclude that an optimistic approach to prefetch is best in most cases.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Directions

8.1. One-Pass Analysis

In this dissertation we have described innovative techniques for efficiently analyzing a wide

variety of cache designs, and used these techniqies to study caching in a network file system. If

there is a key result to this research it is this: It is possible using one-pass techniques to analyze

all cache sizes in at most twice the time required to analyze a single size. Furthermore, the tech-

niques are completely general and can be applied equally well to studies of processor caches, vir-

tual memory, or file system caches.

The key to one-pass analysis, as we have said repeatedly, is the inclusion property -- if

something is true for cache size k then it is true for all sizes larger than k. Inclusion was first

noticed by Mattson, et al. [Matt70] who used the inclusion property of block validity as the basis

" . for their stack analysis technique. In Chapter 3 we showed that inclusion applies to dirty blocks,

and used this to describe an algorithm to analyze the effects of writes in a write-back cache. We

further showed that periodic write-back and block deletions could be similarly analyzed. The

discovery of these techniques is particularly timely, since bus and network limitaijons have

currently increased the impetus to use write-back caches.
'S.,
0 Chapter 3 also showed that sub-block caches can be analyzed in one pass, by observing that

sub-block validity obeys inclusion. It also proved that load-forward prefetching is a one-pass

algorithm.

* This dissertation has also extended one-pass analysis into a new dimension -- multiple

caches which must be kept consistent. Chapter 5 described algorithms for a class of multi-

S' processor consistency protocols for snooping caches. The key observation was that the states

* used to maintain consistency are composed of ihree characteristics -- validity, ownership, and

sharing -- each of which obeys inclusion. Several restrictions, necessary to allow one-pass
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analysis, were described. The main restriction was that all cache sizes must be related to one

" .-. another, the most practical special case being that all caches are the same size. Given these res-

*trictions, it is possible to compute miss ratios and bus traffic for all cache sizes in one pass.
ii..

Chapter 6 completed the discussion of one-pass algorithms by extending the work of

Chapter 5 to network file system caches. It described the differences between multi-processor

and network file system caches, including the higher-level open/close operations and the unreli-

able nature of the network. It then defined the state space and a class of consistency protocols

containing several options, including both invalidation and write-broadcast protocols. The trade-

offs among options were discussed in the description of four subset protocols: a simple protocol;

a protocol optimized for private files; one optimized for read-only files; and a write-broadcast

protocol. The chapter concluded by showing that these are one-pass algorithms.
0

8.2. Simulation Techniques

In addition to the discovery of new one-pass algorithms, this dissertation also discussed

techniques for implementing a one-pass simulator. The most time consuming operation in any

a,.. one-pass or stack simulation is finding the referenced block and computing its depth in the

memory stack, or stack distance. Chapter 4 described several implementations of the memory

stack proposed by others, including linked-list, linked-list with hash table, static binary tree

(called a B&K tree after its proponents, Bennett and Kruskal), and balanced AVL tree. We also

proposed a hybrid structure combining a linked-list for common accesses near the top of the

* stack, with a B&K tree for accesses with high stack distance. In tests against various traces,

- including program address traces, disk address traces, and logical file system traces, we found

that our hybrid approach performed well against all types. However the improvement was only

* marginal. For program address traces which have low mean stack distances, the simple linked-

list implementation is completely adequate, while a more complicated B&K tree is required for

disk or file system traces which have high mean stack distances.
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8.3. Results

This dissertation was not limited to a discussion of techniques; it presented numerous

results from the application of the techniques. The following summarize these results, not neces-

sarily in the order presented in the text.

8.3.1. Network File System Consistency Protocols

Perhaps the most significant result was the comparison of file system consistency protocols.

Applying all of the techniques discussed in earlier chapters, Chapter 7 showed that the proper

selection of protocol can cut the miss and transfer ratio by more than half. The study is the first

, to consider all the costs and potential benefits of caching, including savings in Open/Close. The

best overall protocol was the Read-Only protocol, which is an adaptive protocol favoring read-

6' only files and private files, in that order. The Write-Broadcast protocol also performed very well.

Significantly, both the Read-Only and Write-Broadcast protocols had almost double the miss and

transfer ratios of an optimal protocol. This indicates a potential for improved protocols through

future research (See below).

8.3.2. Other File System Simulation Results

Chapter 7 also presented a comparison of write policies for client file system caches. It

concluded that delaying write-back by 30 seconds could reduce the number of writes to the server

by 25%, although the resulting decrease in transfer ratio was less than 10%. More significant was
P:

the result that delaying just temporary files produced nearly the same savings, with little risk

since temporary files are generally useless after a system crash. Chapter 7 also discussed prefetch

policies. It concluded that the UNIX prefetch (prefetch the next block after noticing sequential-

ity) misses a lot of opportunities for effective prefetch, and that an optimistic prefetch (prefetch

,- until noticing non-sequentiality) performs much better. An analysis of full-file prefetch showed

- that always fetching the full file on open is a poor policy if not restricted; the prefetch of large

random files unnecessarily increases network traffic and displaces other needed files. If restricted

-.. to small files (less than 100K), fetching the full file on open reduces the miss ratio by 20% corn-

0 "
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pared to demand fetch, with little increase in transfer ratio.

8.3.3. File Sharing

Chapter 7 also contained a study of file sharing, one of the important characteristics affect-

ing the performance of the consistency protocols. It showed that actual concurrent sharing of

files is very rare. Sequential sharing, which also requires consistency controls, is more prevalent;

only 5% of files are shared but they account for two-thirds of all opens. Over half of the shared

opens are to read-only files, partly explaining the success of the Read-Only protocol. Also, over

80% of all writes were to single-user files.

8.3.4. Probability of Write-Back

The write-back analysis technique presented in Chapter 3 provides a method to verify
S

Smith's conjecture about the probability that a replaced block is dirty as a function of cache size.

.- This probability can be an important parameter of a queuing network model of a cache. Chapter

".- 3 generally confirmed the suggestion that the probability increases with cache size, with some

exceptions. Two LISP programs, containing many read-only blocks, showed a generally declin-

ing probability. An interesting future topic might be to explain and try to exploit this characteris-

tic.

8.4. Future Work
a'.

8.4.1. Adaptive MOESI Protocols

In Chapter 5 we restricted the MOESI protocols to consistently make the same choice for a
,:.

. given state and action, because of a few cases where use of different rules violated inclusion.

However, in Chapter 7 we showed that an adaptive protocol performed the best. It would be

interesting to explore adaptive subsets of the MOESI protocol. For example, Sweazey and Smith

[Swea86] suggest that a cache invalidate itself when it receives a write-broadcast if the block

priority is less than some value (e.g. if the block has not been used in X seconds). Intuitively, this

would still be a one-pass algorithm since the priority applies to all sizes and therefore the block

'....
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would be invalidated in all sizes.

Another adaptive protocol has been suggested by Karlin, et al. [Karl86]. It attempts to bal-

ance the costs of invalidation and refetch against the cost of write broadcast by counting the

number of reads between writes and writes between reads and switching protocol whenever one

dominates. Several writes between reads favors invalidation, while several reads per write favors

write-broadcast. Again, we believe intuitively that this would be a one-pass algorithm, provided

the choice is the same for all cache sizes. However, since the counts used to make the choice are

N. reset when a block is replaced in cache, the choice probably is a functioa of cache size. Future

work should formulate this adaptive policy in terms of the MOESI protocols, attempting to struc-

ture the statistics so that it is a one-pass algorithm, then evaluate it against real traces.

* 8.4.2. Broadcast File System Protocols

In Chapter 7 we showed that the Write-Broadcast protocol performed very well comparcd

to other protocols. However, the simulation made very optimistic assumptions about the over-

head of the underlying reliable broadcast protocol. Write broadcast shows great promise because

it reduces the both the miss ratio and the server involvement, and the underlying networks are

broadcast-capable. There should be continued study of reliable broadcast for use by a network

file system along the following lines. First is a need to quantify the need for write broadcast; how

many files and accesses are most efficiently managed using broadcast. Second, design protocols

both at the file system and underlying network level suited to this need. Here again, an adaptive

* protocol may be useful, since many files do not require write broadcast. Finally, the simulations

should be repeated using the new protocols and more realistic assumptions about the network

overhead.

.'-A 8.4.3. Name Caching

Most of the improvements in the miss and transfer ratio reported in Chapter 7 were due to

V the avoidance of opens, which can only be done if clients cache file names. There is a need for

research into the techniques and cost of efficient name caching. The costs of name caching

-:
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include the cost of obtaining, storing, and searching the names, as well as the cost of keeping the

cached names consistent. The latter must account for a name change or deletion by another

client, as well as changes to higher-level directories along the path.

There are two obvious alternatives to implementing name caching: caching the names

themselves, and caching the directories containing the names. Caching directories is conceptu-

ally the easiest; just treat the directories as files and use the existing file consistency mechanism.

This is essentially the method used by the SUN NFS [Sand85]. Directory caching can increase

the server involvement since each directory in the file-name path may require a server access.

Floyd reported that each path averaged 2.5 components [Floy86b]. On the other hand, once the

directory working set has been loaded, the name cache misses will be lower than if just the names

are cached, since users tend to work in one directory for a time. Floyd also reported that a global

-i cache of ten directories achieved an 85% hit ratio, and that thirty entries achieved a 95% hit ratio

[Floy86b]. Caching of directories also increases the probability that changes by one user will

-A interfere with another user, particularly in directories such as Imp.

Caching just the file names reduces the space requirements, and eliminates the effort

required to load the directories to the client. It also has lower interference between users. On the

*other hand, it may require more server overhead, since the server has more objects to manage and

search. It is possible to recover some of the advantages of directory caching by managing ranges

of names, as done in the Quicksilver file system [Cabr87]. All of these options need to be

analyzed, including the default option of handling all opens at the server.

8.4.4. Server Caching

There have been several studies involving centralized file system caches, and we studied

client caching, but there have been no comprehensive studies of server caching when combined

with client caching. The basic question is whether there is sufficient locality remaining in the

client "misses" to justify a large cache. Certainly the client caches will absorb much of the

* • locality of reference to user files, but we showed in Chapter 7 that there are many references to

'-- shared system files which may still benefit from caching. If client caches are invalidated when a

0
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new version is written, caching of the new version in the server is advantageous to other clients

refetching a file; this advantage is not present with write-broadcast.

In addition to looking at cache size, it is useful to explore other parameters of server caches

when combined with client caching. There is no reason, for example, that the clients and server

must use the same write or fetch policy. If the client delays writes then the server certainly

shouldn't. Also, if the file is properly placed on disk then there is little cost for the server to fetch

all of a small file on open, even if it is not advantageous for the client to do so. Placement poli-

cies also need to be considered; if the client delays writes then the entire file may be available to

the server so that it can be placed together on disk for quicker writing and fetching.

Either client or server caches of varying size can be simulated in one pass, but we know of

no way to do both at once, since the server request stream clearly depends on the client cache

sizes. The technique which minimizes simulations is to run the client simulation for a particular

set of cache sizes and collect the sequence of misses and writes. This sequence then becomes the

trace input to a one-pass simulation of the server.

8.4.5. More Data

Every dissertation such as this concludes that there should be more study with different

data; we concur. One of the values of this dissertation is that it presents efficient ways to analyze

-k; the data; unfortunately it doesn't make gathering the data any easier. Two types of additional

data are needed: data from other environments and data from other systems. There is a real need

. to gather data from environments other than a university setting, particularly ones where there are

. stronger group interactions that might reveal different types of sharing. There is also a need to
gather data from a network file system, particularly one using high-performance workstations, in

.' order to affirm that file access patterns are the same, or if there are unique file types (font files,

for example) with very different access patterns and requirements.

..-."
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8.5. Summary

This dissertation has explored one-pass techniques for performing trace-driven analyses of

cache performance, and presented a few interesting results. The techniques greatly expand the

range of cache designs which can be efficiently simulated to include write-back caches, sub-block

caches, and multi-processor caches using various cache consistency protocols. The possible

simulation results have been expanded to include the effects of writes, deletions, and bus traffic

required to maintain cache consistency. Using these techniques, a researcher can analyze the per-

formance of all cache sizes in little more time than it takes to analyze a single size. The tech-

niques are completely general and can be applied to all types of caches, from processor caches to

disk and file system caches.

* The dissertation concluded with the application of the techniques to a study of cache con-

sistency algorithms, write policies, and fetch policies for a distributed file system. The study

showed that the cache consistency protocol can have a major effect on system performance, and

suggests that further study is needed to refine the protocols offered here. Again, the significance

of this dissertation is that it offers the means for others to efficiently explore these new protocols

and a variety of other cache parameters.

,
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